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Chapter 1 
IKIRODUCiriON 
Cytotaxonomlats In gensral and those dealing 
with the genus Solanttm In part icular ha-ve conslderea 
the Solanam plf^ y^um complex of special interest from 
several points of viev/. 3?hls complex, although 
dif f icul t to define exactly, i s considered to consist 
o^ §,* nod if lo rum. S, vlllosum. g. lute urn and 
naturally occurring diploid, tetraploid and hexa-
ploid races of ^. UiEaffil. ^©s© species nhov; 
considerable resemblances among themselves and differ 
from other species of the genus to just ify the i r 
inclusion in the ^. nip r^um complex. As i t wi l l he 
explained l a t e r , the correct iSenti ty of the 
memhera of t h i s complex has often "been a puzzle to 
t l ^ t raa i t iona l taxonomists. The taxonomlst vho 
has no t raining in cytology, genetics and b io-
Byetemafcios has been confused when dealing with 
these species* I t has been sQiown that correct 
identification of these species can be done and 
the interrelat ionships of the species determined 
adequately only with the help of cytology, genetics 
and blosyfltemabics. Although some aspects of the 
interrelatlonahlp of the species of t h i s complex 
have been atudled by Bhaduri (t945» t 95 l ) . 
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Waatergaard (1948), Tandon ajw3 Rao (1964* 1966), 
a good deal s t i l l remains to "be done to present a 
clear picture of the origin and evolutionary-
re lationehip of tbe species concerned. The author 
has attempted to investigate the various species 
with th i s purpose in viev and the resu l t s are 
desorihed in the present thes i s . 
Although t ie main aim of t h i s thes is i s to 
present iniiestigations regarding the origin, evolution 
acfl taxonomic a f f in i t ies of the species of S. nigrum 
ooraplsx on the basis of hiosystematic studies, i t i s 
obvious that t h i s problom i s simply one aspect of 
the much wider problem of modern taxonomy which 
has to tate into consideration not only the 
morphological diaractors but also csrbology, genetics 
and ecology e t c . (Clausen, Eeck and iTiesey, 1945)• 
2he t radi t ional systems of classif ication 
are mostly baaed on ex?jerna}. morphology. Many plants , 
described as species, are found to be merely 
variants of other species and not fuHrfledged 
species. The species» which i s now almost uni -
v t r sa l ly aecftptefl as the basic unit of taxonomy, 
has been subjected to laore arguments over i t s 
praper definition -^an has any other biological term. 
Linnaeus believed l^at vpecies were divinely 
created, disextte and bwd txm within the i r own 
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l imi ts . He also raentlaned the view that many ©pedes 
and genera hafl arisen hy hybridization. Some authors 
feel that there I s no definition of species that may 
he considered imlversally applicahle (Mayr, 19571 
Bavls & Heywood, 196?). 
Since the rediscovery of I4end0l*s work In 
1900, hlological science In general and systematic 
hotany In particular have entered a nev/ era dominated 
by the r ise of cytology, genetics and s t a t i s t i c s and 
their use as new tools for solving evolutionary and 
taxonomlc prohlems. Cytologlcal diaracters are now 
often regarded as of predominant Importance In taxo-
nomy (Smith - >Mte, 1954J Darlington, 19561 Stehhlns, 
1959; love, 1960a, b ) . 
In the late twenties, \x>rk on experimental 
taxonomy hegan with the Investigations of Marsden-
Jones, 3?urrlll and Oregor. The significance of poly-
ploidy In relat ion to taxonomy began to he reallaed 
In the t h i r t i e s . Wlnge of Denmark had formulated a 
hypothesis of the origin of some species through chro-
mosome doubling (Stehblns, 1950) and the hypothesis was 
verified experimentally hy Clausen and Good speed In 
1925. Hie significance of polyploidy In the origin and 
evolution of plant species Is well recognlaed (Stehh-
ins , 1950,19S(o; de Wet,1971). The understanding and app-
reciation of -Hie role of hybridization hegan with Anderson. 
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Ihus vdth an un^-eratanaine of the taxonomlc 
significance of cytology, genetics, hybridization 
and s t a t i s t i c s , systematlsts are well on their way 
to solving some of 13ie BIO at d i f f icu l t taaDoaomlo 
problems at the species level. "Variation anfl 
Evolution In Plants" t>y Stehblns (1950) deserves 
special mention because I t I s a masterly synthesis 
of the new cytogenetlcoL data which ha;ve a bearing 
on taxonOEQT. 
!I!he r ise of cytology and genetics and the i r 
application to systematlcs have revitalized the 
classical taxonomy and have given r ise to "Omega 
Taxonomy" (Shirrlll, t938), "Experimental Taxonomy" 
(Heslop-Harrison, 1953), a term f i r s t Introduced 
by Clements and Hall (1920), "The Hew Systematlcs" 
(Huxley, 1940), "Genonomy" (Epling, 1945) and 
"Blosystematy" (Camp and Gllly, 1943). 
Clausen, Kecfe and Hlesey (1945) stated that 
gei»t lcs , cytology, comparative morphology and 
ecology constitute bio systematlcs. Bio systematlcs 
contributes c r i t i c a l data for the study of dynamic 
structure of population and explains i t s re la t ion-
ships and var iab i l i ty on genetical bas is . The aims 
of bio systematlcs were stated by Camp and Gil3y 
(1943) who introduced I t as "Blosystematy". 
Valentlae and love (1958) attempted to point out 
In \diat ways "blosysteimtlc discoveries can and 
should "be Incorporated into the corpus of orthodox 
syetematics. 
All biologists are now aware of the contr l -
hution of hlosystematics to taxonoay. Along with the 
study of hiosystematicSf the hiologlcal concept of 
the species I s developing. Many hiosystemattsts claim 
that species are natural populations which are 
genetically dis t inct and reproductively Isolated from 
other species while being potentially in te r fe r t l l e 
among themselves (Mayr, 1942j Stebblns, 1950; 
Dobzhansky» 1951J I»bve, 1960b; Huxley, 1963). Bio-
systematists often c r i t i c i se the taxonomlo species 
on the grounds that I t i s less important biologically 
than species defined in teime of gene pools and 
s t e r i l i t y barr iers . 
On© of the most taxonoml cally perplexing 
types of plant groups I s the polyploid oowplex 
(Babcock and Stebblns, 1938). 3!he sources of 
taxonomic diff icul ty In sudh a complex are the 
occurrence of closely similar genomes in the various 
species and the poss ibi l i ty of hybridIssation between 
the members of t h i s complex. 
For the present work Solanum nigrum complex 
was selected to deal with biosystematlcs. The 
morphological variation whldi has been used by the 
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taxojaoralsts to oharaoterlsse these species Is "very 
vague. But the cytologlcal varlacfcion i s displayed 
by true po l^ lo ldy . Ihe specific nature of the 
"barriers to g^ne flow among these species I s not 
ve i l known, therefore, a blosystemafclc eti-^y of the 
material was undertaken with a view to tmra-velllng 
the nature of s t e r i l i t y barr iersr the jjhyletic 
relationships among the species of the complex and 
the ittode of origin anfl evolution of hexaploid forms 
of ^ . nigrum. 
Ihe poljrplolds are, as a ru le , derived from 
re la t ives with lower chromosome numbers. Once the 
suspected ancestral species have been identified, 
the hypothetical evolutionary course of hybridization 
and chromosome doubling can be repeated In the 
garden and the hypothesis can be subjected to 
experimental verif ication. I t was v;lth th i s object 
In view that an attempt was made t o eysthesiae 
hexaploid S^ . nigrum from a l l suspected putative 
parents. !Ehe attempt has proved successful, TbB 
»ynti»Biased hexaplolds have been compared among 
themselves and with the naturally occurring 
hexaploids of different geographical regions with 
the object of finding out the exact mechanlaa cf 
evolution of h l ^ e r ehromosomal forms. 
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iS 2 
MAfEEtAlfl ARD KEIHODS 
ajh© oaryoaaorpliologloal etufliee W94?e cojifluotea 
Oft the folloidflg non-^t»erlfei?oxis speoleo of l&e gentis 
3 . £• 3.;qtetff^  Mill* 
4. £. vtlloflt^ H i l l . 
3!heS0 epeoies le^ ere raised froi^ t}ie seeds 
obtained from the oolSeotlon maintained hy the Bopart-
ment of Botaoy, AllgaiSi Muslim tTnl-verslty, AUgaJix. 
SSie seeds were eown In 50 cm pots , vaien the seedlings 
were 8 to 12 em t a l l and had developed three ox four 
l e a w s , they tuere transplanted to 50 cm pots . Only 
one seedling was planted In one pot* %e plants were 
grown in greeiihoiase. !5he plants were swceptlble to 
ai^iids, Jhese were* the3?efore, sprayed frequently wltli 
Dineeron solution ( t ec of Dime or on In 10 l i t r e s of 
wa*er). Herbarium ^jeolmens of the species and their 
hyl>rids have l)een prepared, fheee shal l \m deposited 
with the herbarium of the BepartmsBt of Botany, Allgarh 
Hasllm University, Allgarh. 
2.2. Hybridization 
In order to determine the orossablli ty aaaong 
the specie a used in t h i s study, Interepeoifto hybridi-
zation was attempted in a l l possible combinations. Be Ci-
pro cal cross pollinations were also made among the 
oytotypes o£ 3. nigrum. Data regarding the number of 
crosses of each combination and the extent of f rui t and 
seed set were collected. 
2.3. Emasculation. TX)llination and selfing 
Since the flowers are bisexual, emasculation 
before dehiscence of anthers i s necessary In order to 
cross pollinate the flowers. In each inflorescence, buds 
of the right stage, that I s , buds with greenish yellow 
euithers, were lef t Intact whllo oihers v»re i^mowd. The 
flower buds were emasculated one day before the dehisce-
nce of anthers. Ihe flower buds were opened with fine 
forceps and the stamens were pulled out carefully. In a l l 
the oases, while emasculating the flowers, care was taken 
not to puncture the anthers. The inflorescences with 
emasculated flowers were protected from contamination 
with imwanted pollen by covering them properly with 
butter paper bags. Each bag was tied with a label . 
The flowers of male parents were also protected 
similarly with the object of preventing foreign pollen 
ix(m fa l l ing on them. 
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33ie flower TonQs \mxe always emasculated In the 
afternoon and pollinated the following morning hetween 
9.00 am and t2»00 noon. !Ehe pollinations w r e carried out 
hy brushing the etlgmas of the emasculated f loviers vdth 
the fresh pollen of male parent. As very l i t t l e pollen 
comes out in the natural coiirse of dehiscence, pollen 
had to he taken out a r t i f i c i a l l y hy sp l i t t ing the 
anthers longitudinally vl th the help of a needle. TbB 
pointed end of the needle carrying the pollen was gently 
hrudhed on the stigmas. While pollinating the flowers 
care was taSsen not to injure the stigmas. After poll ina-
t ion the inflorescences vmre again enclosed in hutter 
paper hags. Ihese hags were tied and labelled j they were 
removed onl^ at the time of seed collection. 
For selfing, the entire infloresoence was 
enclosed in a hutter paper hag for a few days before 
blossoming. The bags were removed only at the time of 
seed collection. 
2.4. Oolohioine treatment 
Growing t i p s of young branches were treated with 
aqueous solution of colchicine of 0.10 per cent, 0.20 per 
cent ana 0.25 per oent concentrations for 12, 18 and 24 
hours. Growing t ip s were covered with small wafls of 
absorbent cotton and were liept moist constantly with 
colchicine eol-ation. Constant care was tateen to eee that 
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the cotton wado aid not flry up during the course of 
treatii»nt» On the f l r ^ t day, after 9 hours treatment 
(8.00 am to 5.00 pm) there was a break tn the e"v©ning and 
the treatment was continued on subsequent days to make a 
t o t a l treatment of 12, 18, and 24 hours, 
2 .5 . Measuring; the thickness of leaves 
Ihln transverse sections of leaves MQXQ cut with 
the help of a razor, fim sections were stained with 1.0 
per cent acetooaHalne. Ihe thickness of ths leaves was 
measured by the ocular micrometer scale and the ocular 
divisions were converted into microns. 
2.6. S ta t i s t i ca l methods 
A s t a t i s t i c a l study was undertaken in an attempt 
to arrive afe a bet ter unflerstandtng of the morphological 
re l^ ionahip of the species and their hybrids. 
The homogeneity of means of morphological chara-
cters of random samples from each population was tested by 
the P t e s t using the technique known as Analysis of Tariance, 
developed by Pisher. However, in oases where the sample slae 
was t%io, "Stuflent*s'* t t e s t was used. 
She mean values of morjaiological characters of 
two populations were eonpared by "Student*s" t t e s t In 
order to determine how far the i r mean values differed 
significantly from one anothsr. 
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2*7* Study of laelosla. VOUBJI glee and feirfclUty 
For a stnay of melosis flower buds of proper siae 
were fixBS in Oarnoy*s £lvd.6i (6 abeolute alcohol : 3 chloro-
form J t glacial acetic acid) Ijetween 9.00 am and 12,00 noon 
for an hoTir and then transferred to propionic alcohol 
(1 propionic acid J 3 ah so lute alcohol) for 24 hours. The 
propionic acid saturated vi th f e r r i c acetate was used. The 
material was washed with 70 per cent alcohol and stored in 
i t at 10 0. !Ehe material was etuaied as and when i t was 
convenient• 
Anthers were dissected from buds and stained by the 
standard proplonocarmine squash technique (Swaminathan, 
Magoon and I%hra, 1954). 3?emporary preparations were sealed 
with paraffin wax and la te r made permanent by using n-butyl 
aloohol»aoetio acid series and mounted in Canada balsam 
(Eheduri and GSiosh, 1954). Ifeiotic data were secured from 
well squashed preparations. 
!ehe pollen siae ani3 f e r t i l i t y were estimated from 
fresh pollen samples. The s ta inabi l i ty of pollen with aoeto— 
carmine was taken as an index of pollen f e r t i l i t y . The pollen 
was stained with 1.0 per cent aoetocarmine and those which 
took up stain and had regular out line were taken as f e r t i l e 
and the empty ones without staining were coimted as s t e r i l e . 
The same preparations were used to obtain pollen size measu-
rements. The size of pollen grain was estimated by measuring 
i t s disaaeter. 
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2.8. Hiotomloro^raicihs. drawlnaB and abl)revlatloaB 
Mtcro|iho to graphs were taken from permanent 
elide0 with an " Ultrapliot •* microscope (10 x eyepiece 
and 100 X objective) using 0 81 Gevalith Ortho safety-
film. All the cytologloal drawings were made at tahle 
level with a cemera lucid a using 10 x eyepiece and 
100 X ohjeotlve. Ihotomlcrograpihs of pollen grains were 
taken at different magnifications. 
OJhe following ahhrevlatlons are usedi 
MO a Italian mother ce l l 
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REVIEW OF HTERATBHE 
The genus Solantan I s an Important one from 
the economic point of view. I t conslets of 1700 spe-
cies (Will is , 1966). About 100 of th^se produce under-
grounfl tubers if^ile tlis res t are non-tuber bearing 
(Magoon, Hamanujam and Cooper, 1962). Inspite of the 
great economic ln^ortance of the non-tuberiferous spe-
cies , <»mparatt\fBly l i t t l e attention has been paid to 
the i r cytogenetical behaviour anfl taxonomlc re la t ion-
ships. However, in recent years the Importance of such 
funaaaental knowledge In the exploitation of non-tube r i -
ferous species for commercial use has been real ised. 
!She important l i t e r a tu r e , par t icular ly pertaining to 
those species of Solanum vihlch are more closely related 
to B. SJLMSWL* i s reviewed below. 
^ • 1 * Melosls In Solanum specleB 
Most of the studies indicate that melosls Is 
normal specially in species with n ts 12 and 24 chromo-
somes. Ji^rgensen (1928) reported normal melosls in hexa-
ploid ^ . nigrum (n « 56). Ellison (1956) obaer"ved normal 
melosls in S, nltldIbaooattBm. Begular melosls was obser-
ved by Paddock (1945) In 3. douglasil and S, nod if lorum. 
H K 
Ghandola, Bhafcnagar and Jain (1966) studied th« 
cytology of S. yerTaagolfolttm. KrlShnappa (1968) 
studied the meiotlo Ijehavlour of a large num'ber of 
species of Solantoq and o"b0errod, in eacsh species, 
the oecaJTiJenc© of 12 Mvalents at dlafcinesls vl th 
mostly terminal chlasmata* Huaaln and Shaft (1970) 
reported aoasnal laelosis In £• tjelouetrum with n » 12 
chromosomes at dlaklnesis and metaphase I t 
0ottac2ialk (1954)» ii^ile studying pachytene 
chromosomes In some ^)eclee of golanum* noted that 
the differences among the species were mainly in the 
heteroc^iromatic se@i^nts of chromosomes. 
Chcnaa-veeraiah and KrlShnappa (1968) studied 
desynapsis and s t e r i l i t y in S. ^wndlandil (n « 24) 
and reported that the cause of high percentage of 
pollen s t e r i l i t y i s due to lack of pairing of chromo-
somes at melosis. Ha;}asekaran (1970a) reported asy^ 
naps is in £, jftdicum. 
Chennaveeraiah and Kriehnas>pa (1966) 
reported accessory chromosomes in the pollen mother 
cel ls of S. gjganteum. £. MljSm* £• imM£SM> 
%." Miasianum and £. h^^emlnatum. aihe report of the 
oooorrence of accessory chromosomes in £. melongena 
hy these authors i s noteworthy and needs confirmation* 
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3 .2 . Chronosome num'bor imQ morvholony 
The chromooonG immbor of ceveral non-tu'bGri-
fcrouo specieG lios IDGGII ctuclio^ by variouo v;orkors 
(Kojima, 1925} Viliiiorin and Simonetj 1927; J^rGoncon 
ana Crone, 1927 J J^i'ConcGn, 1923; I2iadui?l, 1933; 
Janki Amraal, 1934; Tolcunaca, 1934* E l l i son , 1936; 
Heiser on^ ^Vhitalcer, 1943; Swoninathati, 1949; Sinha, 
1950; Bayl is , 1954J Ilaraas and Joshi , 1954; Rai, 1959'J 
Siiarzna and Bal , 1961; Soria anc3 Koisor, 1961; Hoioer, 
1963; l l i t r a , 1966; Iluoain and Khan, 1970). Chenna-
VGoraiah anci Krlslinoppa (1966) reported acooGoorjr 
cliromoooinGG in the root t i p s of £ . ^inanteuin* S^ . raolo-
np^ona and S_. Indicimr. 
El l ison ol)SorviDd oecondary aocociationo 
among the 36 b iva lents of hescaplold S_. nigrum at 
rnetaphaae I and suggeoted tha t the 72 chronosoineo of 
the hexaploids vjere made up of a haoic group of 12 or 
even 6. But Swoninathan (1949) concluded, from cyto lo-
g i c a l s tud iec , tha t the reoul to of analysis of secon-
dary asoociation aro too hoterogoneoua to prove tha t 
the o r ig ina l basic chroEioocmG number of t h i s opociea 
i s s ix . 
ihe study of the chromosome number has 
g rea t ly f a c i l i t a t e d our understanding of var ia t ion 
in chromosomG number and has led us to in fe r t h a t the 
bas ic chromoGome number i s 12 in non-tube r i f e rous 
species of the genus Solanum. 
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Olfluma (1945) studied the karyotype of 
hexaplold ^, nigrum (2n o 72) and recogniaed 6 types 
of dhromDasmes. SiiJha (1950) reported ODB pair of 
SAT - c^ LTomosoiaes in the somatic complement of 
^* eeaforthiamim (2n ts 24) and S. •rorhasclfollum 
(2x1 » 24)» and two pai rs In S, warsaewlcgll (2n » 24). 
ThB karyotypes of S* warsgevlczll and ^ . seaforthlamm 
resemble those of the diploid tube r ife reus species 
whereas the karyotype of §,. verbasclfollum t s some-
what different. 
5»3. Bolyploiav 
A considerable amount of information I s 
available In connection with the occurrence and nature 
of polyploidy. Bhadurl (1935) reported natural diploid, 
t e t r ^ l o l d and hexaplold cytotypes of S. nigrum. 
Hakanura (1935) found both diploid and hexaplold cyto-
types of g.. ja^ lprum In Japan. Nakaaura (1937)» Stebblns 
and Paddock (1949) reported that diploid and hexaplold 
cytotypes have definite la t i tudinal zonal dis t r ibut ion 
In Japan and Europe respectively. Bhadurl (1951) re por-
ted tha* In India the different polyploid cytotypes 
^^ £• allfiO, occur sympatrically. Sal (1959) recorded 
a 40 diroaofloae rar lant in a hexaplold population of 
§,• fil^IIIE* <*ttnther (1963) recorded an aneuplold form 
of g, Sk&SMf^ 
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VejJkateswarlu and Krishna Rao (1971) studied 
the frui t colour of diploidB, tetraploids and hexa-
plolds of §. nigrum and reported that "blue i s inher i -
ted as dominant over red. They also concluded that in 
S. jQJgrum ( te t rap lo id) , S. villosum and S,. miniatum 
the different diades of red are controlled by a l le les 
at the same locus. Venkateswarlu and Bhiravamurthy 
(1962) studied pachytene chromosome morphology of 
diploid S, nigrum. Rao, Khan and Khan (1971a) studied 
the gene oology of hexaploid population of §. nigrum. 
FUkumoto (1962) studied nuclear ins tab i l i ty 
and chromosomal mosaicten in colchicine induced poly-
ploids of S, integrifolium var. inaerne and S. melon-
gena var. mimilo and their hybrids. Janaki Ammal and 
Bhatt (1971) produced autotetraploids in S, Idiasianum 
by colchicine treatment. 
leptew and Dvoryarikina (1969) obtaimd two 
haploid plants of S, demissum (with 36 6hromosomes) 
as a result of the pollination of S, demissum (2n~72) 
with the pollen of the diploid S. phure.la (2n « 24). 
I t may be inferred that the haploid plants were the 
product of parthenogtnetic development of the eggs. 
Earn (1972) cultured the anl^ers of ^. nigrum (2ii»72) 
and obtained 53 haploids, 32 diploids, 5 t r ip lo ids 
and 8 aneuploids. 
The nature of •polyploidj and rnechoniom of 
evolution of M(%er chromoGomal forms In £. ni/TJum 
arc the sulDJecto of contro-\A3i'sy. Jargonaen (192S), 
BhDXlurl (1933), Ell iaon (1936) and Swaninathan (1949) 
conai3cre3 hoxaploid £. nir,rum as an allopolyploid on 
tho baais of regular moiosiG. Vfeotorgaara (1948) repor-
tet) herraploid S. ninrvm (n •= 36) to have ar isen tlirough 
atnpMaiploidy of a hybricl betvrcen £ . villooum (n = 24) 
and £. nod if lorum (n « 12). Stobbins and Paddock (1949) 
found soEiG raultivalontD and, there fore , they considered 
i t to be p a r t l y an allohexaploid. 
On tho bas is of raultivalont formation 
ITalcGmura (1937) reported t h a t hexaploid S_. ninrum ie 
on autopolyploid. Stebbina (1950) and Gunther (1959) 
concluded from t h e i r s tudies tha t i t io an au toa l lo -
polyploid. london and Rao (1964, 1966a) have shovjn 
c lea r ly from •'jhcir cytonenotical invest igat iono tha t 
the na tu ra l ly occurrinr; hexaploi' ' S, ni/^rum i s on a l l o -
hoxnploid, They have shoun the probable course of 
evolution of na tu ra l hesraploid S_. nigrum by crossing 
the n a t u r a l t e t r a p l o i d s v/ith d ip loids and thereby 
doublin.^ tho chronosomo number of tho s t e r i l e t r i -
ple id hybrids by colciiicine treatment. (The synthesisod 
hexaploidc thus obtained resembled the n a t u r a l hoxa-
plo ids in karyomorpholocical chacactors and in the 
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Chemical natiupe of the friait pl^nent. Biey (1966ID) 
Jteported a monosomic plant In C2 population of oyn-
theeiaed hexaplold 3, ninrum, Hao ana Khan (1970) 
Isolated In C3 population a fe r t i l e mutant ^lc3i Uore 
f ru i t s of larger elae. 
Hiaaurl (1945* 1951) and TanSon and Rao (1966a) 
ma^e a oomparatlve stufly of morijaiologloal and cyto-
loglcal charactere of the colchicine-Induced autotetra-
ploldg of diploid £. nigrum and natural tetropioids of 
§.• nlprum* d e y Showed that the natiu?al te t raplolds 
are not the auto te t raplolds of diploid ^. nlRrvm. 
5.4. Crossablllty 
Wljskler (1916) studied the crossabl l l ty 
hetwen diploid and tetraplold S. nigrum and reported 
the* the het ter resul t was ohtalned when tetraplold 
form was used as a female parent. Jorgensen (1928) 
produced an acsphldlplold plant from the regeneration 
callus formed on decapitated shoots of a s t e r i l e ?1 
hyhrld heti^en S. nJt.gn»a (2n » 72) and S. luteum 
(2n m 48). Ellison (1936) obtained a s t e r i l e hybrid 
with n « 24 chromosomes from a cross between S. nlfgrun 
(n « 36) and S. nltldlbaocatua (n » 12). Hlslmura 
(1939) obtained f e r t i l e F1 hybrids from a cross between 
S» SSLBiM (2n w 72) and 8, macrocarpon (2n « 72). 
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Sviojninathon Cl^'49) attomptod rec iproca l crooo p o l l i -
j3ation3 cmong tho d ip lo id , totraplolcl and hexaploid 
forme of £ . iil/rriM, but a l l the croooos fa i led except 
liGXaplold X d ip lo id . Von WoiigenhGlm (1957) stud led 
the pa i r ing behaviour of pachytene and dldkinesis 
chrojaosoaoD in diploid Solanum species and t h e i r 
hybridD. He concluded tha t small s t r u c t u r a l d i f f e r -
ences play a minor ro le in the evolution of the genua. 
London and Rao (1966a) obtained a s t e r i l e 
t r lp lo id hybrid from a cross betvKjen a na tura l t e t r a -
plold and diploid S. nlin;run. 2!hc s t e r i l e t r l p l o i d 
hybrid v;ao raised t o f e r t i l e hexaplold IDVCI by co l -
chicine treatment and i t v/as crossed with the na tu ra l 
hexaplold. The hybrids thus obtained v;ero quite 
f e r t i l e . Qhonnaveeralah and P a t l l (1968) studied 
fcaryoiaorpholocy of S_. nl/^run conplex ond concluded 
tha t the f a i l u re of a cross botv/een £ . nod if lo rum ond 
hexaplold £ . nigrum 1 a due to reproduculvo i so la t ion 
and genet ic b a r r i e r of gene exchange. Venkatcsv/arlu 
and Krishna Rao (1969) crossed the colchicine amphi-
ploid (2n = 72) ol" the hybrid £ . nodiflorum (2n = 24) 
X ^» villosum (2n = 48) i^/lth £ . memphiticum (2n = 72) 
and u i th £. ni/rrum (2n = 72) . In the reoul t inc F1 hy-
b r i d s , chromosotao numerical mosaicism v;ofl Studied. Rao 
and Tandon (1969b) crossed S_, luteum with na tu ra l t e t r a -
ploid S, nigrum and obtained f e r t i l e PI hybrids . Rao, Klian 
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and Khan (19711)) concluded from the t r studies on 
interspecif ic hybridization between Indian t e t r a -
plold £. ajgrua and S^  nodlflorum that the diromo-
somal s t e r i l i t y and cryptic s t ructural hybrid I ty play 
an Important role in the I n t e r s t e r l l l t y and genetic 
dlstlnctlviBness of these two species. Rao, Khan and 
Khan (1971a)attempted reciprocal cross pollinations 
betvreen the nattirally occurring Inaian hexaplotd 
^» nigrum and the French hexaplold §. nigrum and 
obtained Fl hybrids vdth mostly normal melosls and 
high percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y , 
Sairrayya (1936) reported pa r t i a l s t e r i l i t y 
In PI hybrids of a cross between S^ , melongena and 
§.* xaniaiocarmga. Hlslmura (1939) performed several 
crosses among the eipecles S. nigrum (n » 36), 
S* ?^ a?3?99aPP9n (^ " 36), S. mlnlatum (n » 12), 
S.» dellenl (n » 12) and g. alatum (n » 12) and repor-
ted that the hybridization beti*een the species with 
the Beam ^^rooosome number vas eas i ly accomplished 
but the resulting hybrids %iere erterlle. 2)atebe (1935' 
obtained a »ter l le hybrid In a oro»e between B, melon-
gena and £. Integrlfollum using the foroer as a 
pollen donor. Hestergaaxd (1948) Inwstlgated the 
In t ense Olflo erossabll l ty In a number of Sols^um 
species and reported that the hybrids be t ^en the 
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diploid apeoles Mei» highly s t e r i l e . All the t e t r a -
plold species ezcept S. getroflexum. that le» 
§,* oohxoleuciim. 3, ruhrum. S, hen/melenge. ^ . alatim* 
§.* mliilatica. S. flavum. £. ourtlues and S. vlllogma 
crossed roaaily isdth each oiaier and produced f e r t i l e 
hyhrlde. 3, retroflexum could be crossed with the 
other tetraploid species with "very great diff iculty 
and the hybrids urere s t e r i l e . Ster i le hybrids betv>een 
diploid and tetraploid species ware eas i ly obtained 
except In the cross §. ad'rentltlum x S, nltidlbaccatmn. 
Swamlnathan (1949) grouped the species of 
Solanum Into three categories on the basis of h i s 
studies on Interis^olflo hybridisation. Category I 
consists of species ^whltfii cross amonr. themsel^rea In 
different combinations. !Ehle Includes S. melongena. 
S. a^1?|iofffa?pm» S. Indloum and S. Incanuia. Category I I 
consists of species whlcsh crossed reciprocally. 33ils 
Includes S. hlspldum and S, torvmn but these species 
did not sot f ru i t when crossed with any of the other 
species. Category I I I Includes the species §,. ai££M» 
S. Pff??^ A99flP4<?qP^ > §,* ^rbasolfolluitt and S. ^^;|.afiM 
vAilch neither crossed eanong tSieniselves nor with other 
species. Mlttal (1950) studied non'-tuberlferous 
species of Solanum and the i r hybrids. He Indicated 
the close aff ini ty between ^ . Incanum and S, melongena. 
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Bhaflurl (1951) reported tha* S, melongena hybrid laee 
foreely with S. Ineanum producing fully f e r t i l e hyhrlde. 
He obtained parbially f e r t i l e hybrids vihen S^ . nelongena 
vas crossed with S. acanthooagpum. However, the cross 
between S, melongena and S. Indioum was found to be 
ittoompatible. He considered on the basis of morpho-
logical characters the* £. aelongena* S. coamilans. 
S. xanthooarpum. S, ipdicma and S, mcoannii are related 
sipecies* 
Baylis (1958) studied the degree of gens t i c 
isolat ion tretween §. gracile and S. douglasii and 
between S. gracile and S, nodiflorum. 3!he hybrid 
between S. gracile and S^ . douglasii was s t e r i l e but in 
the cross between £. gracile and B» nodiflorum the 
hybrid was f e r t i l e a l thou^ the percentage of pollen 
s t e r i l i t y was as high as 65. In 1965 he made several 
croaces among B* aviculare. S. simile» §. vescum* 
§.• ca'Qsiclforme. S^ . laciniatum and S. symonii. All the 
oroDses were incompatible except a unidirectional 
cross between ^. aviculare and S. vescum which yielded 
a few pollen s te r i l e plants . Buck (I960) recorded male 
s t e r i l i t y in the PI hybrid between the self compatible 
§• v^rruoocum and six other self ina)mpatible impedes 
®^  Solanum. He concluded that the male s t e r i l i t y as 
expressed by pollen abortion depends upon the in t e r -
action of cytoplasm of S. verruoogun with a gene from 
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self incompatible species, Rzhvitin (1961) stuflied 
the interspecific hybrids between ^. guineenae and 
S» luteimi. !Ehe Pi hybrids were l ike ^. gxiineenae 
parent but there VBB a large variety of form in tJie 
f2 progeny. Pandey (1962) studied the genstio basis of 
interspecific incompatibility by a d ia l le le cross 
involving 11 self incompatible and three self compa-
t ib le species of Solanum. 
Krishnappa and Ghennaveeraiah (1965) attem-
pted several interspecif ic and intraspecif ic crosses 
with a view to understanding the genetic relationship 
of the species of Solanum* Ihey reported that the 
spin ace ous species like §. torvum. S. indicum. 
^» trilobatum and S, sisvmbrifolium are reproductively 
isolated from non-spinaceoue ones like S, aeafor-
thianum, S,. aurioulatum. §. useudocapaictm ar^ 
^« .1asminoides« On the basis of the studies on cross-
ab i l i ty i t was concluded that the species like 
§.' indicum. S. melongena. ^ . khasianum. S, xantho-
cartnim and S. aouleatissimum are more or less closely 
related. They reported the resu l t s of intraspecif ic 
crosses within S,, indicum and S. melonflena complexes. 
The intergenerio QXOBB between §, pseudocapsicum and 
Capsicum annaum I s to be unsuccessful. 
Ha^aaekaran (1969) concluded from h i s oyto-
genetical investigations tha t S. melongena. ^. indicum. 
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S* xanthooarmim anfl S. trllobatinn form a group of 
related species. 
RajaBekaran (19701)) studied the oytogenetlca 
of an P1 hybrid "botveen £. Indlcum and S^ . melongena 
and I t s araphiploid, Based on ciiromosome pairing In 
the F1 and i t s derived amphidiploid, the l a t t e r -was 
considered as a segmental allopolyploid• 
Rajasekaran (1970c) reported pa r t i a l s t e r i l i t y 
in the F1 hyhrld S. Indlcum x £. melonf^ena var. Insanum 
and indicated that the gonlc differences het\i;een the 
species are the probab!te causes of hybrid s t e r i l i t y . 
Rajasekaran and Sivasuhramaniam (1971) repor-
ted ttK3 cytology of a s t e r i lo Pi hyhrld of a cross 
between S^ . zuoca^nianum and S, melon^ena. Rajasekaran 
(1971a, b) studied cjrtomorphology of a s t e r i l e PI hybrid 
bet-ween ^. xanthocarpum and S^ . melongena and i t s f e r t i l e 
amphidiploids. He attributed the s t e r i l i t y of PI hybrid 
to cryptic s t ructural differenoes of parental chromosomes. 
5.5. Interrelatienahlpg vlthln the S, nigrum compgaj? 
Nakamura (1937) separated the diploid and 
hexaploid forms of S. nigrum on the basis of C3rto-
morphological characters and gave the new name 
£• Tahoteinocarmim to diploid £. nigrum. Bhaduri (1951) 
also reported that £. iihoteinocarmim of Nakamura was 
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•very much like the Indian aiplold torn of S. n lgrm. 
Stetljine and Paddo<ac (1949) showed the resemblance 
of S, xihotelnooarpica \d.th S, nodlflonffii. Ihey des-
cri"bea a closely related species of S. aiaerioanian. 
the so-called " S. nlgnga " of the Eastern United 
States. Heiser (1955) regarded S. nodiflorum, S. ame-
thyst Inum. S, cogtrlcensa» §.• leonii as d is t inc t 
species within the S, nigrxca complex on the "basis of 
the i r diatr lhution, morphological resemblances and 
cytologioal data. 
Swacainathan (1949) suggested that Indian 
tetraploid S. nigrum may be considered allied to 
^» luteica. aad i i r i (1945) aJad Tandon and Eao (1966a) 
made a comparison of autotetraploids of diploid 
£• ^flgiffl with natural tetraploid s of S. nigrum and 
showed the* the l a t t e r are not the autotetraploids 
of diploid §. nigrum, laiaduri (1945) suggested that 
the affinity of natural tetraploid S, nigrum ic^ould 
be sou^ t with orange red berried forms like S. luteimi* 
§• villostca and S. miniatum. Tandon and Eao (1966a) 
1969b) established the ident i ty of the natural t e t r a -
ploid S. njgrupi with S. ;Luteum on the basis of the i r 
karyomorphologlcal characters including the colour of 
the f ru i t and their ready crossabil i ty with eadi other 
producing fe r t i l e hybrids with noimal loeiosis. More-
over, they concluded that the tetraploid S. nigrum i s 
a geographi<»al raoe of S. toteum. 
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Baylis (1958) established the identi ty of 
hexaploid S, nlgrtna of Kew Zealand with the hexaplold 
§.* nigrum of Europe "by hyljrldlzation and produced 
f e r t i l e f1 and P2 progenies. Hao, Khan and Khan (1971 a) 
estahlislhed the genetic relationship of French hexa-
ploid S, nigrum with Indian hexaploid S. nigrum by 
producing f e r t i l e Pi and P2 hybrids hetvreen them. tChey 





The ot>0e2?vatlons are t»lfig deaorlbdfl xmder the 
foUovlng heaifiet 
OOMPAHAHVB MOBIHOXiOay 0? IHB SEEGTES OF 
so^ ftKBH mmm ODHH^IX 
Desoriptton of S ? ! ^ ^ fiigSSa 3^ -
Morphological variation In S. i^ lgyom 
Comparlaou of morphologloal diaraoters of 
S. fllgrma ana allied species 
Blploia S. nigrum and S. |ioaifl<?r^ 
SJetraplold S. n^prtyi ana £ . lutetca 
2Jetraploia S. jql^rgp ana £. VIIIQBTM 
§.* fl^a^i4>yffl ana s . y^i;i<^sm 
£• ma;;^?t^^nP ana Inaian hex^ lo ia 
§.• noaiflomaa ana french hexaploia 
Xnaian hexaploia £. ^Icrq^ ana 
?rendh hezaploia S. i^ ^grtM 
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ErmiDizASiois 
Studies on hybriditsatlon 
eiwseee In "wliitai twISi the pawntc wu© 
diploid 
GiosseB In t*iidh female parents iner© 
teta?aplold and male parent diploid 
CroBsee In tahlch hoth the parents ware 
tetraplold 
Crosses In which female parent was 
hexaplold and male parent diploid 
Crosses In which female parent was 
hexaploid and male parent tetraplold 
Crosses In t*/hlch hoth the parents were 
hexaplold 
ISDIKJUON OF POEYPIJOIDT 
Besults of colchicine treatment 
01 generation of colchicine Induced 
htxiploids 
02 generation of oolchiolne induced 
hexeploids 
Ctemparlson of raorphologieal ciharaeters 
araeng the oolchicine Ifiduotd hexaplotds (02) 
and with the natural Xhiiaet hexsjploide 
Cenpariflon of mor|ho3»gl«iPL «harasters of 
the tolehiolne induotd h&XfiplAld (C2) with 
the 7ren^ hexa^loid S,* gyiatt 
ij 
axoesablUty 1»tween oolchtclne Induoefl 
hex^ljoid (62) 
Cxoesablllty "between colchidn© Induoed 
hexaploia (02) and iia*xu?al Inatan h©3caploia« 
Coinparlaon of pleots wltliln a population 
Comparison of plants l»twBen the popalatlono 
OTTOiOffy 
Melosls in parents 
Meloslo In 1?1 hybrids between diploid 
£• &i£SM and £• noa^tlopm 
Ifelosis In tr tplold hybrids (Pi) betwen 
tetraplold S. a i g s m and S. fi9a^f;ioyffl^ 
Helosls In colchicine Induced hezaplolds (02) obtained fro© tr lplold hybrids tetr&-
P ^ i ^ £• nf,f{Pm X S. fipdjlfl^rffft 
Melosls In t r lplold hybrids (Pi) between 
Helqsis In colchicine induced hexegjlolde 
(02) obtained from tr lplold hybrids 
I* msm X £. Bodj.f2i;^ TOt 
Melosie in t r lp lold hybrids (Pi) between 
i.* Yf3.l<??ii and S. a9d|.fli?rm 
Keloels in oolchlolne induced hezaplolds (62) obtained from tr lplold hybrids 
1' y t^^g^^ 3C S* noaiflorTi^ 
Cfytology of tetraplold hybrids (Pi) 
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!l i idfi9 III 71 Ii3it>ifia8 %otiii«ii ihem^ h^mi^ 
12 pxopri^ of Jms'tiiAiSB tmi^B^n Xtiaicn 
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CCKPARA3?XTffi MORffiOXOCRr Of TSB SIEOEES 
0? Botmm WLQ^m OCMSIIBX 
fhe/genus Solaimm Is one of the largest 
genera of the f aoily Solaaaoeae. It oonsists of 
about 1700 species (Willis, 1966). Most of the spe-
cies are herhs or shruhs. They have a wide dtstrlhu-
tloa ranging from tropical to temperate regions of 
the w^orld anA extending txcm sea l e w l to altitudes 
of about 2750 meters. Majority of the speoies iQ>pear 
to bo native to South America, while a few have been 
reported from Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia. 
5*1 • ^description of Solanum nlgyum L, 
She diploids, tetraplolds and hexaplolds 
o^ £• fi^r^riipi grow In nature syrapatrloally and are 
self-compatible. So far, no natural hybrids among 
the three oybotypes have ti&en encountered even though 
they grow sympatrlcal3y, (Che following description 
of S. nlgnmi Is a general description Which covers 
the oytotypes mentioned above. 
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HaJDlt : Animal liert) 
Stem 8 Erect or aemi-ex-ecfe^  sol id, oyltndrloalt 
branched, glabrous or someiArhat pulTesoent. 
leaf s Alternate, s ingle, pe t lo la te , exst lpu-
l a t e , ovate or ovate-lanoeolate with 
ent i re or dentate margin and acute apex. 
Inflorescence s Bxtra-axlllary cymes (Solanum 
nigrum I l lu s t r a t e s a further 
complication owing to the union 
of the flowsr-ahoot for some d i s -
tance above the position of I t s 
bract * with the axis of the next 
higher degree; the flower-sihoot 
thus spear ing to spring from 
the middle of an Internode t 
see Eendle, 1952). 
Flower s Saall , ebracteate, pedicel late , complete, 
bisexual, aotlnomorphlc and hypogynous. 
Calyx I (raraoaepalous, five toothed,green, per-
s is tent and glabrous. 
Corollas White, gamopetalous and five lobed. 
Androecium t 5 stamens, alternating with pe ta l s , 
polyandrous and epipetalous, f i l a -
ments abort and hairy below. Anthers 
yellow, large, oblong, axai conniventj 
dehlsoenoe of anthers by terminal 
pores. 
34 h 
oa»p«»l0 plaeod obliquely ija th» 
flo f^tir* Ovairy "bllocalar tdth «wollett 
Fruit 8 Bejfry, orange m^ os iSb.%w iJluiafe 
blad: or ptt3?plieb tJlade in <jolotu?» 
33i© fls^uraHly g^owiag population of £. ^^ Jfina 
was olas^^ied aaloly on tl© tjasis o:e fndt oolour 
into tJuseo oorpliologicalJy distinguicSiable oa*eeorio0. 
In category 2 tte findts tjox*© sdiiay Tsluidi 'black, in 
ostegoiy IX oj?ange mQ cM in eixfeegory III pwuplleli 
•blaclc m^ larger thon thorn ot oc::toeory 1 aaS II. 
A seiotic study of pollen siotlier oells of plonfee 
mpsemr^lm eato(;o£i«s I , 11 oi^ IH £9iot«d isfi^m 
to tm diploid (a « f2), totJfaplold (n « 24) aa9 
l^ ansiploid (A « %) j»ip9otiw1y. A detalM «»3e^ s^  
jfa i^mi eoaoutit «f aoi*is))ologioal Oliesaetors of tlwM 
«aleg^£i08 i s px9ionf|t«€ in fiable t (Figs. 1 •» 3). In 
tto desoffiption to f^Hov mad in saboequsnt diaptsfs, 
ilbsxiyer tlisse oytotypss AMI iasntioiiid» lihsy wil l las 
s:i^li(dt3y dosignsifwd AS '*4if3«id £. ttlifiHb** "totv»» 
ploia g, QWBM!* ^^ *%»siplstd f. AliQgif jwspsirtiiitSy 
to ttveid eoiifiiiliii. 
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5»3» OomVQXiBon of mojiholog^cal caiaraotegB of 
A oompartson of diploid S^ . n^ftrai^ with 
S, aoaiflortea ehoi#ed that they jeesembXe ©aoih othojp 
In general pattern of "vegetatl^ro and f lo ra l cshara-
otero (Figs. 4 - Y ) . Oilhe most liaportant dharaoters "t^ r 
tdxloh these two oan be dletlngttlshed from other 
related speoles are colour» ehajse and elsse of 'bexxs' 
and the (Chromosome numher. In both the f ru i t s are 
sjiherlcalf shiny bluldh black and Identical In slae* 
In diploid £. nigrum and §. nodlflorum the gametic 
Chromosome number Is 12* A detailed comparative 
account of -Qie morphological dharaoters of the two 
I s prei^nted In fable 1. 
She diploid S. nl^nag §nd S. ^odlflorum 
are alike In morphological characters, In general* 
and par t icular ly In the elhape* &im and colour of 
f ru i t aod chromosome number. I t wi l l be ehown la te r 
In de ta i l that these two are one and the same taxon 
and shouM be celled by one natne. Howe"ver, u n t i l a 
f ina l deelelon la taken the two wi l l be mentioned sepa-
ra te ly as "diploid £. nlgrma" and "S. ^odlfloram". When 
"diploid S, aJLUDIE* Is mentioned with the tetraplold 
36 
ana liexaplold S, Mfiriim. I t wi l l te mentioned as 
one of the cytotypes of 3, niforasn, 
5.3.2. atetraploia S> nlggtaa ana S. Itttetim 
Morphologically anS cytologlcally the imo 
taxa are closely related (Flge. 8-11). In both the 
f ru l te are similar in shape and the gametic chroao-
some n\Mber t e 24. In tetraploid S, i^f^ntm the f ru i t s 
are orange red v/hereas in S, lute ten they are yellow, 
A detailed comparati-ve account of the laorifliological 
characters of the two taxa i s g i ^ n in fable 1* 
5.3.5. getraploid 3. nigrum and 5. villosum 
She two species resemble eadi other in 
general pattern of morjihological (0?able 1, Pigs. 
8-11) and cytological diaracters . In tetraploid 
£• nigrum the f ru i t s are orange red Whereas in 
§.• villosum they are yisllow. But in both the tasra 
the f ru i t s are globose and identical in size and the 
ganetlc chromosome number i s 24. 
5.3.4. S. luteum and S. vlllogum 
A ocmparative study of the morphological 
characters of §^, luteiyi and S_. vllloaum showed that 
they are closely related to eacfh other (fable 1, 
Figs. 8*11). In both the species the f ru i t s are yellow, 
globose anfl ident ical in sla&. In S. luteua and 
3 7 
S. villogum the gaaetto chromoiaame uumlser I s 24. 
Morpihologieall^ aaa oytologlcally tli© ttw 
species a i f fer fraa ©ac3i other (fable 1) . The moat 
important characters by \iftildh they can readily be 
dtstingiiiehed from eaoth o12ier are the colour of berry 
axA (Chromosome nimiber. In £. fio^iflprufa the f ru i t s 
are small an3 efelny bluish blade whereas in S, luteum 
they are yellow. In S, noaiflorum the gametic chromo-
some number i s 12 whereas in £. luteum I t i s 24. 
5.3.6. S. noaiflorum an^ 3. vllloaum 
2he two species were compare^ morphologically 
ana cyfcologically (Sable l ) . Xhey differ primarily 
from eacih other in colour of berry an3 chromosome 
number. In S. nofliflorum the f ru i t s are sm^l and ^ i n y 
bluish black in colour, while in 3. villosum they axe 
large and yellow. !Che gametic dhromosome number in 
§.* nodifloru^ i s 12 whereas in S. vUlosma i t i s 24. 
3'3.7> S. nodifaoriM and Indian hexaploid S. nigrim 
A detailed ccaBparatlTe account of the morpho-
logical characters of S. nodiflorua and Indian hexa-
plold S, nigrum i s presented in fable t . fhe two ape-
oies differ from each other in colour of berry, sia» 
of berry and chromosome number. In S, nodifloram the 
3S 
f r u i t s are Email and i^ljny blidfiih l)laok irfhlle In 
Ijodlan hexaploia £. nigrum they are large and pfurp-
11 (ti black, d e ganetlo cairomosome number In S, nodi-
flonga i s 12 whereas in Indian hexaploid S, nigrum 
I t i s 36. 
5.3.8. S. noaiflorum anfl French hexaulold S> nigrum 
The imporbant characters by ^&ldi the two 
species can readily be differejaijiated from eadi other 
in the field are the habi t , colour and si as of berry 
and chromosome number.^, nodiflorum i s a t a l l and 
erect plant with ehiny bluleih black f ru i t s vfliereas 
Prench hexaploid S. nigrum i s dhort ai:^ aemi-erect 
with spreading branches and large purplish black 
f ru i t s (Pigs. 12-15). The garotio diromosome number 
0^ §• nodiflorum i s 12 whereas in Prendi heraploid 
S. nigrum i t i s 36. A detailed nomparati"ve account of 
morphological characters of the two species i s 
presented in !!?able 1. 
5.3.9. l^^m l^^yftPWt Sf ftlffifiyn, upd Fr^ ndjhi hey^-
Plants of French hexs^ploid S. nigrum were 
raised from Meds obtained from Pranoe. IShese were 
c<Mpared morphologically with the natural Indian 
hexaploid S. Bigrum under idenfeical experlmentiil 
conditions and found that the two populations resemble 
39 
each other IJQ general pattern of morphologloal 
characters (I'lgs* 16-19). In "both the populations 
the f ru i t s are purplish black and large In slae 
(Fig. 19). HovjB"wsr, the two populations have Viiell 
meafk&di morphological differences which enable them 
to he reoognizBd in the f i eM. !2he Indian hex^ lo ids 
are t a l l and erect» #iereas the french hexaplolde are 
short with spreading hrancSieB. A detailed oomparatl-ro 
account of the morphological characters of the two 
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Hg* 1. fiilgs of aipleia (3eft)t tetra-
ploia (miaaXe) ana hexasploiiS 
( r l ^ t ) pJanlfs, 
3Plg, 2. Plowers of fliploia ( loft ) , totjf&« 
pXoia (mtaaio) ana hoxaploia (ifight) 
plants* 
Fig, 3. ymilts of atploia ( le f t ) , totraploia 
Cmiaaio) ms ii03fapioia C3?i^t) plantB. 
^ f f*,f W 
S.n(2/) s.-n.(4x) S.n.(6x) 
Solantgn nigrum corap3Lex 
J ig . 4. Plants of aiplx>if! 3,. nlgruir ( le f t ) and 
§.• no^ifloxrvtm ( r igh t ) . 
Fig. 5. 3?v;igs of diploi<2 S. n^^rurn ( le f t ) and 
§.• nocllflojruin ( r igh t ) . 
Pig. 6. Plovers of diploi'^l S. nif;rTOi (3eft) and 
§.• nod i f lo mm ( r ight ) . 
Pig. 7. Prui ts of diploid S. ni.^rttm ( le f t ) and 
§.• nodiflortim (rirfht) 
^^ f ft^ 
S.n(2 )^ S.Tiod. 
SolarncQ nlgnsa complex 
Pig . 8 , P lants of ^ . lutema ( l e f t ) , t e t rap lo id 
§:• titRSvm (middle) and S, vllloatim ( r i g h t ) . 
Fig. 9. 2H-;lgs of §.. lutemn ( l e f t ) , t e t rap lo id 
§.' nigrum (middle) a»3 S^ . yjllosuia ( r i ^ t ) . 
Pig. 10. Plovjers of §.. 1-ute^m ( l e f t ) , t e t rap lo id 
2.* n;lf^ rtcta (midale) and £ . vlllosiga ( r i g h t ) . 
Pig, 11. Prul te of S^ . luteizm ( l e f t ) , t e t rap lo id 
S. nlgrxia (middle) and £[. .^lloaiga ( r i g h t ) . 
1 
Solanian ni^svm. complex 
Fig. 12. Plant of 3 . nodtflonca. 
Fig. 13. Klant of Frendi hexaplold S. nlgtjum. 
Fig. 14. Fruit0 of £, Boaiflo2?iaa. 
Fin. 15. l^rulto of French liGsraploid S_. nigrum. 
S.n.(6x) 
14 15 
Solcjaum flli^maa complex 
H g . 16. Plants of French hexaploid § . nigrum 
( l e f t ) and Indian hexaplold § . nigrum 
( r i ^ t ) . 
Fig. 17. tDwiF.s of Indian hexaploid S. nigrum 
( l o f t ) and French hexaplold £, nip;rum 
( r l / ^ t ) . 
F ig . 18. Flowers of French hexaplold S. ql^rum 
(]teft} and Indian hexaplold S_. nigrum 
(rt . '^^t) . 
Fig, 19. Frvlto of Indian hexaplold §. nig;rum 
( l e f t ) and French hexaplold 3^ . nigrum 
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Chapter 6 
^•1* ^ifP^H^^ Of  hTfPn^mm 
Interspeotfic hybridIzafcion la of iBonenee 
-mhie in ©ludaatlng the genetlo relatl^mahlp t»tw-
een the epecles. la iSxQ present invQBtigation 
eewral interspecifto and iBtraepeolflp reciprocal 
cross pollinations vere atteiitptea. It was foyna that 
reciprocal cross pollinations were successful among 
t2ie species ndiicfa have the easie chromoscae nwraSjer. 
9!he crosses anong the species with different chromo-
some imml»rs were successful only when the higher 
chromosoiaal f owa was tised as seed hearing parent 
(SPahle 2)« !?h© crosses performed are listed he low J 
gross in A l^ph hoth the narepts were diploid 
(1) Diploid S. flj^fflwm, ac 1- ^pdj^flyyw 
tetraploid ^d male parent diploid 
(2) fetraploid S. a t o m « §,• flog^^;^oy^ffi 
(3) 6. M&M 3t s. aff^ A^ :Mi>y» 
<4) S. va.llys^ X «^ noaiflortm 
u 
Orosaes In ii^lch both the vaxents ware 
tetraplojLfl ' 
(5) dJetraplota §, nl^moa x S, luteum 
(6) letraploia S. nigrum x §. villoeugi 
(7) §,» Xnteum x §. vlllogum 
Crosses In ufaidh female parent vas hexa-
pXota ana male parent diploid 
(8) Indian hexaplotd S. t^lgrum x 
§,' nofllflorum 
(9) French hexaplold S, nlgrtaa x 
S. nodlflontm 
Cross In -vgildi female parent vas hexa-
plold and male parent tetraplold 
(10) French hexs^lold S. nlgnan x S. VIIIOSTM 
Gross In Which hoth the parents were hexa-
(11) French hexaplold S, nlgrtaa x 
Indian hexaplold S. nigrum 
Compatihllity relationship of species i s repi^sen-
ted in Pig. 20. Data on the crossehil i ty of species 
are presented In fable 2. Ihe description of the 
crosses and hybrids obtained i s given belovri 
^•1*1- Cross in nfeich both the parents Miexe diploid 
(1) Diploid S. nigrum x S.nodiflorum 
In t h i s cross, 52 flowers of diploid §, nigrum 
42 
were pollinated ndth pollen of Si. npaitlorgm t u t 
only 15 f ru i t s were obteinefl with a t o t a l mamber of 
203 seeds. Out of l ^ s e , 100 seeds wife sovm of 
\diich 77 geattlnated ( lable 2) . 
Ooiapaifatiif© data on certain qualitative and 
quantitative oharacters of the parents and the i r F1 
hybrids are presented in fable 5» 9*h8 hybrids were 
t a l l e r than the parents, with large thicks daik 
green ovate leaims and big flowers (Figs* 21*-23). 
fhey flowered profusely and produced ^ i n y blui* i 
black berries with more seeds per f ru i t than th© 
parents. Howeirer, the hybrids were intermediate 
between the parental species with respect t o pollen 
s ias . 23ie pollen f e r t i l i t y of hybrids was 79.8 per 
cent ^ e r e a s in the parents, diploid £, nigrum and 
§,• nodiflorum i t was 69.9 per cent and 71.5 per cent 
respecti'wely. Meiotic study of pbllen mother ce l l s 
of hybrids indicated that they were at diploid level 
with n « 12 dhromosomes. The hybrids resembled the 
parents in colour of berry e«d chromosomo number. 
However, the hybrids were l a te in maturity and 
continued to grow for a longer duration than the 
parents. 
tetroDloid and male parent din2old 
(2) JJetri^loid S. nigrum x S. ppdj^fleim? 
u 
33ie hybrids v»re o"btoiJae3 hy tasing t e t r a -
ploia S» nigrum <2ja «• 48) as a female parent ana 
§,* fio^lflonm (2n « 24) as a maZo parent (Figs. 24-29). 
Fifty four floviers were pollinated "bat only 57 mature 
f r u i t s vtexe ©"btainea with a t o t a l number of 982 seeds. 
Out of these, 100 seeds were sown of ^ i d i only 58 
germinated (lable 2)» 3?he Pi plants obtained ^mxe 
t r lploid (2n « 56). 
A comparatl-ve account of the morphological 
characters of iShe parents and the PI hybrids i s 
presented in a?able 4 (Pigs. 24~29). 2he hybrids were 
larger ar^ more bushy (Pig. 24). 'Eho stem was thick 
and daiik green with prominent r i b s . Ihe hybrids were 
late in flowering and continued to grow for a longer 
duration than the parents. OJiey flowered profusely 
and exhibited hybrid vigour in respect of plant 
height, branching, number of flowers jper inf lore-
scence and size of leaf (Pigs. 24,25). All the Pi 
hybrids were found to be highly s t e r i l e (Pig. 29) 
and did not set f r u i t . Aftor anthesis the flowers 
dried and f e l l off. 2he percentage of pollen f e r t i -
l i t y in hybrids was as low as 0.59 tAiereas in the 
parents, tetraploid £. nigrum and S^ . ^odiflorom. i t 
was 75.10 and 71.50 respecti-roly (Pigs. 27-29). 
A meiotic «tudy of hybrids indicated that; they were 
t r lp lo ids with n « 18 chromosomes. 
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Se-veral cross poll inat ions wea» ma3e Ibetw-
oen g. Itttemt anfl £. nodifloyimi using tlie foaaner as 
a female parent. Out of 41 cross poll inations mafle, 
only 18 mature f ru i t s were ©"btalned td th a t o t a l 
mmher of 396. seeds. Out of these 100 seeds were 
sown of ^aiich only ten germinated (Table 2) . 
2he Fi hybrids sho^ -iBd morphological features 
indicati-ve of hybrid origin (07able 5) . ©le hybrids. 
In general* were quite vigorous In groisrth and t a l l e r 
than the parents (Pig. 30). SChey had erec t , thick, 
dark green stem with r i b s . Zhe stem was profusely 
branciied and bore large, thick dark green l eaws 
with dentate margin (Pig. 31 )• She hybrids ware late 
In flowering and continued to grow for a longer dura-
tion then the parents. 25iey flowered profusely with 
more number of flovers per inflorescence. 3!he flowers 
were larger than the flowers of male parent (-Pig. 32). 
351© hybrids resembled S. luteum parent in fol iar 
characters and slae of flower (Hgs . 31» 32). 35ie slae 
of pollen of hybrids was smaller than the parents 
(Pigs. 33-35). fflie hybrids were highly s te r i l e and 
did not «ot f rui t (Fig. 55). Kie percentage of pollen 
f e r t i l i t y of the hybrids was 0.14 whereas the pollen 
f e r t i l i t y of both the parents was 71.50 per cent. 
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A study of melosls in hybrias Indicatefl that they 
were t r i p l e tfl 8 v i th n « 18 chrome some s. 
(4) S. villosum X S. iioaiflorum 
SuoceBsful croBsee have heen made bet^ ween 
§• vlllogiaa anS §» jQoaiflorum using the former as a 
p i s t i l l a t e parent. Out of 50 pollinate^ flovers only 
25 produced f ru i t s id.th a t o t a l numher of 670 seeds. 
Hundred seeds vere sown of which only 3 germinated 
(fable 2) . 
She er ternal morphological features of 
parental species and the i r F1 hybrids were studied 
comparatively and the data are presented in fable 6. 
The hybrids were erect ai^ vigorous in growth with 
dai?k green leaves, fhey eaSiibited hybrid vigour in 
respect of plant height, aiae of leaf (Pigs.36, 37). 
thickness of leaf and number of flowers per inf lore-
scence. The l"1 hybrids resembled the parent S, v i l l o -
sum in size of flower but tbs flowers of hybrids 
were larger than the flowers of £. nodiflorum parent 
( H g . 38). fhe pollen sisse of the hybrids was smaller 
than the parents (Figs. 39-41 )• fhe hybrids did not 
set frui t and were found to be highly s te r i l e (Fig. 41). 
She percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y of the hybrid 
was 0.11 Whereas in the parents S, villosam axA 
§.* nodiflorai i t was 80,70 and 71.50 respectively. 
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Oie liybrtSe contloued to gxow fo« a longer duration 
than the parents . A study of melosls from pol3en 
mo-Qier ce l l s of the hybrids Indicated that they 
were t r lplolde vdiai n » 18 chromosomes. 
A coD^arlson of the morjfliologlcal cSiarar* 
otere of the tr lplold hyhrtde obtained in the three 
preceding crosses was made (Pigs. 42-48) and the 
data are presented In fable 7* I t I s evident from 
the aJable thab the three t r lplold hybrid populations 
were Identical In general pattern of vegetative and 
f lo ra l chracters. fhey were a l l t a l l and erect and 
they flev©red profusely. Ihey continued the i r v e ^ -
tatlvB growth even after the i r parental species whlcdki 
had been kept under Identical conditions ha3 ceased 
growing* Ihey were highly orfcerlle and did not set 
f ru i t (? lgs . 46-48). She percentage of pollen f e r t i -
l i t y of the hybrids, S. litteum x £ . nodlflprum* t e t r a -
plold S, fi^gsaa 3C £. i^odjlfloruiia and 8. ylllosum x 
§.• nodlfloruta. was 0.39, 0.41 and O.lt respectively. 
She gametic ohromosorae number of a l l the three 
tr lplold populations was 18. 
^•1*3. .bosses In Vhlci^ both th^ nayents were 
(5) Tetraplold S. uiESM * £. 1^- .^up 
Several reciprocal cross pollinations were 
sucoeesful between tetraplold S. ^Igr^m and S. luteun. 
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Ehe hybrids of reciprocal crosses were taent lca l In 
morphologloal diaracters an3 produced iJerrlea of 
orange red colotu? with s^jpredably good mimber of 
viable <%eds. 
a!hirty one cross poll inations were made 
betvwen tetraplold S^ , nlgnam and S. lut^taa using the 
former as a female parent. Out of 31 poll inations 
made, only 11 mature f ru i t s were obtalne?? tsflth a t o t a l 
number of 314 seeds. Out of thesei 100 seeds t»«re sown 
of whldh 94 germinated (IDablo 2 ) , 
A con^jaratl-ve account of morphological 
characters of the hybrids and the parents are p re -
sented in lable 8 (flge. 49-^2). The Fl hybrids -were 
more robust th»?j:: the parents and flotfered profusely. 
Biey exhibited hybrid vigour In respect of plant 
height, slae of leaf, thidcness of leaf, number of 
flowers per Inflorescence and nuniber of seeds per 
f ru i t (? tgs , 49,50). The hybrids were l a te In flow-
ering and continued t o grow for a longer duration 
than the parents. The hybrids produced orange red 
berr ies vAth viable seeds (Fig. 52). The hybrids 
rtWKbled tetraplold £. ^Igrum In f ru i t colour 
(Table 8) and slae of pollen (Figs. 53 , 54). The 
percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y of the hybrids was 
75.52 uSiereas in parents tetraplold S. nigrum and 
S, luteum i t waii 75.10 and 71.50 respeotl tely 
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Cftgs. 53-55). A stufly of melosis In pollen mother 
cel le of the hybrids rewalea that they vrere at 
t e t r ^ l o l d level with n «» 24 chromosomes. 
(6) Otetraploia 3. n lgrm x S. villogum 
Beclprocal cross poll inations were suooess-
f« l bet^]©cn tetraplold S, pl^rtaa anfl S* vlllosum. IThe 
hyhrifls of hoth the reciprocal crosses turere Identical 
In morphological characters. 
SHienty three poll inations were mafle to 
secure hybrids hetwsen tetraplold £, nlgnaa and 
§• vllloston iislng the former as a female parent. 
Seven f ru i t s tyere ohtalned vlth a t o t a l nomhor of 
223 seeds. Hundred seeds were sown of whidi only 36 
germinated (3?able 2) . The morphological (Siaracters 
of PI hybrids and the i r parents were compared and 
the data are presented in Sable 9. 35ie hybrids exhi-
bited heterosis for characters such as height of 
p lant , siae of leaf, thidkness of leaf and diameter 
of corolla (? lgs . 56-58). OSie hybrids were late in 
flowering and continued to grow for a l o n ^ r dura-
tion than the parents. Shey produced orange red 
berr ies (Pig. 59) with a large maaber of viable 
seeds. !I!he hybrids wvre IntermedisKtie between 
parents with recrpect to pollen sls» (?lgs. 60*62) 
but resembled the ftsiale pas^nt with respect to f ru i t 
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colous. !Ehe peroeirtage of pollen f e r t i l i t y of the 
hjrbriae was as h l ^ as 68»26. TtQ pollen f e r t i l i t y 
of the parents , tetraplold S. x^grum anfl S, ylllosum 
was 75.10 per oent and 80.70 per cent irespeotlvely. 
(7) s. Msm z s. nVix>pm, 
Successful reciprocal cross pollinations 
were mcsae l)etween §. lutexua anfl S. vlllosum and the 
hyttrlds of reciprocal c r e e p s resemhlecl each other 
morpholoci cally. 
Sixty fl-ve crosses were ma^e between 
S_. lutenm and S^ . 71110euia using the f orcoer as a 
seed bearing patent. Out of 65 crosses rns^e only 29 
f r u i t s were obtained vrf-th a t o t a l number of 815 seeds, 
vxro V-, "^eoe 100 seeds were sown of vihicSx 79 germi-
nated (Table 2) , A detailed comparative account of 
morphological characters of the hybrids axd the i r 
parents i s presented In Table 10 (Figs. 65-68). 
The hybrids exhibited heterosis in r e i ^ c t 
of plant height (Pig. 63), thickness of leaf and 
number of flowers per inflorescence. 2he hybrids 
resembled the parents in number of f ru i t s per inf lo-
rescence, size of f rui t and colour of f rui t (Pig. 65). 
The hybrids were late in flovrering and continued to 
grow for a longer duration than the parents. They 
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i*are h l ^ l y f e r t i l e (Fig. 68) anS produced "berries 
of yellow colour with a large nuntber of viable seeds. 
Oiey showed 85.50 per cent pollen f e r t i l i t y -whs re as 
the pareiTbs, S. lutemn and S. TJllogaia shovjed 71.50 
per cent and 80.70 per cent respectlirely (Pigs. 66-68). 
A study of melosls In the hybrids revealed that they 
were at tetrcgploid level with n «= 24 chromosomes. 
A comparison of the morphological charactere 
of the tetraploid hybrids ohtained in the three p re -
ceding crosses was made and the data GXQ presented in 
Isible 11. I t I s ohvlous from the Tahle that the three 
tetrsploid hybrid populations ^mro identical In 
general pattern of the morphological characters 
(Figs. 69-71). However, they shovred pronounced va r i -
ab i l i ty in pollen ferfeillty (Figs. 72-74) and colour 
of berry. The pollen f e r t i l i t y of the hybrids, t e t r a -
P^i<3 S, BiMsa 3C S. luteum. tetraploid S. nlgrtan z 
i.* yjllosujpi and §,, Xuteum x S. vlllosuyi. was quite 
h l ^ and i t was 75.50 per cent, 68.26 pei! cent and 
85.50 per cent respectively, The hybrids between 
tetraploid 3, ^JJUSM and S. lute urn and tetraploid 
§• fllgg^a and S. vtllosum produced orange red berr ies 
with cqppreoleibly g!Ood number of viable seeds whereas 
the hybrids between S. luteum and B, villosum produced 
yellow coloured berr ies with a large number of viable 
seeds. 
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6*1-4. Ogosses In ^ I d i female parent was he:ggploia 
apa ytale v^ent dlploia 
(8) Indian hexaplold §. nigrum x S. nodlflorum 
Se^ r©raX crosBes vrere attempted "betvreen Indian 
hexaplold S. nigrum and S« nodlflorum using the former 
as a female parent. Out of 66 cross pollinations made 
only 25 mature f ru i t s v/ere obtained vjith. a t o t a l 
number of 10 seeds. All the ten seeds -were sown but 
only two germinated (2?able 2) . 
a5ie morphological characters of the hybrids 
and the parental species v^re studied oomparatl-roly 
and the data are presented in Table 12 (Figs. 75-SO). 
3?he hybrids in general morj&iological features resem-
bled the hexaploid parent, Ho^^ver, as compared to 
parents , the hybrids were t a l l e r and bore large thick 
dark green leaves (JPtg. 75) . They flowered profusely 
but produced -very small p u r p l l ^ black f ru i t s with-
out seeds (HQ, 77) . SSiey were highly s te r i l e and the 
pe rcen t a l of pol2en f e r t i l i t y was only 1.95 whereas 
in Indian hexaploid S, nigrum i t was 74.70 and 
§.* nodlflorum 71.BO (Pigs. 78-80). A stufly of neiosis 
in pollen mother ce l l s of the hybrids indicated that 
they were at tetraploid level with n = 24 cihromooomee. 
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C9) ggench hexsploia 3. nigrum x S. nodlflorua 
Several reciprocal cross polllnatlojis were ms^e 
tjetwen trencli liexaploia S, nigrum and S. nodlflorum 
using the former ao a female parent. A noteworthy fact 
here i s the occurrence of a lov/ percentage of f r u i t -
set as against the large numher of cross poll inat ions 
mafle. Out of 58 crosses mafle only 4 f ru i t s were obtained 
with a t o t a l number of 12 seeds, All the seeds were 
sown hut only on© germinated, !Che percentage of germi-
nation \}BB 8.3 (Ifahle 2 ) , fhe morjSiological features 
of the parents and their F1 hybrids were studied compa-
ratlTOly and the data are presented in Table 13. 
Although the F1 hybrids resembled the Prench 
hex^lold S. nigrum in general morphological characters. 
a?iiey differed in one important feature. While the 
Frendi hezaploid S. nlgyum i s prost ra te , the } ^^^tds 
are erect (5'lgs. 81-82}» They flowered profusely and 
the flowers were larger than the male parent and were 
similar in siz© to the flowers of female parent 
(Fig. 83). !Ehe plants were h i ^ l y s te r i l e (Pig. 86) and 
did not set f ru i t . 3Ehe percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y 
was as low as 5*48 %^ereas in the parents frendh hexa-
ploid 3. j^josm. aa^ ^* at^diflogua i t was 81.10 and 
71.50 respeoti-wly (Figs. 84-66). Meiotlc study in 
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pollen mother colls of tbB liytrtds rewalea that they 
yere at tetrstplold IOTBI with n >» 24 CfhromomwBQ* 
A ccMffparlson of the morpihologlcaL characters 
of thehjrbrldo, ot>tainea from the crosses Indian hexa-
ploia £. Mfirum x £• noaiflortBa and Jrenoh hexajjlold 
§.• tjipjcmn X §* noflIfloyum* was m®3e m& the data are 
presented In fahl© 11 (tigs* 87» 88). Thej were hlg(hly 
steri le (Ftgs, 89» 90) an«3 showed vartahlltty in pollen 
fe r t i l i ty . The percentage of pollen fe r t i l i ty of tJie 
hybrids, Indian hexaplold £, nlgraa x g* nodiflortqa 
and ?ren(3a hexcgjlold £• nlgmm x £. nodlflorum* was 
1.95 and 5.48 respeotlTely. 33ie hyhrlds of the 
foraer cross were t e l l , erect and vigorous in growth. 
ISbey produced small purpli£& hlaelc fruits without 
seeds. IQille the h5l)rldB of the la t ter cross were 
short* erect and did not set f rui t . 
^•1*3* ffff9^P?g IrA i^%(^ ;femglQ vmn% y^ ^p?:,^lo|.d 
and, male parent tetranaoid 
CIO) yrench hexaploid S. nigrum x S. vtia^eum 
Th» hyhrlds were ohtalned by using Prencih 
hexaploid S, j^i^rum as female parent and £. vlllosmi 
as male parent. The results of hybrid 1 eat Ion are pre-
sented In fable 2. A noteworthy fact I s the low per-
centage of fruit-set as against the large number of 
cross pollinations made* Out of 100 pollinations made 
t" r 
only 25 f ru i t s wre obtained with a t o t a l immtwr of 
30 oeeds. All the seeds were sown but only four ger-
minated. 3Jhe percentage of germination was 13.5 
(Table 2) . 
Morphological characters of P1 hybrids exA 
the i r parents wre studied comparatively £U»3 the data 
are presented in fable 14 (^igs. 91-97). I t can be 
noted from the Table that the hybrids exhibited 
heterosis in height of plantr sise of leaf and siae 
of flower (Figs, 91-93). The hybrids w r e bushy in growth 
habi t and flowered profusely. The f ru i t - se t was ex t re -
mely poor. Some inflorescences produced no f ru i t at 
a l l while others set a single f ru i t . The f ru i t s were 
small and purplish bladk with 1 to 2 seeds per f ru i t 
C^ig. 94) . The hybrids were thus highly s t e r i l e . The 
percentage of pollen fe r t i l i ' ty v;as only 3.00 whereas 
in the parents, French hexaploid S. ni/^rum and 
S* villosum. the pollen f e r t i l i t y was 81.10 and 80.70 
respectively (Pigs. 95-97). A study of meioeis in 
pollen mother ce l l s of the hybrids revealed that they 
were pent f i e l d s with rx^ ^0 cihromoa)mes. 
g9 progeny of the uentauloid hybrids 
The F1 pentaploid hybrids produced several 
segregants in P2 generation with different chromosome 
numbers. The chrcaaosome number in these plants varied 
from 50 to 66. They showed var iabi l i ty In coloiir of 
berry and pollen f e r t i l i t y . 'She morphology of segre-
gants was stud led comparatively anci the data are 
presented in Sable 15. A brief description of the 
Important morphological csharaoters of the segregants 
i s presented be lows 
Plant with 2n « 50 chromosonee 
A detailed aocotint of morphological chara-
cters of the plant i s presented in Table t 5 . 'She 
plant was erect and mucfe, brancihed with daifc green 
leaves and dentate margin (Hg . 98 A). I t flowered 
sparsely and produced berr ies of l ight orange red 
colour with very few seeds ( 3 to 10 seeds per f r u i t ) . 
IChe pollen f e r t i l i t y was 51.21 per cent. 
Plant with 2n Q 51 chromosomes 
'She plant was erect and bushy with dark 
green ovate leaves (Pig. 98 B). I t flowered pro-
fusely but the f ru i t - se t and seed-set were very 
poor. 33ie berr ies were orange red and the number of 
seeds per berry ranged from 1 to 2. ©le percentage 
of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 35.85. A detailed account of 
morjfeologioal Characters of the plant I s presented 
in lable 15. 
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Plant with 2n g 52 chromoaomee 
The plant was erect and sparsely branched. 
The leaves were small, thin, ovate and sparsely d l s -
trlhuted on the branches ^Fig. ge 0 ) . The percentage 
of pllen f e r t i l i t y was 15.78. 5!he berr ies were yellow. 
The seed-set «as very poor. Mb f ru i t produced more 
than one seed while some did not produce even a single 
seed. A detailed account of morphological (Characters 
of the plant i s presented in lable 15. 
Plant with 2n » 54 diromosomes 
The plant was erect and vigorous in growth 
(Pig. 99 A). I t branched profusely. Ihe leaves were 
thick, dark green, ovate axS hairy. Small hai rs were 
also seen on stem and brancSies. The plant flowered 
profusely but most of the flowers f e l l off after 
3 or 4 days of opening. The f ru i t - se t v;as very poor. 
!Phe berr ies were yellow in colour. 57he seed-set was 
also extremely poor. Some f ru i t s produced no seed 
at a l l while others produced only a single seed. HThe 
pollen f e r t i l i t y was 12.17 per cent. A detailed 
account of morpfciologlcal characters of the plant i s 
presented in lable 15. 
Plant with 2n » 56 ehromosomeg 
!iaie plant was aiaall, erect and sparsely 
brandied ( J ig . 99 B). OSie leaves were ranall, thick. 
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a ark green and ovate with dentate margin. I t f l o -
wered profusely but the f ru l t -ee t was poor. The 
berries were yellow In colour. Some f r u i t s profluoed 
no seed at a l l while others produced only a single 
seed. The pollen f e r t i l i t y was 29*82. Data on mor-
pihological characters of the plant are presented In 
Cable 15. 
Plant with 2n a ^6 chromosomes plus one "fra/ment" 
The plant was vigorous In grovrth, erect and 
sparsely brandhed (I?ig. 99 O . The loaves were thick, 
dark green and ovate \7ith dentate margin. I t flowered 
profusely but did not set f ru i t . All the f lo \^rs f e l l 
off after 3 or 4 days of opening. The pollen f e r t i -
l i t y was as low as 6.71 per cent. 
Plant with 2n a 66 chromosomes 
The plant was erect and branched (Pig. 100). 
I t flowered profusely but the f ru i t - se t was very 
poor. Itost of the flowers f e l l off after 3-4 days 
of opening. She berr ies mx^ purplish blacfc and the 
number of seeds per berry ranged from 1 to 9» The 
pollen f e r t i l i t y was 13.05 per cent. A detailed 
account of the morjfiiologlcal characters of the plant 
i s preoented in liable 15. 
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Platit vflilch dia pot flower 
The plant was erect M<3 vigorous In grovrtth. 
I t was Tsushy and profusely brancshed (Table 15; 
Hg . 101). !Che lesmQ wsro yellowish green. I t was 
Interesting to note that t h i s plant aid not produce 
even a single flower through out i t s l i fe period, 
ttofortunately the chromosome number in t h i s plant 
could not "be determined, 
g« progeny of the nentaplold hybrids 
F3 progeny of F2 plants with 2n » 50, 51, 
52, 54-, 56, 56 + 1 fragment and 66 chromosomes was 
studied and the Important resu l t s obtained are des-
cribed belows 
1*5 prof^ny of a plant wltli 2n » 50 chromosome a 
IPwo hurjflixsd (^eds were collecffced from the 
f ru i t s of P2 plant which shovjed 2n « 50 chromosomes. 
All the seeds vere sown but only 61 germinated. From 
P5 population three plants were isolated with diff-
erent cthromosome numbers, that i s , 50, 52 and 72 
(Figs. 102 B, 103 B, 104 B). 
IChe plants whidi ha3 2n ss 50 and 52 chro-
mosomes were t a l l , erect and sparse!Iy brancSied 
(Pigs. 102 B, 103 B), 3516 leaves were ovate and 
dai& green with dentate margin. They produced berr ies 
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of yellow colour with appieclably good mBn"ber of 
viable seeds* Howe-ver, the plant v/lth 2n » 50 diro-
moBomee was found to be s l ight ly t a l l e r than the one 
with 2ii » 52 chromosomes. The pollen feir t l l l ty of the 
plants with 2n « 50 and 52 chromosomes was 25.60 per-
cent and 68.90 per cent respectively. 
IChe plant with 2n «» 72 diromosomes was semi-
erect with ^reading branches (I*ig. 104 B). I t pro-
duced purplish black fyuits with good number of 
viable seeds. 5!he percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 
88.90. 
gy progeny of the plant with 2n a 51 chromosomes 
From the f ru i t s of ^2 plant with 2n » 51 
chromosomes, 105 ^ e d s \fexe obtained and sown of 
whlcti only nine geiaainated. 
Out of nine plants of P3 progeny, only one 
plant was studied cytologically. Shis plant showed 
2ii » 51 chromoson^s (^ig. IO5 B), iftie plant was 
erect with dark green stem. The branches were thin 
and email. I t flowered sparsely and produced berr ies 
of yellow colour with 1 to 10 seeds per f ru i t . In 
general, the f ru i t - se t was very poor. The percentage 
of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 79.50. 
I3 prp^^iffl of t;he plfflt i4ifTp. 2n 9 g^ ^yoffygoifieg 
3Prom the f ru i t s of F2 plant with 2a « 52 
60 
chromosomes only 10 seeds v»©re collected and sown 
of -whtdh only two germinated. 
ajie ^3 plants showed 2n « 72 chromosomes 
(Fig. 106 B)« 2!hey were erect and t a l l e r than the 
parents. !I!he stem was thidc and dark green. Ihe 
leaves were thick, large axA ovate v/lth dentate mar-
gin. !Ehe plants flowered profusely and produced purp-
l ish hlaok lo r r i e s , She pollen f e r t i l i t y was 67.30 
per cent. A feature worthy of n^ntion here i s the 
resemblance of these plants quantitatively to 
§• vJllosum great-grand parent and qual i ta t ively, 
par t icular ly with reference to berry colour, to the 
French hexaploid S. nigrum great grand parent 
(Fig. 106 A,B,C). 
Fg progeny of t3ie plant with 2n « 66 chromosomes 
From the f ru i t s of F2 plant xd.th 2n « 66 
chromosomes, 100 seeds were obtained and sown of 
whlcShi only 5 germinated. The F3 plants were c l a s s i -
fied mainly into two groups on the basis of the 
chromosome number. In group I , there were four plants 
with 2n » 43 chrc»&osome ^Aiereas group 11 consisted 
of one plant with 2JQI » 72 chromosomes. 
©le plants with 2n » 48 diromosomes were 
t a l l , erect and branched with thick dark green stem. 
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35i0 leaves were thidc, a ark green axiH orate with 
dentate margin (^Ig. 107 B). The plants flowered 
profusely ana produced berr ies of yellow colour. 02!he 
percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 89.70. 
lEhe plant with 2n » 72 chromosomes was 
e rec t . I t branched and flowered profusely and pro-
duced berr ies of purplldh black. She percentage of 
pollan f e r t i l i t y \^as 64.00 
6.1,6. Grosses in whldh both the parents were 
hexgploid 
^11^ French hexaploid S. nlfsrum x Indian 
IxexgplQld Sy plfiruffi 
Several reciprocal cross pollinations were 
successful between Prench hexaploid S. nigrum and 
Indian hexaplold S. niariM. 5!h0 PI hybrids of r e c i -
procal cross poll inations were morphologically 
ident ical . 
Seventy flowers were cross pollinated using 
French hexaploid S, nigrum as a female parent. Out of 
these 54 mature f ru i t s were obtained t^ f^ith a t o t a l 
number of 997 seeds. The percentage of germination 
was 70.00 (Table 2 ) . 
A comparative study of the morphological 
dtiaraoters of the hybrids and the i r parents was made 
62 
(?tgs. f08-t14) and the aata as?© piJeaented in fable 16, 
TbB Pt hybrids exhibited hybrid vigoiue In respect o£ 
plant height» branching and alas© of f lender (yiga. 108-110), 
5Chey «©re erect like the Indian hexasploid £, i^ ^^ r^ n and 
flowered abandantly. SEhey produced purplieh black fruits, 
sate hybrids resembled the parents In respect of fruit 
colour (I^, 111). Hoveirer, they were Interaedlate bet-
wen the parents In respect of the number of flowers 
and fruits pex Inflorescence, sis© of pollen and number 
of seeds per fruit (fable 16). fhe hybrids were fertile 
(?lg^ 114). Bie percentage of pollen ferti l i ty of 
French hexaplold £. n^ i^ rum and Indian hexaplold S. fljgrum 
was 81.10 and 74.70 respeotl-vely (1?lgs. 112-114) • A study 
of meiosls in pollen moiaber cells of the hybrids indi-
cated that they ware hexaploids with n » 56 chronweomes. 
gg pro^ny of gr^ ft<??^  |^ y^#plo^ d S. p^ grum y ypd^ ap 
One hundred twenty seeds were collected 
from PI plants of French hexaplold §, ^^ grum x Indian 
hexc^loid S. nlgyum. All the seeds were sown but only 
75 germinated. 
fhe ?2 population was divided into two cate-
gories on the basis of the morpholegloal characters* 
63 
In category I , the p lants weie prostrate or semi-
erect like French hexaploid S. nlgrinn (^ig. 115 A), 
ajhey produced thick, dark green, ovate leaves with 
dentate margin. 33ie percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y 
was 81.82. The plants of category I I were erect and 
resemhled Indian hexaplold S. nigrum (Pig. 115 B). Sie 
percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 77.78. A study of 
meloaio In plants of categories I and I I diowed them 
to he hexaplolde vdth n =* 36 chromosomes. 
Plants \7ith different chromosome numbers 
were isolated from 5*2 population and a brief des-
cription of the i r morphological characters (Table 17) 
i s presented belov/s 
Plants with 2n « 71 chromosomes 
Two plants were isolated with 2n « 71 chro-
mosomes. These plants x-jere erect and muc2i bran<2ied 
with thidk and dark green stem. The leaves were dai3c 
green and ovate with dentate margin (^ig. 116 B), The 
plants flowered profusely and produced purplish black 
f ru i t s kLtii ^prec iably good number of viable seeds. 
The percenfeage of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 74.57. The 
plants resembled morphologically the French hexaplold 
£• BJLEJSM.' A detailed account of "ttie morphological 
characters of these plants I s presented in Table 17. 
64 
n a n t Mitt 2n «: 74 dhromosomea 
The plaint was erect and mudi branched with 
tmck green stem. Tjio leaves -were thicfc, Qoxlz green 
and ovate with dentate margin (^ig. 116 A). I t pro-
duced pxirplish "bladk f ru i t s . 'ShQ percentage of pollen 
f e r t i l i t y was 57.50. A detailed account of the moriiho-. 
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S. LUTEUM 
F. (n:=24) 
S. NIGRUM S. ViLLOSUM 
^VZn = 48) 
S. NIGRUM •">- i INDIAN S. NIGRUM 
( 2 a « 72) 
(2n = 24) ( 2 a = 7 2 ) 
FIG. 20 
COMPATIBILITY DIAGRAM OF S. NIGRUM COMPLEX 
SolanqB HXBSM. ccsaplex 
Hg. 21, Plmta of atploia S, i^ igjytBa ( left ) , 
§• ffO'^lfXeriM (right) aaa their fft 
hyhria (aidale). 
Hg. 22. yiovers of fliploia £. filgrma (l»ft) , 
§.• qpaiflormi (right) aad theii; Pt 
hybuia (miaaie). 
Pig, 23. yrulte of diploid S. p^l^pm ( left) , 
S. noaiflorup ( r l ^ t ) ana thelu PI 
hybrid (miaaae). 
ffp fff tff 
23 
Solaama nigrum complex 
Pig. 24. Plants of t e t r ap lo i a S. nigrum ( l e f t ) , 
S.* no^lflorma ( r i f h t ) and t h e i r PI 
hybrid (middle). 
Pig. 25. Tw5.(^ B of tetraploict S. nigrum ( l e f t ) , 
! • noaiflornffi (rlftlit) and t h e i r PI 
hybrid (middle). 
Pig. 26. Ploi'^rs of te t raploi r ' S. nigrum ( l e f t ) , 
S. nodifloriin ( r i gh t ) and t h e i r PI 
hybrid (mlddl©). 

golanum nigrum complex 
Fig. 27. Tbllen grains of t e t r ap lo ia S^ . nlf^rwn 
Pig. 28. Pollen grains of ^, nocllflonim 
H g . 29. ?ollen gra ins of a t r l p l o i a liytrid (F1) 
obtained from a cross bet\jeen t e t r ap lo ld 
S_. nigrum and B, no^iflorum. 
(JTote the higli percentage of s t e r i l e 
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29 
Solanum nigrum complex 
r* 
Pig. 30, Plants of £. lutemn ( l e f t ) , S, nod If lor urn 
( r i ^ t ) m6 t he i r P1 hybrid (middie). 
Pig. 31. I'wigs of S. luteum ( l e f t ) , S. nod if lorum 
( r i ^ t ) and the i r P1 hyhrid (middle). 
Pig. 32. Flowers of S,. luteian ( l e f t ) , S. nod if lorum 
(r ight) and the i r P1 hyhrid (middle) 

Solaniga nigrum csomplex 
H g . 35. Bollejn grains of £• luteiffli, 
3?t£. 54. Pollen grains of S. nodlfloriaa, 
Pig. 55. Pollen grains of a t r i p l o i a hytr id (Pi) 
olrfeained from a cross Ixjtvjeen S. luteum 
and £. no.diflo,rum* 
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31 
SolSflim QlSSm complex 
Pig. 36. Plants of S^ . vUlosua ( l o f t ) , S_. nodiflorum 
( r i f ^ t ) and t h e i r P1 liyTDjrld (middle). 
Fig. 37. Tvilgs of s . viiiosum ( l e f t ) , S. fiodieiorma 
(rifjtit) and t h e i r P1 hyhrid (middle. . 
Pig. 38. Plov/ers of £ . v l l l o a m ( l e f t ) , £. njdi«-
florun ( r i g h t ) and t h e i r P1 hyhrid (taiddle) 
f—' 
Solaniun nlnriM complex 
•Pig. 39. Pollen grains o£ S. yillosum 
Pig. 40. Pollen grains of S. nocllflorum 
Pig. 41 . Pollen g r a i n s of a t r i p lo id hybrid (P1) 
obtoinovl fron a cross hetviecn £ . vlllosum 
aiid S_, nodlflorimi. 
(Note the high percentage of s t e r i l e 
pollen g ra in s . ) 
t^  
^ • 
I 1 ^ 
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•SoXmum nl^riaa Gomplex 
Fig. 42. Platita of t r l p l o i d hybrids (Fl) 
Jjef-ti Hybriti between t e t rap lo id S^ . nl^irum 
and S. nodlflojum 
Middles Hybrid between 3 . liiteiga and 
£. nodiflorum 
Right: Hybrid bet*;©en B. rillosvax and 
S. nodiflonam 
H g , 45. T\iigB of t r i p l e id bybjrfds (Pi) 
l e i ^ I ?v/li: of a hybrid betv^en B. luteian 
antl S.. nodifloriga 
Midfiles ?v;if; oi' a hybrid between te t rap lo td 
S. ni/;'riaa and S. nodiflorum 
l i g h t : Ivag of a hybrid between S. vilXoBiaa 
anu S^ . nodlflo^naia 
Pig. 44. leaves of t r ip lo id hybrids (F1) 
3af t : leaf of a hybrid bet^men S, lutema 
and S_, nodXfloriga 
Middles leaf of a hybrid betv/een t e t r a -
ploid S. nigrum and S. 2,oaifloj?ffi 
Hi gilts leaf of a hybrid between S. villosum 
eitid S_. .rt^pdifloryga 
n g . 45. Floi^rars of t r i p l o i d hybrids (Fl) 
l e f t ! i'lower of a hybrid between S. luteiim 
and S. noaiflorum 
Middle: Flower of a hybrid between t e t r a -
ploid C. i^i^rtBa and S. f^odlflogma 
RlgiitJ Flower of a hybrid between S_. v l l l P -
sim and ^, j^odlflormB 
SI xS nod 4XxSnod SvxSnod 
gplpjnim jLil/TJmii complex 
Figs . 46-48. Pollen grains of t r l p lo id hyTDrids (Pi) 
(Ifote the liinh percentage of s t e r i l e 
pollen grains in a l l the three types 
of t r i p l o i d hylDrido). 
Fin. 46. Pollen gra ins of a t r i p lo id hy^brid 
ohtrdLnod from a CTOBC lx;tv/een S_. luteiim 
Fig. 47. Pollen grain:3 of a t r lploir l ^nylsrid 
obtained from - crooo "between te t rap lo id 
S_. ni.^riim md 3 , nodifloripn. 
Fig. 48• Pollen grains of a t r i p l o i d hy^brid 
oTDtained from a cross hett-^een S^ . villpsum 
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47 
t 11'/.^ r^/ev* *-?/''>' •''^ " '^ ^ 
.^,a^  
n48 
Solaiaua nlCTuni complex 
Pig. 4-9. Plants of te t rap lo id S. nl^jum ( l e f t ) , 
2.' lutoug (rif^ht) ana tho l r P1 hylsria 
(miaaie) . 
Fig. 50. Tv;igo of t e t rap lo id K.* ni/^ruE ( l o f t ) , 
S^ . lutemn ( r i g h t ) and t h e i r F1 hybrid 
(middle). 
Fig. 51. Flowers of te t rap lo id S. ni/^rum ( l e f t ) , 
S_. luteum ( r igh t ) and t h e i r F1 hyhrid 
(middle) . 
Fig. 52. FruitB of te t rap lo id S. nigrum ( l e f t ) , 
S. luteurn ( r i g h t ) and t h e i r F1 hybrid 
(middle). 
?: 




Solanitn nigrum complex 
Pig. 53• Pollen grainc of to t raploid S_. niRi^wa. 
Pig. 54. Pollen grains of ^ . luteun. 
Pig. 55. Pollen grains of a liylirir! (Pi) obtained 
from a croso "bet^ Joen tetraploifl S^ . nlgrim 
and S. latcuia. 
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Solamim nlnrma complex 
Fig. 56. Plonts of te t rap lo id S. nlf^rtm ( l e f t ) , 
§.' ylllostim ( r i g h t ) an(^ t h e i r P1 
hybrid (n idd le ) . 
Fig. 57. Twigo of to t raploid £. nir.rum ( l e f t ) , 
S* villositia ( r igh t ) and t h e i r P1 
hyhrid (middle). 
Fig. 58. Flowerc of tetraploici S. nigrura ( l e f t ) , 
§.' vlllosuin ( r igh t ) nnd t h e i r F1 
hyhrid (middle). 
Fig. 59. Friiito of to t raploid G. n i g r m ( l o f t ) , 
^ ' villogiim ( r i gh t ) ond t h e i r P1 
hyhrid (middle). 
S.T\.(4x) H 
Solaaim J3i,^ rura complex 
I 'lg. 60, Pollen ^rainc of tetraploic! G_. nlririm. 
51 g. 61, Pollen grains of ^ . villooiim. 
P ic . 62, Pollen frrains c£ a hybrid (F1) obtained 
frorr. a cross "betv/eon tetraploi t t 3-. niftrmn. 
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6L 
Splanm nlf^rttm conplex 
PlfT,. 63. Ploiits of S_. l u t e m ( l o f t ) , S. vll looug 
( r i g h t ) and t h e i r F1 hybrid (middle). 
Pi/^. 64. Plovrorn of S. l u t e m ( l e f t ) , S. villosiim 
( r i n h t ) and t h e i r P1 hybrid (middle). 
Pig. 65. Pruitn of S. luteur' ( l e f t ) , S_. vil looun 
(r ipj i t ) and t h e i r P1 hybrid (n iddlo) . 
V 
S.lut. 
* r n ^^ ^ ttf 
.V. 
Solaniim nir^rvm complex 
Fig. 66. Pollen (^rcinB of £ . luteura. 
Pic , 67. Pollon grains of ^ . villooiun. 
Pin. 68. Pollen c.^oXno of: p. hybricl (P1) oTstainefl 
rCrop a crosrs "bctvjee.n S^ . luteTua and 
S_. vi l i p sua* 
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Solaniim nlf^rum complex 
l?ia- 69. P1 hybrid of a cxoss bet^ fl^ een t e t rap lo id 
§.• Plnrwn an^ S, liitexin* 
Fig. 70. P1 hybrid of a cross hetvreen t e t rap lo id 
5. n^rriTni and S_. villpsum. 
Pig. 7 1 . F1 hybrid of a crocs bot^reen _s. luteim 
and S. v i l los im. 
\ '-^'U^'S' 
Solaninn nif^rtim complex 
Figs. 72-74. Pollen grainc of the hylsiicls ( t e t rap lo id 
hybrids) 
(Note the hinh percentaf^e of f e r t i l e pollen 
grains in a l l the three typos of the hybrido 
Pif;. 72. Pollen grainc of a hybrid (P1) obtained 
fron a crosQ between t e t r ap lo id ^ . ni.^'ruci 
and y,. luteura* 
Pif;. 73 . Pollon grainc of a hybrid (P1) obtained 
from a croG3 bctv/ecn te t rap lo id £, ninrvir. 
and 2_. villogum. 
Pig. 7^1. Pollon grains of a hybrid (P1) obtained 
fron a cross bet\veon §_, luteiua and 

Solamm^ fijte®, complex 
P ig . 75 . Plants of Indian hexaplold S. nlgrma 
( l e f t ) , S. nodjflorum ( r i g h t ) and t h e i r 
I"1 hy'brid (middle). 
Pig. 76 . Plo-wero of Indian hexaploid S, nigJiga 
( l e f t ) , S. nodiflpnga ( r i gh t ) and t h e i r 
PI hybrid (middle). 
Pig. 7 7 . P r n i t s of Indian hexaploid S. nip.ram 
( l e f t ) , ^ . nodifloriga ( r i gh t ) and t h e i r 
P1 hybrid (middle). 
^ 
• « f fff 
S.n.(6x) Hybrid S nod 77 
Solantan gtRrma complex 
Fig, 78, Pollen grains of Indian hexaplold 
Pig. 79- Pollen grains of § . nocllfloruia> 
I l g . 80. Pollen grains of a hytrld (Fl) obtained 
from a oross betvrosn Indian heXE5)lold 
S. nlgrxim and S. nodlflonaa. 
(Fote the high percentage of s te r i l e 
pollen grains in the hybrid.) 
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Solanxoa at^nvm complex 
Fig. 8 1 . Plants of J^ench hexaplold S_. jnjLggum 
( l e f t ) , 3. nocilflortan ( r i g h t ) an^ t h e i r 
PI hybrid (middie) . 
Pig . S2. Twigs of Prendi hexaplold S. njpj^vm 
( l e f t ) , S. nodlfloruxn ( r i g h t ) and t h e i r 
P1 hyhrid (middle) . 
H g . 83 . Flowers of Preiich hexaplold S^ , n^^xvm 
( l o f t ) , £ . nodlflorum ( r igh t ) and t h e i r 
P1 hyhrld (raiddie). 

Solaguro niRrma complex 
Fig. 84• Pollen grains of EBen<Sh hexaplold 
Fig. 85. Bollen grains of £. nodiflornm. 
H g . 86. Pollen grains of a Iiybrid (P1) obtained 
from a oross between IVenob hoiraploia 
^' HXESM. '^^ ^* not^ifloruia* 
^ 
- ^ 
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jSolaaim nlizrvm complex 
Pig . 87. PI hybrid otrfealnecl from a cross "between 
Indian liexaplotd § . nigrum and S. nodifloriga. 
H g . 88. PI hybrid obtained from a oroes between 
French hexaplold £, nlfimm and S. nodlflonun. 
Pig. 89. Pollen gra ins of a hybrid PI obtained from 
a cross between Indian hexaplold §_, niffrmn 
and 3 .^ nodlflorum. 
P ig . 90. Pollen grains of a hybrid (P1) obtained 
from a cross between French hexa^jloid 
§.' niftruo and S. nodiflorum. 
(Note the high percentage of s t e r i l e pollen 
g ra ins in the hybr ids . ) 

SolaaujTi nlf^ j^uia oomplex 
Fig. 9 1 . Plants of French hexaploid S, njp.rtm 
(lef-t),_S^. villosum ( r i g h t ) and the i r 
F1 liylirid {middle). 
S'lg. 92. SJmgs of French hoxcsploia S, nigrum 
( l e f t ) , S. :zillosum ( r l ^ t ) and t h e i r 
F1 hybrid (middle) . 
P ig . 95 . Flowers of French hexaploid S. nigrum 
( l e f t ) , ^ . vllXoBun ( r igh t ) and t h e i r 
P1 hybrid (middle). 
51g. S4, JRpuits of French hexapZoif? S. nl^rugi 
( l e f t ) , ^ . :^llosn:u ( r i g h t ) and t h e i r 
F1 hybrid (middle). 





Solanum BJ/a^ rum complex 
H g . 95. "Bollen grains of French hexaploid S. nigrum. 
f ig . 96. Pollen grains of S. idllogiaa. 
Pig. 97. Pollen grains of a JiyTsrid (Fl) obtained 
from a orosG "between PrencSi hexaplold 
§.* ni^rim and £. tdllosum. 












Solantua s^ifixxm complex 
12 progeny of pentaplold hybrids 
I l g . 98. A : Plant with 2n » 50 chromosomes 
B : Plant with 2n » 51 dhromosomes 
C I Plsnt lalth 2n a 52 chromosomes. 
Pig. 99. A : Plant with 2n « 54 chromosomes 
B : Plant with 2n « 56 chrcaaosomes 
C J Plant with 2n « 56 chromosomes + 
one fragment. 
Pig. 100. Plant with 2n » 66 chromosomes 
Pig. 101. Plant whidi did not set flowers. 
N / •< 
100 
•-:^ g^fe 
Solanma ^i^rm. complex 
¥5 TaJCQgen.v of TOntaT)lol3 h.vT3rias 
Pig . 102. A ! Prendh hexaplold S. nifirwn 
B : A p lan t with 2n » 50 cihromo somes 
obtained from a progeny of the p lan t 
with 2n S5 50 chjpomosomes 
0 s S. villoatua 
Fig . 103. A : French hexaploia S_, nigrum 
B : A plant with 2n « 52 chromosomes 
ohtainecl from a progeny of the plant 
with 2n a 50 ohromosomes 
C : S, villosum 
Pig . 104. A : Prendi h e x ^ l o l d £. nip^rum 
B : A plant v;ith 23i » 12 chromosomes 
ohtained from a progeny of the plant 
with 2n K 50 clircmosomes 
0 J S. villosiwj. 

3olamca nlfigum complex 
g^ progeny of T>entat)loia hybriae 
Ptg. 105. At French Iiezaplold £. nl/^nga 
B : 1 plant xvith 2n » 51 dfiromosomeB 
©"brfcainect from a progeny of the plant 
with 2n a= 51 chromosomes. 
0 : S. vtTlOB^m 
Slg. 106. A : French hexaplold 3, nlF.rma 
B : A plant with 2n » 72 daromosome8 
obtained from a progeny of the plant 
with 2n « 52 chromosomes. 
C : S.. vlllosmn 
Slg. 107. A : Prendi hexaplold £• nigrum 
B : A plant with 2n » 43 dhrsMaosome 0 
obtained from a progeny of the plant 
with 2n « 55 ohromoBomee. 
C • §.. vlllosim 
- '^r^. 
Solanma nlnsirmn complex 
Fig, 106, Itencto hexaplold £. nJRXvm ( l e f t ) , 
Indian hexaploia §,» nXMJSm. (ulght) and 
the i r F1 hybrid (raiddie). 
(Kote the erect haMt of the hybrid) 
Hg . 109. TMJigB of Frencih hexaplold S. nl/3;rina ( l e f t ) , 
Indian hex^lold S^ , nlii^ rttiri (rigjit) mA 
the i r F1 hybrid (middle). 
Fig. 110. Flowers of French hexaploid §, i^ lgnam ( l e f t ) , 
Indian hexegploid S. nlgrma (right) aaad 
their F1 hybrid (middle). 
Fig. 111. Fruits of French hesraplold S. nl/griaa ( l e f t ) , 
Indian hexagplold S. nigrum (r ight) anfl 
their F1 hybrid (middle). 
SnfF) SntSx) 
9^1 rr ^^ 
S.n.(6x) \\(n 
b X 
H ybrid Sn(6x) 
111 
Solanian niftnam ccmplex 
3?lg. 112» Pollen grains of French hexaplold 
Pig. 113. Pollen grains of Indian hexaplota 
H g . 114. Pollen grains of a hybrid (F1) obtained 
from a cross between Prend^ hexaplold 
S. nl^nam and Indian hexaplold S^ , nigrum. 

Mmm niisaa compaex 
K: progeny of the hybrids o'btainefl from 
a croas "bctv^en Fijencto hexaplold £• qlgrum 
and In<3lQii liexaplol3 £. nl^^nca 
Pig. 115. A ' Plant with prostrate habit 
B and 0 s Plants with erect hahit 
ytg. 116. A t Plant with 2n « 74 ohrcmosomes 




IHDtJCIEIOII OF aPOlYPIOIDY 
7 . 1 . Be suit a of coIdhlcloG treatmeat 
aSi© aadllary Imda of Bt^rile t r ip lo ia hy-
brids of the crosses, tetraploid ^, nigrum x S. fiodl-
florum. S,. Xnteion x §, flodlflorma and S* vlllosum x 
§• nocltflorucc* VJere treated with various concentra-
t ions of colcMcinG for different durations to produce 
polyploids. The gTo\>Ang t i p s thsfe v?ere uiiable to t/ltli-
stand the effect of colc3iicine died v;ithln 10 to 15 
days. Polyploidy has heen induced in a l l the throe 
types of t r ip lo ids . 
The resul t s of different colchicine t r e a t -
ments are presented in 3?able 18. A concentration of 
0.25 per cent coldiicine was found to he l e tha l . The 
huds that were unable to ovBroome the effect of the 
drug, remained stimted tor many days and then 
withered and dried up. Uihe colchicine solution of 
0.1 per cent was found to be too wsak to induce 
polyploidy in t r iploid hybrid s , ^ . luteum x S. nodi-
florum and g, villostya x ^ , nodiflorum. Ihe branches 
arising from the treated buds were normal lifce t r i -
ploid s with no indication of change e i ther in the 
•» r* Gli 
morphological characters or cbromoBome numljer. Th&m 
•brandies were, therefore, dlscardea as having failed 
to respona to treatments. 
SChe non-lethal concentrations of colchicine 
v/hich w r e successful in Inducing polyploidy v»re 
0.10 per cent and 0.20 per cent. SIhe duration of t r ea t -
ment wl"tta these tvx) concentrations vjas 12 and 18 hr 
respectively. I t i s evident from the Table that the 
treatment of gro^-dng t i p s of t r iplold hybrids, t e t r a -
ploid S, nigrum x g. nodlflorum. with 0.20 per cent 
concentration for 18 hr was the "best for induction of 
polyploidy. I t produced 56 per cent polyploids vihereas 
0.10 per cent coldi idne produced only 12 per cent 
polyploids. The treatment of t r iplold hybrids, 
§.' luteum X S. nodlflorum and ^. villosum x S. nodl-
florum with 0.20 por cent colchicine produced 8 per 
cent ana 4 per cent polyploids respectively. 
7»2. Ci f^eneration of colchicine Induced hexaDloids 
The colchicine affected branches of t r i -
plold s , tetraploid S. nigrum x S, nodlflorum. 3, lutem 
^ §." nodlflorum and S. villosum x ^ . nodlflorum. 
shov/ed stunted growth in ea r l i e r stage and produced 
for some time abnormal leaves of different shapes 
and sizes (Fig. 117). But l a te r on they esaiibited 
more vigour. They were thick, green and leathery. The 
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subaequent lea'TOS were thlclj:, dark green anfl similar 
in size and efoape to those of the natiiral Indian hexa-
plotd S, njgrxqi. Flov^ering was delayed. iUhe flovers 
were la rger , "borne on -ttiick robust peduncles. 5he 
number of flovers and f ru i t s per inflorescence was 
foimd to be reduced considerably as compared to. the 
t r ip l e ids and natural Indian hex aploid 3, nigrun. 5Jhe 
treated branches produced purplish black f ru i t s which 
were s io i lar to the f ru i t s of natural Indian hexa-
ploid S, nicjnm (Figs, i t s , 119). She f ru i t s contained 
a considerable number of viable seeds. !Che chromosome 
number of f e r t i l e branches was determined from squa-
shes of the pollen mother ce l l s and found to be hexa-
ploid with n = 36 (ihromoDomes. Ehe size and f e r t i l i t y 
of pollen grains of colchicine induced hexaploids (01) 
found to bo higher than that of the t r ip lo ids . 
7 .5 . Ci> ftexmration of colchicine induced hexaploids 
The offsprings of colcshlcine induced hexa-
ploids (0^) have in a l l cases been hexaploid vdth 
n a» 36 chromosomes. A detailed comparatlTO account of 
morphological characters of synthesiaed hexaploids of 
O2 generation i s presented in 5?able 19* IShese hexa-
ploids were also compared v/ith the Indian and French 
hexaploid S. nigrum (Table 19). 
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JPetrapIoia 3. niRxrm x 3. noaiflorum 
5!heee plants remm'bl&Q the natiiral Indian 
li0xaploia S. nigyraa in habit and most of the other 
morphological anfl floral characters Including the 
oolotir of herry (5?ahl© 19 j Figs, 120, 121). Howewr, 
the C2 plants ©jshlhltod the glgas features such as 
height of plants, si^e of leaves, ntoaher of flowers per 
inflorescence, diameter of corolla and diameter of 
pollen grains as corapared to the natural Indian hexa-
ploid S, nlf5a*um> 5!hey flowered profusely hut the flow-
ering was delayed hy 10-15 days, that I s , they flowered 
lecfeer than the Indian hexaplotd £. n^grma* 35ie herrles 
were purplinh hXa<± and smaller with less numher of 
seeds per fruit thsm the herrles of the Indian hexa-
plold S« nigrum (Hg. 121 B). fhe pollen fe r t i l i ty 
was 42.52 per cent whereas In natural Indian hexaplold 
!• nigrum I t was 74.70 per cent. 
She plants of 02 population were classified 
Into two groups on the basis of leaf margin. In grot^ p I , 
the lea'TOS wei?e ovate with dentate margin (Pig. 122A) 
and In group n , entire and larger than those of group I 
(Pig. 122 B). Tim plants of gxovip J were further 
divided into two classes on the basis of height of 
plant and floral character. In class 1, the plants 
were small { Fig. 123 A> and produced tery arnaH 
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flower buds which remained unopenea, OJiese flov»r 
bufle withered and f e l l off. Sie plants of class 11 
were larger than the plants of class I (Fig. 123 B) 
and flowered profusely. Ihey produced purplidh black 
berr ies with fetger viable seeds per f r u i t . 'She percen-
tage of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 42.52. 
All the plants of group 11 were erect and 
f e r t i l e . 2!hey produced purplislh black berr ies with 
appreciably good number of viable seeds per f ru i t . aSie 
pollen f e r t i l i t y was 71.06 per oent. 
S. luteuia X S. nodlflorum 
!Ihe morphological csharacters of these 
plants were recorded and compared with the natural 
Indian hexsi>lolds (Table 19). !Choy were t a l l , vigorous 
and sparsely brandbted with large leaves and flowers. 
Ihey produced purplish black berr ies with fewer seeds 
per f r u i t . dSiey were morphologically slmlla! to the 
natural Indian hexaploids (Fig. 124) including the 
colour of berry, !2he percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y 
was 57.24 whereas in natural Indian hexaploids i t 
was 74.70 per cent, 
lEhe 02 progeny was classified into two 
categories on the basis of f lo ra l character. Die 
plants of category I flowered v^ry sparsely and 
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proauoed -very m a l l f l o o r s . Uie flowers remaijaea 
unopened for aooBttme and eventually turned yiello\ir 
and f e l l off. 35ie plants of category H , produced 
larger flowers. !2hese flovfers set purplldh blade 
f ru i t s with fevrer seeds per f r u i t . (Che percentage 
of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 37.24* 
S. villosum X S. nodiflorum 
Morjjholocically the plants appeared more 
nearly l ike the natiu?al Indian hexaploids (Table 19 J 
Fig. 125). 3!he plants were t a l l , erect and sparsely 
branched (5*ig, 125 B). 55ioy were classified Into -bvo 
groups on the "basis of f lo ra l character. In group I , 
there were plants v/ith VQrj small flowers which did 
not open (^ig. 126 A). They turned yellow or with-
ered and f inal ly f e l l off but did not set f ru i t . !Che 
plants of group I I floirered normally but there was 
no f ru i t - se t (Pig. 126 B). !Ehe percentage of pollen 
f e r t i l i t y v;as 50.39. The pollen siae was larger than 
that of the naturaJ. Indian hexaploids. In natural 
Indian hexaploids the pollen f e r t i l i t y was 74.47 
per cent. 
7 .4 . Comparison of morTJholofcioal characters among 
the coldhloine induoed hexaploids (Co) and with 
the natural Indian heyaploidg 
IChe morjaiologloal characters of colchicine 
induced hexaploids (C2) of tetraploid §, nigrum x 
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§.• xiodiflorimt* S. lutemn x S. nodiflorum and S. v i U p -
guia X S. flodiflorum were studted and compared with 
tlis moaTjaiologloal cStiaractors of the natural Indian 
hexaploids laying emphasis on some of the in5>ortGnt 
Characters. ThQ data are presented in 3)ahle 19. 
from the Table i t i s obvious the* the three 
types of colchicine induced hexaploids \^re erect and 
t a l l e r than the natural Indian hexaploide. !I3iey vfexB 
alike in hsftjit and General morFhologlcal chaeactera. 
23xcept the C2 j^vogtony of S. vlllosum x S. nod if lorum, 
the others produced purplish "black f ru i te with fev;er 
seeds per f r u i t . Chese f ru i t s vjero ident ical in 
colour to the f ru i t s of the natural Indian hexaploids. 
a!he pollen size of the three types of colchicine 
induced hexaploids was larger than that of the natu-
r a l Indian hexaploide. 2Ihe pe rcen ta l of pollen f e r -
t i l i t y of O2 progeny of tetraploid 3, nigrum x 
£• nodiflonaa. S. 3.uteum x S. nodjflorum and S. v i l l o -
SM. X §.' nodiflonim was 42.52, 57.24 and 50.39 r e s -
pectively whereas in the natural Indian hexaploid 
§• fii^rutn i t was 74.70. 
7 . 5 . Comiaarison of morTAiological (iiarficters of the 
colchicine induced hexaploids (Gg) with the 
grench hexanloid S. nigrum 
iEbie morphological features of the three 
types of synthesiaed hexaploids (C2) of tetraploid 
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§.• Hlgrtaa X ^. nodlflonro. S,, luteum x §. poaiflorum 
ani^  S,. yjlloauia x ^ . nofllflorum were ccaaparecl vdth the 
French hexaplold £. nlgnaa and the data are pre Banted 
in fable 19• 25ie morphological features iifliich are 
worthy o£ note are the habit of plants and colour of 
1)©rry, 5!he colchicine induced hexaplolds (C2) vrere 
erect v/hoioaQ the Frencli hexaplold S. nl/^run -was 
semi-erect with spreading "brancheo. In hoth the forms 
the "berry colour i-zas identical and i t vas purplish 
blaclc. 
7«6» Qrossahllity heti'^en colchicine induced 
h?^&plo}.ds (C2I 
To find out the genetic relationship h e t -
Sfieen synthesized hexaplolds (C2) of tetraplold 
i.* Plgg^ro X S. nodiflorum and B, luteum x S. nodi-
florum. 36 cross-pollinations were made using the 
former as a female parent. Out of these, only two 
f ru i t s were obtained with a t o t a l niaaber of 5 seeds. 
All the seeds were geamlnated. The plants thus obta i -
ned were t a l l and erect with purplish black f r u i t s . 
2526 f ru i t s normally contained 1 to 25 w l l f i l led 
seeds. 'She percentage of pollen f e r t i l i t y was 22.29. 
Ihe colchicine ia3uoed hexaplolds (C2) of 
§.• vlllognift X S. nodiflorum could not be used in the 
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crossing pijogramme as they aid not produce an a(3equate 
numl)er of flowers for poll ination. 
7 .7 . Qcossa'bility between colchicine influoea hexa-
ploids CQO) and natural Indian hexaplolds 
3?o ascertain the relationiii ip of the synthe-
sized hexaploid <C2) with natural Indian heraploids, 
several crosses were atteinpted between them. SJhirty 
five flo\«7ers of Indian hexaploid S. pigrtM were p o l l i -
nated vjiiih the pollen of colchicine induced hexaploids 
of C2 cenoration of tetraplold §. algrica x S» nodiflo-
ruB hurb only 12 mature f ru i t s were obtained with a 
t o t a l number of 32 seeds. All the seeds \^ ©re sm^n. iUhe 
percentage of germination was 87.50, 
3!hirty five flo\<rers of Indian hexaploid 
^* nigrum were pollinated tdth the pollen of 02 hexa-
ploids of £. luteum X ^. nodiflorum but only 11 f ru i t s 
were obtained with a t o t a l number of 4-1 seeds. All the 
seeds were sown and the percentage of germination was 
92.68. 
The offsprings of both the crosses have in a l l 
cases been hexaploids. 5Ilhey were identical in morFfeo-
logical characters. Biey were t a l l , erect and produced 
p u r p l i ^ blade f ru i t s with appreciably good number of 
viable seeds. 3!he most important characters by which 
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t he i r Identity can "b© established with the nattiral 
loaian hexaploid S, i^ t^ gytan are the hahlt and colour 
of berry. 
Ehe ident i ty of C2 hexaplolde of £. villoaum x 
§,* Podiflorum could not be establlEihed v/lth the natural 
Indian hexaplotd© as they did not produce an adequate 
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M^mm. la^ftfm e<»i>i«K 
Hg* 117* fypea of leaves produood ty the coXAtolne 
affec*©a braJtictoes of trlploia hy'briae Ctl)« 
Pig. 118. Sterile tirf,plol3 hybria (H) otjtalned 
frcsa a cross between tetr^loia S. nXfmm 
and S, a^dlfl^y^. 
ITote tlie fruit set (at arrow) on a toan<ii 
treated vdth oolcihlclne* 
fig. 119* Sterile trlplold Iiybrld (PI) obtained 
from a cross between £. Itrte^ and 
§,* nodlflortM* 
Hote tbe friAt set (at arrow) on a branch 
treated with ooldildno. 
>XCi 117 
Solanum nigrum complex 
C2 generafeion of colnhlotne Ififl-uoed 
hex^ lo ids obtained from the t r i p l e id 
hybrids of a crosfi between t e t r ^ l o i d 
§.• ia.l|";ru?. arxl S,, qoaiflorup* 
Fig. 120, Plants of (A) Indian hexaploid £. nigrum 
and ( B ) oolcMcine induced hexaploid 
yig. 121, Fruits of (A) Indian hex^loid S. nj/^ rum 
and coldiicine induced hexaploid 
f. 
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Splanimi ninrvm ccmplex 
C2 genejiation of colchicine Induced 
hexaplolds obtalmd from the tr lploid 
hybrids of a cjt?osB betwen tetraplold 
g» jqigmca and S. nodlXlonca* 
H g . 122# TvdgB of oolchloiiie in^viQod hexaploid 
plants (02) 
A ! Iea^ 7©s ovate with dentate margin. 
B t leaves onrate ^i th entire marcin, 
H ^ . 125. IPlafflrbs isolated from 02 population 
\^htch possesQed ovate dentate narglne. 
A s Ahnormal plant (prodiiced small 
flowe.t "bfuds v*ilch remained un-
opened and f inal ly withered and 
f e l l off) . 
B : IToBnal plant (flo\«/ered profusely 
and produced purplish hlacfc f rui ts 
with a few viable aeods). 
Vxs.W m 
A - r / Br^ l23 
Solanum nigrum complex 
Ce generatioa of colchicljae Induoed 
hexaploids oMaijie^ from the hybrids 
of a orose between £. luteicn and 
M* flo^lflorma. 
H g . 124. Plants of (A) natural Indian hexaplold 
§.' i?Ll/?run ana ( B ) colchicine Induced 
hexaploia S. nigrum (02). 
02 generation of colchicine induced 
hex^lo ids oljtalned from the tr iplold 
hybrids of a oross between S, irlllosum 
and S,. nod i f lorum. 
H g . 125. P lmts of (A) Indian hexaploid S. nl^riya 
and (B) colchicine induced hexaplold 
! • fligJTJBi ( 0 2 ) . 
Pig. 126. Abnormal plants isolated in 02 generation. 
(A) Plant produced resj small flowers which 
remained unopened and f inal ly withered 
and f e l l off, 
( B ) Plant flowered profusely but did not 
set f r u i t . 
A " f ^ B^ -124 




Sfcatletlcal studies were conductefl ( l ) to 
coB5)aj?0 tli0 inSiriSviaXQ wltSiln a species or O3rtotyp6 
to ascertain ifftLethsr they are homogeneous or hetero-
geneous v/lth reference to part icular characters, (2) 
to compare the Inaivldualo t^rlthln F1 and 02 pro ©any 
to ascertain xi3iether they are homogeneous or hetero--
geneous with reference to par t icular characters, (3) 
to conrpare the species or cytotypes with one another 
to ascertain \i3iether they differed from one another 
significantly or not with reference to various charar-
oters , (4) to compare Pi hyhrlde among themselves and 
with their parents to ascertain in what respect they 
were similar or differed significantly and (5) to 
c<aiipare the C2 progeny of ^yntheslized hexaplolda 
among themselves and with the natural hexaplolds to 
ascertain in what respects they were similar or differed 
significantly. tQie resul ts are sumasffiaed "below: 
8 . 1 . Comparison of plants within a •po-pulatlon 
The Bmple means of p lants , within eacii 
species or oytotype were compared for morpihologlcal 
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ctoaractere and th© resu l t s aro pTOseateQ in Tables 20-58* 
The mean values of plants tfdthtn the oyto-
*yi® <3lploi5 £• i^ggaia were found to differ s ign i f i -
cantly in several characters except length of pe t io les , 
breadth of stomatal egjertures, length of fllaraents and 
breadth of anthers (lable 20), 
S« nodif lorum 
From a comparison of mean values of plants of 
£• nodif3orum i t i s obvious that they differed s igni -
f icantly in almost a l l the vegetative characters except 
length of leaf blades and breadth of stomatal aper-
tures . Ho -^rever, they did not e3{hibit sigaifleant diff-
erences in the majority of f lora l ohacactersi s i g n i f i -
cant differences were limited t o only a few tfiiaraoters 
Guch as length of gynoecium, dlanieter of f ru i t s , nuiriber 
of seeds per f rui t end stae of pollen grains (Table 2 t ) . 
Tetraalold 3 . nigrum 
The plants of th is population showed sdgni-
fleant differences In mean vali©s of several vegeta-
tive characters except breadth of guard ce l l s and 
breadth of stomatal apertures. However, there wero 
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no significant differences among them In almost a l l 
tbe f lo ra l characters except slsse of pollen grains 
(IDahlB 22). 
S« lutetm 
3!he mean valxes of plants of S, lute urn diff-
ered significantly In several -rogetatlve (diaraoters 
except length of pet ioles and breadth of stomatal 
apertures. Howe-ver, the i r mean valTies did not differ 
significantly In several f l o ra l characters except a 
£Q\I like nwniber of fXovjers per Inflorescence* nmriber 
of f ru i t s per Inflorescence, diameter of corolla, 
length of anthers and slsse of pollen grains (Table 25). 
,^ ,r, ^?r?^QW 
5Qie moan values of plants of the population 
w r e found to be not significant In a few characters 
like length of pe t io les , brea3th of guard c e l l s , d i a -
meter of corolla, length of f i l anents , length of 
anthers and length of gynoecium whereas the d i f fer -
ences between plant means for res t of the characters 
were found to be significant (5?able 24). 
A comparison of means of morjihological chara-
cters of plants within the population of French hexa-
plold £. nigrum i s presented in Table 25. I t i s obvious 
7S 
from the Iab3e that the plants showed significant 
differences in several dharacters except a fev like 
length of 2eaf blades, breadth of leaf blades, d i a -
meter of corolla, length of filaments, length of 
anthers, breadth of anthers and length of gynoecitaft 
(Sable 25). 
^f\^i^m N^caylo^d, S. nX^p^ 
The plants of Indian hexaploid £, nigrum 
showed significant differences in mean values of 
several vegetative characters except length of p e t i -
oles and breadth of stomafcal apertures. However, they 
did not e :^ ib i t significant differences in several 
f lo ra l characters except number of floirfers per in f lo -
rescence, nuEfber of f rui ts per inflorescence, ^i 'am^^r 
of corolla, diameter of f ru i t s and number of seeds 
j^r f rui t (Table 26). «"^  
Qie mean values of P-j hybrids differed s ig-
nificantly in almost a l l the vegetative characters 
exoept the length and breaflth of stomatal apertures. 
Ho^«v»r, the plant means were alike and there were 
a number of significant differences between them 
in almost a l l the f l o ra l characters except diaii»ter 
of f ru i t s ana number of seeds per f ru i t (Table 27). 
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TrivlQid hybrias (g^) of tetraplold S. nigrum x 
3316 mean values of these plants a iffe red 
significantly in sewra l vegetative characters except 
In length of guara ce l l s , length of stomatal apertoires 
ana hreaath of stomatal apertures. Hovrever, thei r mean 
values -were alike and did not differ significantly In 
almost a l l the f lo ra l characters eroept the elae of 
pollen grains (Sable 28). 
grlploid hvhrids (F-f) of S. luteum x 3. nodlflomm 
3Sie differences In mean values of hybrids 
(^-j) S. lute urn X ^ . nod If lorum t/ere found to be non^ 
signlflOEtfit in several characters like le^agth of 
pe t io les , length of leaf hla3es, hreadth of leaf b la -
des, length of guard ce l l s , breadth of guard ce l l s , 
length of stomatal apertures, breadth of stomatal 
apertures, diameter of corolla, length of anthers, and 
breadth of anthers. 55ie differences in plant means for 
res t of the characters vtsre found to be significant 
(UJable 29). 
grlplold hybrids (T^) of S. vlllogum x S. nodlflorum 
33he mean values of most of the morphological 
characters of plants of the population differed s igni -
f leantly except In diameter of corolla, breadth of 
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anthers anQ sisaB of polleiJ grains CTa1)le 30). 
!fetraplold hybrids (P^) of 8. Itttem x tetraplpja 
!Ehe mean values of plants of the population 
* 
differed significantly in thickness of l e a w s , numher 
of epidermal cells* numher of stomafea, length of guard 
09l is , length of stoaatal aperttires, "breadth of stoma-
t a l apertures, nwmber of flowers per inflorescence, 
length of gynoecium, diameter of f r u i t s , number of 
seeds per f rui t and slae of pollen grains. However, the 
differences between plant means for res t of the chara-
cters were found to be non significant (Table 51). 
!getraDlold hybrids (F^) of S. yjllosum x tetraploid 
The mean values of hybrids (F-j), S. villosum 
X tetraploid S, gj.grum differed significantly in sev-
e ra l morphologioaX characters except a few ll&e length 
of stomatal apertures, breadth of atomatal apertures, 
number of flowers per inflorescence, number of f ru i t s 
per inflorescence, length of anthers, breadth of anth-
e r s and number of seeds per frui t (fable 32). 
• 9!!he number of apidermal oell^, the number of stomata 
were counted as seen in a part icular field of the 
mioro9cop« with 10 x eyepiece and 40 x ob^eotivi. 
SSils also applies to the data given in the Tables. 
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getraplold hybrids CP^) of S. lutema y S. vJllogiM 
Prom a caaparison of means of mori3iologlcal 
cliaracters i t I s olivlous that the plants of the popu-
la t ion differed significantly in several characters 
except a few like length of stomatal aportares, brea-
dth of etomafeal apertures, numher of flowers per Inflo* 
rescence, numher of f ru i t s per iJiflorescenoe, length 
of filaments and number of seeds per feult (iPahle 35). 
Bantgplold hvhridsCg^) of French hexaplold 
3> nigrum ;g S. vlllosum 
3?he mean values of plants differed s ign i f i -
cantly In several characters except a few like length 
of pe t io les , hreadth of leaf hlades, breadth of guard 
ce l l s , hreadth of stomatal apertures, length of f i l a -
ments, breaath of anthers and jiomher of seeds per 
fruit (Table 34). 
Fi hybrids (6x) of French hexaploid 3. nigrum x 
saie mean values of morphological characters 
of the plants of the population were mostly alike and 
did Aot esiiiblt significant differences except in 
length of leaf blades, thickness of leaves, number 
of epidermal ce l l s , number of stomata, breadth of 
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guard c e l l s , Xeflgth of ©feomatal apertures, diameter 
of f ru i t s , number of eeefle per f ru i t and siae of 
pollen grains (laTsle (35)» 
Oolchlelne Indueed heacaDlolds ((h) of trlDlold 
hybrids of 8. luteum x S. nodlfloruin 
B?cim a comparison of means of morphological 
characters I t i s obvious that; the plants of the popu-
lat ion -were not aHke and eachibited significant diff-
erences in almost a l l the ciharacters except thldcness 
of leaves, breadth of stomatal apertures and length 
of filaments (lablo 56). 
Pp?-<?^i?to WM^^ |igyap;ifljLd^ (O2) of tr;Lplo^d 
hybrids of tetraplold 3. nigrum 3C S. nodlflorum 
ilrom a comparison of means of morihologioal 
characters of plants -within the population i t i s 
obvious that they differed significantly In almost 
a l l the morphological (Siaracters except length of 
filaments (Table 57)• 
(H^IMQIP^ ^^Ugg^ ft^yaplo^d? (O3) of triplo^d 
hybrids of S. vil3/)gum x S. nodlflorum 
3Jie plant means of the population differed 
significantly in se-roral morphological characters 
except the number of stomata, length of stomatal 
apertures and b r e a t h of stomatal apertures (Table 38), 
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S*2« ConrparlBon of plants betwen the po-pglatlons 
A oong)arisen of mean values of morphological 
dhciraoters of diploid £. njLggiro^  an3 £. noaiflorum is 
presentea in lable 39* I t i s ob-vlotis from th© Sable 
taiat the two populations aia not differ significantly 
In most of the morpihologlcol characters like height 
of p lants , length of pe t io les , length of leaf blsSes, 
breadth of leaf blades, thickness of l e a w s , number 
of stomata* length of guard c e l l s , breadth of guard 
c e l l s , loBgth of ctomatal s^ertures, cumber of flcw-
ers per inflorescence, number of f ru i t s pes inf lore-
scence, diaaeter of f r u i t s , number of seeds per f r u i t , 
size of pollen grains, 
55ie two populations differed significantly 
in a few vegetative characters like number of e p i -
dermal cel ls and breadth of etomatal apertures. How-
ever, the differences between the two populations were 
mostly Bignlflobnt In sisse of the f lo ra l organs like 
d i sas te r of corolla, length of filaments, length of 
anthers , breaSth of anthers and length of gynoeclum. 
Diploid S, fijgrum showed h l ^ e r mean values ov»r 
§,• ffiodiflorna In number of epidermal c e l l s , length of 
anthers and breadth of anthers -vfliereas the mean values 
of the l a t t e r were h l ^ r over the foaaer lu <2iaraoter8 
l ike brerfth of" stomatal apertures, disBster of corol la , 
length of fl laoents and length of gjmoecium. 
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I>it)loia S. nigrum and tetjggplold S. nigrum 
ThQ two populations differeS signtfleantly 
in almost a l l 1^ © moritiologlcal characters (Table 40). 
Stetraplolds ahovted higher mean values over diploids 
in length of guard ce l l s , Tjreadth of guard ce l l s , 
length of s toaatal apertures, diaioeter of corolla, 
length of filaments, length of anthers, breadth of 
anther a, length of gynoeolum and sis® of pollen 
grains. However, diploid S. nigrum showed h l ^ e r 
mean values over tetraplold S. nigrum in length of 
leaf blades, number of epidermal c e l l s , number of 
stomata and number of flo^ijera pes inflorescence. 
3310 t^ vo populations did not differ s ign i f i -
cantly iJQ a few characters like height of p lants , 
length of pet io les , breadth of leaf blades, thickness 
of leaves, breadth of stomatal apertures, number of 
f ru i t s per inflorescence, diameter of f ru i t s and 
number of seeds per f ru i t . 
Diploid S. nigrum and S. luteum 
!Ehe two populations differed significantly 
in siae of almiost a l l the morphological characters 
0X<»pt the height of p lants , breadth of stomatal 
apertures, number of f ru i t s per inflorescence, d ia -
meter of f ru i t s and number of seeds per frui t 
(Sable 4 t ) . 
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^» Xtite;um dioveQ Mgher mean values over 
diploid ^ . fllgrum in thickness of leaves, length of 
guard ce l l s , l)readth of guard ce l l s and length of 
stomatal apertures aniong the vegetative character© 
and diameter of corolla, length of filaments, length 
of anthers, breadth of anthers, length of gynoeclum 
and siae of pollen grains among the f lo ra l char a-
c ters . Hovjever, the l a t t e r ohoi^ jd higher mean values 
over the former in length of pe t io les , length of 
leaf hlades, breadth of leaf blc^es, number of e p i -
dermal c e l l s , niEaber of stomata and number of f loi«rs 
:p^s Inflorescence. 
UV^of-^ ,^'.ff^,r;y"ia„ tyid, „St,. v^llornii, 
33ie tvo populations differed significantly 
in size of almost a l l the morphological characters 
except the height of p lants , length of pet io les , 
breadth of guard c e l l s , number of f ru i t s per in f lo-
rescence, diameter of f ru i t s and number of seeds per 
f rui t (liable 42). 
§.> vlllosum ^owed higher mean values over 
diploid 3, nigrum In thiclcness of leaves, length of 
guard ce l l s , length of stomafcal apertures, breadth 
of Ertoaafeal cg>ertures, dtacieter of corol la , length 
of ftleaaents, length of anthers, breadth of anthers, 
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%6ngth of gynoeoliaa and stae of pol30ii grains. How* 
ever» the l a t t e r ^owed h l ^ e r mean TaXuee o-ver the 
fottner la length of leaf bladee, t>readth of leaf 
blaSeo, number of opldexanal'cells, number of stomata 
and number ot flowers pes inflorescence* 
MvUid 8. nigrum anfl InaianlieXBDloid 0. nlgram 
Ihe two poptilatlone differed significantly 
In si a© of almost a l l the morphological characters 
except the height of p lants , length of leaf blades, 
breadth of leaf blades^ tfeletness of lea-ves and 
ntuaber of seeds per f ru i t C2!able 43)-
S!he mean values of hexaploi^e were higher 
than the diploids in a3most a l l the mori^iologloal 
characters except height of p laa te , number of e p i -
dermal ce l l s and number of stomata. 55ie diploids 
shoi*?ed higher mean values over hexaplolds In h e l ^ t 
of plants and number of epidermal ce l l s end stomata. 
Plulold 8. nigrum and Ecench hexa-D3old 8. nigrum 
A comparison of mean values of morphological 
characters of the two populations i s presented In 
fable 44• I t Is obvious from the Sable that the two 
populations differed significantly In slae of almost 
a l l the mor^ologlcal characters. Jrench hexaplold 
Bj, nif^nm showed higher mean values over diploid 
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§.• n^g-gtaa in tMckjtJSse of leaves, length of guard 
ce l l s , "bmsAth of guaJtjfl ce l l s anS lecigtli of stoma-
t a l apertures among the vegetative characters anfl 
in diameter of corolla, length of filaments, length of 
anthers, breadth of anthers, length of gynoeclum, 
diameter of f ru i t s and size of pollen grains among 
the f lora l characters. However, diploid S_, nigrum 
showed higher mean values over French hexe^lold 
§.• nigrum in sijse of vegetative characters l ike 
height of p lan ts , length of leaf hlades, "breadth of 
leaf blades, number of epidermal ce l l s and number of 
stomata. 
ThB tw> populations did not differ s ign i f i -
cantly in length of pe t io les , bireadth of stomatal 
apertures, number of flowers per inflorescence, 
number of f ru i t s per inflorescence and number of 
seeds per f ru i t . 
S. nodiflorum and tetra-ploid S. n igrm 
A comparison of mean values of morphological 
characters of the two populations i s presented in 
Table 45. ^rom the Table i t i s obvious that the two 
populations differed significantly in eiae of some 
morphological characters except the height of p lants , 
length of pe t io les , breadth of leaf blades, thickness 
8S 
of leaves, length of stomatal apertnires, breadth of 
etomatal apertiujes, number of f ru i t s per Inflorescence 
BjaS Sismeter of f ru i t . 
Tetraplold ^, nigrum had higher mean values 
over S, nodiflorum in a l l the f lora l characters and 
length of guard cel ls and breadth of guard ce l l s , 
Hovreveri S» nodiflorum shovjod higher mean values over 
tetraploid S» nigrum in height of p lants , length of 
loaf blades, number of epidermal c e l l s , number of 
stomata, number of flox-rers per inflorescence and 
number of seeds per f ru i t . 
S. nodiflorum and S. luteum 
A conporison of mean values of morjhologioal 
characters of the t\;o £3pecles i s presented in Table 46. 
I t i s obvious from the Sable that the two populations 
differed significantly in several characters except 
the height of plants , length of pe t io les , length of 
stomatal apertures, breadth of stomatal £^ertures, 
number of f ru i t s per inflorescence, diameter of frui t 
ar^ number of seeds per f ru i t . 
She mean values of S. luteiM \rere higher than 
£• nod i f lorum in thickness of leaves and length and 
breadth of guard ce l l s among the vegetative characters 
and dlaaeter of corolla, length of filaments, length 
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of anthers, breadth of anthers, length of gynoecttnn 
an<3 slae of pollen grains. Hovraver, the moan values 
of the l a t t e r v©re hlf^er than 13ie former in length 
of leaf blades, breadth of leaf blades, nxuaber of 
e p i d e m ^ c e l l s , nianber of stomat;a and nmaber of flow-
era per inflorescence. 
8> nodiflortna and S. villosum 
ffiie differences bett'jeen the t w populations 
\';e.rG significant in JKJveral morphological characters 
(Sable 47) except the height of p lants , length of 
pe t io les , thickness of leaves, 2©ngth of stomatal 
apertures, b r e a t h of stomatal apertures, diameter of 
f ru i t and number of seeds per f r u i t . 3?he mean values 
of morphological characters of S, yilloaum wexe 
higher than S, nodiflorum in length of guard ce l l s , 
b r e a t h of guard ce l l s , dianeter of oorolla, length of 
filaaieiits, length of anthers, breadth of anthers, 
length of ftynoecium and sise of pollen grains. However, 
the mean values of the lat1»r were h i ^ e r than the 
former in length of leaf blades, breadth of leaf 
blades, number of epidermal c e l l s , number of stomata, 
number of flowers per inflorescence and number of 
f ru i t s per inflorescence. 
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3 . noaiflorma pnS Indian hexaplolfl S. nlgjcum 
The two populatlojQB differed significantly 
in sizB of almofffc a l l the morihological characters 
except the height of p lants , length of pe t io les , len-
gth of leaf hlatfes, hreadth of leaf blades, thickness 
of leaves and number of seeds per f ru i t (Table 48). 
Indian hex^loid £. nigrum shovied h i ^ r mean values 
over §. nodiflorum in a l l the f lo ra l characters and 
a few vegetative diaracters like length of guard ce l l s , 
breadth of guard ce l l s , length of sfeomatal apertures 
and bi^adth of stomatal apertures* However, S, nodi-
florum sho\ited h i ^ e r mean values over the Indian hexa-
ploid S. nigrum in height of p lants , number of epider-
mal ce l l s and number of stomata. 
S, nodiflorum and grenoh hexanloid 3. nigrum 
!ChB two populations differed significantly 
in size of almost a l l the morphological characters 
except the h e i ^ t of p lants , length of pe t io les , 
number of stomata, breadth of stomatal apertures, 
number of flowers per inflorescence, number of f ru i t s 
per inflorescence, length of filaments and number of 
seeds per f rui t (Table 49). 
3?rencai hexaploid §, nigrum showed higher 
mean values over g. Aodiflerum in thidkness of leaves. 
9i 
length of guarfl c e l l s , tjroa^th of guard cel ls ana 
length of stomatel ^^rtu2?eD among the vegetative 
characters ana diameter of corolla, length of anth-
e r s , breadth of anthers, length of gynoeoitm, diame-
te r of f r u i t s and else of pol3en grains among the 
f lora l characters. Hoviever, B* nodlflormn shoved 
higher mean values over French hexaplold S, nigrum In 
a few vegetative characters like h e i ^ t of p lants , 
length of leaf hlades, breadth of leaf blades, thick-
ness of leaves and number of epidejoaal c e l l s . 
g^1;rgiplo^d S. ftjLf;,giipi apd S. y^llo^iffi 
A Campari son of mean values of morphological 
characters of the two populafclons i s presented in 
Table 50. I t i s obvious from the a?able that the two 
populations were alike in almost a l l the morjihological 
characters, except the thlcki^ss of leaves ar^ there 
were no significant differences between the i r mean 
values. 
S. luteum aM Tetranloid S. nignan 
A comparison of means of the morphological 
characters of S^ . luteiaa and tetraploid g, nigrum i s 
presented in arable 51. ^rom the Table i t I s obvious 
that the two populations vrere alike in several morpho-
logical characters except a few like thickness of 
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leaTJBe, diametei? of corolla* length of filaments, 
length of anthers, diameter of f ru i t s ana number of 
seeds per f ru i t . 
S. luteum showed higher mean valites o*ver 
tetraploia S^ , nigrum In thlcScnees of leaves, diameter 
of corolla, length of anthers, dlaaeter of f ru i t s and 
numher of seeds per f rui t whereas the l a t t e r shoveH 
higher mean value over the former only in length of 
fllsmente. 
S, luteum and S« villosum 
She two populations were alike In almost a l l 
the morphological characters, except the length of 
fllements, and there wre no significant differences 
between the i r mean values (Table 52). 
Tetraplold 3. nigrum and Indian hexaDlold S. nigrum 
IChe two populations did not differ s ign i f i -
cantly in size of most of the vegetative organs except 
the length of leaf b l ^ e s , breadth of guard c e l l s , and 
length of stomatal apertiujes (Table 53). Hox-^ver, the 
differences between them were significant in several 
f lora l organs except the diameter of corolla, length 
of anthers, length of gynoeolum and size of pollen 
grains. 
Indian hexaploid S. nigrum showed higher 
mean values over tetrapleid £. nlayum In length of 
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leaf blafles, "breaflth of guard ce l l s , length of ^toma-
t a l apertujces, Humfcer of flowers per inflorescence, 
niunber of f ru i t s per inflorescence, breaSth of anthers, 
diameter of f ru i t s and number of seeds per f ru i t . Hov;-
ever, the l a t t e r showed h i ^ r mean value over the 
former only in length of filaments. 
!Cetrai>loid S. niffrum a ^ Frendh hexa-ploid S. nigrum 
A comparison of n^an values of the morpholo-
gical characters of the two populations i s presented 
in SJahle 54. J'rom the Table i t i s obvious that they 
differed significantly in several characters except 
height of p lants , length of pe t io les , length of leaf 
blatSes, number of epidermal c e l l s , number of stomata, 
breadth of stomatal c^ertxures, number of flowers per 
inflorescence, number of f ru i t s per infloresoenoe and 
length of gynoecium. 
Erench hexaplold S, nigrum showed higher 
mean values over the tetraplotd S, nigrum in thickness 
of leaves, length of guard ce l l s , breadth of guard 
ce l l s , length of stomatal apertures, disBieter of 
corolla, length of anthers, breadth of anthers, d ia -
meter of f ru i t s , number of seeds per f ru i t and si2« 
of pollen grains. However, the mean values of the 
l a t t e r were higher than, the former in breadth of leaf 
blades and length of filaments. 
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S, Intern md Indian hexaploia S. nigrum 
The two populations differed significantly 
(IPaible 55) In size of a few -vegetative characters 
like length of pe t io les , length of leaf tjlaaes, brea-
dth of leaf hlaSes and in almost a l l the f lora l organs 
except length of filaments and length of anthers. 
Indian hexaploid population sho-vfed h l ^ e r 
mean values over S,, luteum in length of pet io les , 
length of leaf blades, breadth of leaf blades, number 
of floorers per inflorescence, number of f ru i t s per 
inflorescence, breadth of anthers, diameter of f r u i t s , 
number of seeds per f ru i t and sle© of pollen grains. 
However, the l a t t e r showed higher mean values over the 
former in diameter of corolla and length of gynoccium. 
S. lutexan and Prencfli he3caT>loid S, nlgnmi 
The moan vulues of the two populations were 
similar in several morphological characters and there 
were no significant differences between them (!l?able 56). 
However, they differed significantly in a few chara-
cters like height of p lants , number of epidermal c e l l s , 
breadth of anthers, diameter of feui ts , number of 
seeds per frui t and elae of pollen grains. In these 
characters, except the number of epidermal ce l l s , tlie 
mean values of French hexaploid §. nlgrup were higher 
!t5 
than S,. lateim. However, the l a t t e r showed higher 
mean values over the former In height of plants anci 
niffiiber of epiflermal c e l l s . 
S. villosum ang Inaian hexaploia 5. nigrum 
The two populations differed significantly 
(IBable 57) in length of pe t io les , length of leaf b la -
des, breaflth of leaf blades, thickness of leaves, 
number of f ru i t s per Inflorescence, dlaoeter of coro-
l l a , 3ength of gynoecium and number of seeds per f rui t 
v/hereas in res t of the characters the mean values of 
the populations did not differ s ignificantly. 
Indian hexaplold S. nigrum showed higher mean 
values than g. villosum in length of pe t io les , length 
of leaf blades, breadth of leaf blades, thickness of 
leaves, number of f ru i t s per Inflorescence and number 
of seeds per f ru i t , Ifovaver, the mean values of the 
l a t t e r viere higher than the foimsr in diameter of 
corolla and length of gynoeclum. 
3. vilUmm and French hexarlold 5. nigrum 
Prom a comparison of n^an values of the 
morihological (^laracters of the two populations i t i s 
obvious that they differed significantly (Table 58) in 
several characters like length of leaf blades, number 
of epidermal oel ls , breadth of stomatal apertures. 
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diameter of oorolla, length of filaments, length of 
anthers, dianeter of f ru i t e , numher of seeds per 
f ru i t aid slae of pollen grains %?horeas In res t of 
the characters they did not differ significantly, 
French hoxaploid S. nigrum shoved h i ^ e r 
mean values ever §• vlllosum in diameter of corolla, 
3angth of anthers, dlaaeter of f r i i i t s , number of seeds 
per f ru i t and slzse of pollen grains -viiereas the l a t t e r 
sho\i»d h l ^ e r mean values than the former In length of 
leaf h l ^ e s , numher of epidermal c e l l s , hreadth of 
stomatal apertures and length of filaiaents. 
Prendi hexaplold S. nigrum and Indian heyanlold 
S. nigrum 
53ie differences "betvreon the two populafcione 
vrere significant in the siae of f lora l organs except 
breadth of anthers. Hov©ver, the differences v»re not 
significant in a me^ority of vegetative diaracters 
like thickness of leaves, mmher of epidermal ce l l s , 
niarfber of stcanata, length of guard ce l l s , breadth of 
guard ce l l s , length of srfcomatal apertures, breadth of 
anthers and number of seeds per fj?ult. 
Indian hexaploid S. nigrum sho\«d h l ^ e r mean 
values over the Ilrench hexaplold S, njL^ anam In height 
of plants , length of pet io les , length of leaf blades. 
S7 
l»readth of leaf blades» liseadtli of stomatal apertures, 
uuialser of flowers per Inflorescence, iiumt)er of f ru i t s 
per inflorescence anfl length, of filaments whereas the 
l a t t e r showed higher mean values o-ror the former In 
dlaneter of corolla, length of anthers, length of 
gynoeclum, diameter of f ru i t s and size of pollen 
grains (fable 59). 
Diploid S. nigrum and F1 hybrids of diploid S. nigrum x 
S. nodiflorum 
Ihe diploid B. nigrum and Fl hybrids of 
diploid £. nigrum x §. nodiflorum were alike in almost 
a l l the morifliological characters except lengrfch of 
pe t io les , number of epidermal ce l l s and size of pollen 
grains (fable 60). 
!I!he diploid S. nigrum showed higher mean 
values over the Fl hybrid, diploid 3» nigrum x 
^» nodiflorum in jmmber of epidermal cel ls and siae 
of pollen grains, \diereas the l a t t e r showd higher 
mean values owr the former only in length of pet io les . 
S. nodiflorum and PI hybrids of diploid S. nigrum x 
^. p(^d|f^ortp 
A comparison of mean values of -ttie morpholo-
gical characters of the two populations i s presented 
in fable 61. I t i s obvious from the fable that the 
its 
two populations vrere alike and there vjere no s ign i f i -
cant differences laetvjeen them. 
S. noaiflorum ana t r iploid hybrids (Fl) of tetraploid 
S. nigrum x S, nodiflorum 
The differences Tjetween the tw> populations 
xyere significant in the size of several vegetative and 
f lora l organs (Table 62). Ho\i)ever, they did not differ 
significantly in a few morphological characters like 
height of plants , length of pet io les , length of leaf 
"blocles, breadth of leaf b l ^ e s , number of stomata, 
length of stomatal apertures, breadth of stomatal 
apertures, number of f l o w r s per inflorescence, length 
of filaments and sisse of pollen grains. 
Triploids showed higher mean values over 
§.• nod if lorum in thickness of leaves, length of guard 
ce l l s , bresdth of guard cel ls and in almost a l l the 
f lora l characters except the length of filaments and 
size of pollen grains. Hovjever, the me^i values of the 
l a t t e r were higher than the former only in number of 
epidermal ce l l s . 
S. nod i f lorum and t r iploid hybrids (PI) of S. luteum x 
S. nodiflorum 
A oonqparison of mean values of the morpholo-
gical cJiaracters of the two populations i s presented in 
!)9 
in Table 63. The tvo populations differed slgnifl~ 
cantly In 0lae of several vegetative and f lora l chara-
c te rs . But the differences betvieen them vie re not algnl-
cant In a few characters like height of plants , length 
of pet ioles , number of epidermal c e l l s , number of 
stomafca, length of stomatal apertures, breadth of 
stomatal apertures, number of flo\gers per Inflorescence 
ara3 length of f l lanents . 
!i3he mean values of t r lp lo lds vrere higher than 
§.» nodlflorum In thickness of leaves, length of guard 
ce l l s , breadth of guard c e l l s , diameter of corolla, 
length of anthers, breadth of anthers and length of 
gynoedum, Howver, the l a t t e r shoved higher n©an 
values over the fbnosr In length of leaf blades, brea-
dth of leaf blades and size of pollen grains. 
S. nodlflorum and t r lplold hybrids (F1) of 
S. vlllosum s S. nodlflorum 
A comparison of mean values of morphological 
characters of the t\^o populations i s presented In 
Table 64. The two populations differed significantly 
in several characters except the h e l ^ t of p lants , 
length of pet ioles , length of leaf blades, breadth of 
of leaf blades, number of epidermal c e l l s , number of 
Btomata, length of guard c e l l s , length of stomatal 
apertures, breadth of stomatal apertures, number of 
iOO 
flowers per iaflorescence and length of filaaeflts. 
Triplolds ^owsa higher mean values over 
B* floaiflorum in thickness of leaves, breadth of guard 
ce l l s , diameter of corolla, length of anthers, hreaflth 
of anthers and length of gynoecium. Hoigever, the mean 
values of the l e t t e r were higher than the former only 
in oiizo of pollen grains, 
gtetraploid 3, nigrum and t r iploid hybrids (PI) of 
tetraploid S> nigrum x S, .nodiflorum 
©le tv«> populations differed significantly 
in thickness of leaves and in size of almost a l l the 
f lo ra l organs except the length of gynoecium (Table 65). 
Sie mean values of the two populations were alike in 
most of the characters like height of p lants , length of 
pe t io les , length of leaf blades, brea3th of leaf blades, 
number of epidermal c e l l s , number of stomata, length of 
guard ce l l s , breadth of guard ce l l s , length and breadth 
of stomatal apertures and length of gynoecium, 
Ir iploids showed higher mean values over t e t -
raploid S. nigrum in thickness of leaves, number of 
flowers per inflorescence and diameter of corolla 
whereas the l a t t e r showed higher mean values over the 
former in length of filsBnsnts, length of anthers, brea-
dth of anthers and siae of pollen grains. 
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S. luteioa ana t j lp loia hybrids (Fl) of S. luteiaa 3C 
S. BodlflQjum 
!2he two populations diffei^a significantly 
(Table 66) in breadth of leaf blades, number of epider-
mal ce l l s , number of stomata and length of guard cel ls 
among the vegetative characters and in length of anthers, 
breadth of anthers, length of gynoecium and sias of 
pollen grains among the f lora l characters. Ho^^ver, the 
differences bettreen the tm populations were not s igni-
ficant in height of plants , length of pe t io les , length 
of leaf blades, thickness of leaves, breadth of guard 
ce l l s , length of stomatal apertures, breadth of stoma-
t a l apertures, number of flowers per inflorescence, d ia-
meter of corolla and length of filaments. 
Triploids -slio^ red higher mean values over 
S., luteum in breadth of leaf blades, nujnber of epidermal 
ce l ls BX^ number of stomata. Ho i^rever, the mean values 
of the l a t t e r were higher than the former in length of 
guard ce l l s , length of anthers, breadth of anthers, 
length of gynoecium and size of pollen grains, 
S. villosum ancl t r iploid hybrids (gj) of S. vtlloeum 5c 
S. podiflpfffa 
The differences between tts two populations 
were significant in sir© of several morphological dhara?-
cters (Table 67). However, there were no significant 
10 
differences 'betvreen them In a fev characters like 
height of plantst length of pet io les , length of 
leaf hlaiSes, hreaath of leaf hlafles, thickness of 
leaves, "breaflth of guard c e l l s , length of stomabal 
apertures smd dlaneter of corolla. 
Trlplolds Bhovjed hlglaer mean values over 
§.• vlllosum In numher of epidermal c e l l s , number of 
stomata, and numher of flo\jers per Inflorescence 
vSiereas the l a t t e r shoved higher mean values over the 
former In length of guard ciells, breadth of stomatal 
apertures, length of filaments, length of anthers, 
b r e a t h of anthers, length of gynoeclum and sl2» of 
pollen grains. 
grlplold hybrids (Pi) of tetraplold S> nigrum x 
S. nodlflorum and S. luteun x S. nodlflorum 
A comparison of mean values of morphological 
characters of the tvro triplold hybrid populations Is 
presented In 5?able 68. A notev;orthy fact I s that the 
two populations were similar In most of the charac< 
t e r s and there were no significant differences be-hieen 
"taielr mean values except In a few vegetative charac-
te r s like number of epidermal ce l l s , number of stomata 
and length of guard ce l l s . 
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5?rlT?loia hybrid s ( f l ) of tetraploia S> nigrum x 
S» nodiflorum and S. vjlloHum a: S. nodiflorum 
A comparison of mean yalaes of morphological 
characters of the two populations i s presented in 
fable 69* I t ie obvious from the fable that the two 
populations were similar in almost a l l the morpholo-
gical characters and there were no significant differ-
ences between the i r mean values except in a few 
characters like number of epidermal ce l l s and length 
of guard ce l l s . 
gr^plo^d ^y^ridi? (F1) qt S. iT t^eupi x S. i^ o j^^ f;Lorp^ 
and S. villosom x S, nodiflorum 
Ihe two populations were similar in a l l the 
morjhological characters (fable 70) and there were 
no significant diffeixjnoes between thei r mean values. 
fetraploid h ^ r i d s (Fl) of tetra^loid S. nigrum x 
S. luteum and tetraploid 3. nigrian 
A comparison of mean values of the morpholo-
gical characters of the tvo populations (fable 71) 
has revealed that they were alike in almost a l l the 
vegetative characters except the thidcness of leaves. 
However, they showed significant differences in 
several f lo ra l organs except a few like number of 
f ru i t s per inflorescence, Uength of anthers, length 
of gynoecium and sis© of pollen grains. 
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!Che hybrid tetraplold £. nigrum x S, Ititeuia 
showsd marked increase over tetraplold _S. ni^xma. in 
tlilckness of leaves, ismaber of flowers per Inflore-
scence, diameter of corolla, breadtli of anthers, dlar-
meter of f ru i t s and number of seeds per f ru i t . However, 
the l a t t e r showd higher mean value over the fojaner 
only in length of filaments. 
getraplold hybrid (Fl) of tetraplold S. nigrum z 
The mean values of most of the morjhological 
characters of the two populations \i«re allTre except 
in length of pe t io les , b r e a t h of anthers, diameter 
of f r u i t s , number of seeds per f ru i t and size of pollen 
grains (fable 72). However, in these dharacters the 
hybrid tetraplold S. nigrum x §. luteum showed higher 
mean values over S. luteum except i s else of pollen 
grains. 
Utetraplold hybrid (1*1) of tetraplold S, nigrum x 
S. vlUosum and tetraplold S. nigrum 
aJhe mean values of mosfe of the morjhologlcal 
characters of the two populations were alike except 
in thickness of leaves, length and breadth of stomatal 
apertures, number of flowers per inflorescence, d ia -
meter of corolla, 2«ngth of filaments and diameter of 
f ru i t s (Table 75). 
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©le hybrid tetraploid 3. nJRpm x £. y l l l o -
0um sihowed higher mean values over the tetraploid 
§L* xtlgjwm in thidcuesa of leaves, iiuniber of flowers 
per inflorescence, diameter of corolla and dianeter 
of f ru i t s whereas the mean values of the l a t t e r wsre 
higher than the former in length of stomatal aper-
tures , hreadth of stomatal apertures and length of 
filaments. 
getraploid hybrids (Pt) of tetraploid S. nigrum x 
3, villosum and S. vjllosum 
A comparison of mean values of morjihologioal 
characters of tlie two populations (Tahle 74) has 
revealed that they x^re alilce in a majority of mor-
phological charactera esrcept in length of pet io les , 
breadth of leaf blades, length of stomatal apertures, 
breadth of stomatal apertures, numbor of flowers :per 
inflorescence, number of f ru i t s per inflorescence and 
length of anthers. 
Ihe hybrids tetraploid £. j:^ igrum x §,, v i l l o -
sum ^owed higher mean values over S. villosum in 
length of pe t io les , breadth of leaf blades, number of 
flowojEE per inflorescence and number of f ru i t s per 
inflorescence. However, the mean values of the l a t t e r 
were higher than the former in length of stomatal 
apertures, breadth of stomatal apertures and length 
of anthers. 
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getraploia hybrids (Pi) of S. luteiaa x S. vlllogina 
and S. vlllogum 
A comparison of the msaa ^mlues of morjaiolo-
gical characters of the t w populations I s presented 
In Table 75. I t i s obvious from the lable that the 
two populations were alike In several nwrphologlcal 
characters except In thickness of leaves, breadth of 
Btomatal apertures, nxmbor of flowers per lnflore~ 
acence, nusibor of f ru i t s per infloreeconce and d la -
Qster of corolla. 
IThe hybrid S. luteum x ^ . vlllosum showed 
h t ^ e r mean values over S. vlllosum In thickness of 
leaves, number of flowers per Inflorescence, number 
of f ru i t s i^QX Inflorescence and diameter of corolla 
whereas the l a t t e r showed higher mean value over 
the former only la breadth of stomatal s ^ r t u r e s . 
Tetraplold hybrids (F1) of S« luteum 3c S. vlllosum 
and S. luteum 
A comparison of the mean values of morpholo-
gical characters of the two populations I s presented 
in Table 76. From the Table I t I s obvious that the two 
populations were alike in almost a l l the characters 
except in a couple of characters like thickness of 
leaves and diameter of f ru i t s . In these two characters 
I u 7 
the mean value 3 of the hyhrld S. lute urn x S» ylllogvtm 
vrere htgher than £. XuteTJun, 
Tetra-ploid hybriaa (g1) of tetiaT>loia S. nigrum x 
S> luteum anfl tetraploia S. f^ lgrum ^ S. vllloigum 
A comparison of the mean values of morpholo-
gical characters of the two hybrid populations 
(Table 77) has revealed that they wre similar In 
e e ^ r a l characters except in length of leaf blafles, 
brec^th of leaf blades, length of stomatal apertures, 
brearfth of antl-ars aMs3 number of seeds per f ru i t . 
'Jtetraploid ^ . nigrum x £. luteimi shovjed 
higher mean values than the hybrids tetraploid 
S. nigrum x £. villogma In length of stomatal aper-
tu res , breadth of anthers and ntanber of seeds per 
f ru i t "Whereas the mean values of the l a t t e r ^mxe 
hlfilher than the former In length and b r e a t h of leaf 
blades* 
iPetraploid hybrids ( I j ) of tetraploid S« nigrum 3C 
S. luteum and S. luteum x 3. vlllosum 
From a comparison of the mean values of 
morphological characters of the two tetraploid hybrid 
populations (Table 78) I t i s obvious that they were 
alike in almost a l l the cjharacters except In length 
of pet io les , length of fllsBents and number of seeds 
per f rui t . 
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The hybriS totraplold £. nigrum x S. lutexaa 
shovjea higher raean values over the hybrid S, luteum x 
§• vlllogam In length of pet ioles and number of seeds 
per f ru i t vftiereas the lafcter ^ovjed higher mean value 
over the former only in length of filaments. 
getraploia hvbrias (PI) of tetraploid S. nigrum x 
5. villosum anO S. luteum x S, villognm 
Ihe mean values of most of the morphological 
characters of the two populations t/rere alike except 
in length of pet io les , length of leaf blefles, breadth 
of leaf blades, length of stomotal apertures and number 
of seeds per frui t (Cable 79). 
2?he hybrid tetraploid S;. nigrum x S, villosum 
showd higher mean values over the hybrid S, luteum x 
§. villosum in length of pe t io les , length of leaf 
blaaes and breadth of leaf blsdes ^sfiiereas the l a t t e r 
showed higher mean values over the former in length 
of stomatal apertures and number of seeds per f ru i t . 
Bentaploid hybrids (Pi) of French hexaplold S. nigrum x 
S. villoCTim and french hexaploid S. nigrum 
!l?he mean values of the two populations were 
alike in several characters except a few like height 
of plants , thickness of leaves, number of epidermal 
c e l l s , length of anthers, breadth of anthers and siae 
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of pollen grains (TaTjle 80). 
2516 pent opioids shovjed higher mean values 
over the French hexaploia S^ nl/^rum In height of p la-
n t s , thickness of leaves ana numljer of epidermal ce l l s , 
Hov;ever, the l a t t e r shotjed higher mean valiies over the 
former in length of anthers, breaflth of anthers and size 
of pollen grains. 
Itentanloici hybrids (Fl) of French hexanloid S. ninxmi x 
S. vlllosum and S. vllloeum 
The mean values of the two populations vjeis 
a l i te in almost a l l the vegetative characters except 
height of plants , thickness of leaves and b r e a t h of 
stomatal apertures (2fable 81), However, they shovied 
significant differences in mean values of almost a l l 
the f loral characters except number of flowers per 
inflorescence, length of anthers and length of 
gynoecium. 
The pentaplotd hj^brid (Pt) sho\^d higher 
mean values over S* vlllosum in height of p lants , 
thickness of leaves whereas the l a t t e r showed higher 
mean values over the former in breadth of stomatal 
apertures, length of filaments, breadth of anthers 
and size of pollen grains. 
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Hexaploia hybrid 0 (Fl) of FrejQdi hexaplold S. nigrum 
X Indian heX£g)lold S. nigrum an<3 Indian hexaplold 
S. nigrum 
Ihe mean valuee of the tv» hybrid popula-
t ions differed significantly (Table 82) in length of 
petiole91 length of leaf blades among the vegetative 
characters and in number of floi8»rs per inflorescence, 
number of f ru i t s per inflorescence, diameter of coro-
l l a , length of filaments, length of anthers and 
length of gynoecium among the f lora l characters where-
as in res t of the characters there ware no significant 
differences bet-ween them. 
Ihe hybrid, French hexaplold S_, nigrum x 
Indian hexaplold £, nigrum showed higher mean values 
over ths Indian hexaplold S, nigrum in diameter of 
corolla, length of anthers anfl length of gynoecium 
whereas the l a t t e r showed higher mean values over the 
former in number of f ru i t s per Inflorescence, length 
of pet io les , length of leaf blades, number of flowers 
per Inflorescence, number of f ru i t s per inflorescence 
and length of filaments. 
F1 hybrid8 (6x) of French hexaplold S. nigrum x 
Indian hexaplold S. nigrum and French hexaplold 
Ihe TSBBXi values of the two populations 
showed significant differences only in slae of a few 
Ill 
•vegetative characters like height of p lants , length 
of leaf hlaSes, bJTeaSth of. leaf hlaflesand number of 
epidermal ce l l s (SJable 83) . Ho^rever, there were no 
significant differences In mean val\iea of thei r f lo ra l 
organs. 
!Phe hybrid French hexaplold ^ . nlgntm r 
Indian hexaplold §. nigrum showed h l ^ e r mean values 
over the l^ench hexaplold S, nlgpum in height of 
p lants , length of leaf bla3es, breadth of leaf blades 
ana nimber of epidermal c e l l s . 
Coldhlcine induced h^xa-ploids (02) of t r iplold 
hybrids of tetraplold S. nigrum x S« nodiflorum and 
3, luteum X S. nodlflorum 
A comparison of mean values of the morpholo-
gical characters of the tv«) populafclons (02) has 
revealed that they were allfce in almost a l l the chara-
cters except the breadth of leaf blades (5!able 84). 
Colchicine induced hexaplolds (02) of t r lplold 
hybrids of tetraplold S. nigrum, x S. nodiflorum and 
S. vlllosum X S. nodiflorum 
A comparison of mean values of the morpholo-
gical characters of the two populations has revealed 
that there were no significant differences between 
tt^m (fable 85). 
1 1 2 
ColdilclDe Inauoed hexaTjlolde (02) of trlTJlolfl 
hy'brias of S. luteum x S. noaiflonim and S. vlllogum 
X S. jaoaiflorum 
From a comparison of mean rallies of the 
morphological characters of the tv;o populations I t I s 
obvious that they wre alike in a l l the cxharacters 
ana there wore no significant differences hetvreen 
them (fahle 86). 
Ooldilclne induced hexa-plold (CZ) of t r ip le Id 
hybrid a of tetraplojd 5. ninrim x S. nod If lo rum and 
Jtndlan hexanloid S. ni/^rum 
Pron a comparison of mean values of t|ie 
mor 1*10logical characters of the tv;o populations 
(a?able 37) i t Is obvious that they did not differ 
significantly in some diaracters while, In other 
characters, such as height of p lants , breadth of 
stomatal apertures, dlaneter of corolla, length of 
gynoGcium, diameter of f ru i t s aa3 ntunber of seeds per 
f r u i t , they differed significantly. 
CJolchicii© induced hex^ lo lds showed higher 
mean values over the Iiriian hexaplold S, nigrum In 
height of p lan ts , diameter of corolla and length of 
gynoecium. However, the l a t t e r showed higjier mean 
values over the former in breadth of stomatal apertures, 
diameter of f ru i t s and number of seeds per f ru i t . 
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ColcaxtQiXLQ liidpoea hexaploldg (02) of t r iploid 
hyl^giae S> Itttem x S. aodiflomm and Indian 
Ihe laesaa values of the two populofeiens imx© 
alike In several c3iaracters except In height of 
p lan ts , nuEiljer of flowers per infloresoence* dtesaeter 
of corolla, TsreaSth of aatJiera, length of gsnoeoitna 
anfl ntiniber of seeds per f ru i t (fable 88)• 
Oolchiolne Induced hexaplolds showed hlgiher 
mean values over the Indian hexaploid S. i^jgrun In 
h e l ^ t of p lan ts , diaaetor of corolla and length of 
gpioedum "Whereas the maan values of the l a t t e r w r e 
higher than the foisaer in numher of flowers per in f lo re -
scence, hreadth of anthers and nuiEiber of seeds j^er f r u i t . 
Ooldiicine indi^ced hea:fmlold8 (02) of trjploid 
hvhrldg 8. ^n^lomm a; s /nodiriorwa ana Inaiao 
^^ya'Rlo^^ S. r^ ;^ f>.ffuffl 
Tha mean v^lties of "Sic tv;o populations were 
alike in alnost a l l the charaotors except nmaber of 
stomata, hreadth of stomatal apertures end numher of 
flo-wers per infloreooenoe (SJehle 89). 
iChe Indian hexoplotd £. n^ j^pum ohowd h i ^ e r 
mean values over the colchicine induced hexaploids (02) 
in numhe* of stomata, hreadth of etomatal sperturee 
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9 . 1 . Metosla In paiJejatg 
Diploid S. nigrum 
Ihe plants ^OMQ& nonrnel meiosls. 12 blva-
l.ente were seen at "both dlaklnests and metaiihase I 
(P ig . 127). At diaklnesls most of tl3e Mvalents v«re 
r ings v l th chlasmata at both the arms of chromosomes. 
A summary of chromosome association and cxhlasmata 
frequency recorded at dlaklnesls and metaphase I I s 
presented in Tables 90 and 91 respectively. The mean 
number of ring bivalents per ce l l decreased from 
dleiklnesls to metaphase I anfl t h i s was followed by an 
increase in mean number of rod bivalente per ce l l . 
The chlasmata freqiaency per bivalent was observed to 
be l ess at metaxihase I than at dlaklnesls . 
Ihe distr ibution of chromosomes at anaphase I 
was normal with 12i12 chromosomes at poles (Fig. 128). 
The subsequent stages of meiosls were also regular. 




Meiosls wae jaormal with the formation of 
12 blvaleiite at Slakiueeis an^ Eptaphao© I (Pig. 129). 
Ring bivalents v«ite most oomnKsn at dlsklnesls with 
Ohiaamata in both the arms of chromosomes. !Che mean 
number of ring blvalents an<3 chlasmata freqiency per 
oell aeoreased from diamine s i s to metaphae© I 
(fables 90, 91). (Phis decrease was accompanied by an 
increase in mean number of rod blvalentsper ce l l . 
Disjunction of chromosomes during anaphase I 
and I I was q.uite regular. Ihe siize of pollen was 
uniform. 
getraoloid S. nigrum 
Meiosls was normal. 24 blvalents were seen 
at both didcinesis and metaphase I (Pig. 150). The 
ohiaamata frequency was h i ^ at diakinesls due to 
preponderance of ring blvalents. Ihe mean number of 
ring blvalents per cel l was smaller at metaphase I 
than at diakinesls and t h i s was followed by an incre-
ase In mean number of rod blvalents per ce l l . Data on 
chromosome pairing and chlasmata frequency at diakrine-
sia and metaphase I are presented in Tables 90 anfl 91 
refirpectivBly. The disjuunction of chromosomes at 
an€g?hase I was regular and the subsequent meiotlo 
divisions were normal. The siae of pollen was uniform. 
]U 
S. Ittteiaa 
Meiosis was normal and 24 "blvalents w r e 
Invariably seen at diakinesle and metaphaee I (Hg. 
131). Multivalents and univalents vie re not observed. 
The mean number of ring bivalents and oMasmata f r e -
quency per cel l was higher at diakinesis than at 
metaphase I (OJables 90, 91 )* At metaphase I there was 
an increase in mean number of rod bivalents per ce l l 
than at diakinesis . 
An^hase I was normal with 24t24 d is t r ibu-
t ion of chiwmosomes at poles. The subseguent course 
of meiosis was perfectly normal. 2fhe size of pollen 
was uniform. 
S, villosTM 
Meiosis was normal. At both diakinesis and 
metaphase I , 24 bivalents were observed (Fig, 132). 
Multivalents and univalents were never observed. Due 
to the preponderance of ring bivalents the chiasmata 
frequency was more at diakinesis than at metaphase I . 
Data on chromosome association and chiasmata frequency 
recorded at both diakinesis and metaphase I are summaj-
rised in a?ables 90 and 91 respectively. 
Anaphase 1 was regular with 24^24 chromoa)mes 
at poles. Metaphase I I ar^ anaphase I I were normal. 35ie 
pollen size was uniform. 
U7 
Bfeiosis was qttlt© AOWaal with 56 blTaSente 
at aiaiklnesls ana metg^jhase I CHg. t55) . At dlafclne-
si8 r ing bivalente v l th cthtaissBata at "both the ame of 
C5iromosoin©8 were moat oonaaon. 2ehe mean number of ring 
MvalentP per ce l l deeiyeoeea from aieaclnesla to metar 
phase I . 5!his was followod bv a oonsiaerabl© Inoreast 
of roa biV!B3«nts an^ deoreaao of <3iiasmata freqiaenoy 
pes ce l l a t ©etaphase I (fables 90, 91) . 
Anaphase X was normal v.lth 56i36 d i s t r i -
bution of chrcmosoraee at pol©o» taie pol1*n slae was 
uniform. 
I^ench heata-oloia a, niggura 
2he plants showed nonaal molosls with 36 blva-
lenta at both diaJilneflls and loetaphase I (Hg» 154) and 
taiere was no evidence of multivalents or imlvBlents. 33i« 
data on chronoscai^ patrinr. and chlepmata freqnentQr at 
dleHclnesis and metaphase I are presented In Tables 90 
and 91 respeotlvely. 
At an«g>haee I , there was 5 6 J 3 6 dis tr ibut ion of 
diromosomes at poles. ®ie subsequent course of melosls 
was normal. SSie slae of pollen was uniform* 
lis 
9.2. Meloglg in Ft hybrids t>et\^eii dlploia S. niexm 
and Q, nodifXorum 
TtiQ melotlc tiehavlour of chromosomes vas 
nomal In hybrids (Figs. 135, 156). At dleiklnesis 
and metaiihaBe I , 12 hlvalents wre observed (Tables 
90, 91). Most of the bivalents were rods and the 
chiasmata frequency per cel l was 16.20 \^ereas per 
bivalent i t vras 1.34. Anaphase I and subsequent 
stages were regular. 
9 .3 . Melosis in tr iplotd hybrids (Pi) betv;een 
tetraploid S. nigrum and S. nodlflorum 
The hybrids showed a wide range of melotlc 
i r r egu la r i t i e s . A detailed aocotint of iBipt ic chro-
mosome behaviour of the hybrids i s presented belowi 
The pollen mother ce l ls at both dieklnesis 
and oBtaphaee I showed a large number of univalents 
together with trivaOLents, quadrivalents and bivalents 
(Figs. 157-141). Most of the chromosomal aeaodatlons 
were loose. In quite a good number of pollen mother 
cel ls t r lvalents and quadrlvalents were recoided in 
a very low frequency. Bie resu l t s of pairing analysis 
and mean dhlafimata frequency recorded at dlaklnesis 
and metaphase I are presented in IPables 90 and 91 
reopecti-wly. At dlaklnesis , the mean number of 
Ud 
t inivalents, Mvalents, t r lvalents anfl qua0rivalents 
per ce l l was 6.00, 10,60, 2.32 and 0.44 respectively. 
In pollen mo-aier col ls the niamlsor of bivalents varied 
from 5 to 14, univalents from 5 to 13, t r lva len ts 
from 1 to 5 and quaflrlvalents from 0 to 1. 
At DBtaphase I the pairing relationship of 
ohromosomos was analysed an3 was found to "be ex t re -
mely variable. 3?he mean numher of univalents, Mva-
l en t s , t r lva lents and quadrlvalents per ce l l was 
9*40, 9.84, 2.20 and 0.08 r e^ec t lve ly . At metaphase 
I the univalents were mostly found to Tse scattered 
a l l over the spindle. In some cases univalents weue 
ohserved to he at poles. I t I s obvious from Tables 
90 and 91 that from dlafclneeis to raetajihase I , the 
mean number of univalent;s per ce l l increased ^ )^lth a 
corresponding decrease In mean number of bivalents, 
t r lva lents and quadrlvalents, Ihe mean number of rod 
blvalents per ce l l Increased at metaphase I with a 
corresponding decrease In mean number of ring blva-
len ts . At both dlaklnesls and metaphase I , the mean 
number of t r lvalents was found to be more than the 
mean number of quadrlvalents. The mean ohiasmata 
frequency per bivalent was lower sfc metajihase I than 
at dlaklnesls. 
120 
Mtost of the pollen mother ce l l s at anaphase I 
sho-wed unequal niimTjer of chromosomes at poles (Pigs. 
142, 1451 Table 92). Howver, in a few ce l l s there 
v/as 18:18 distr lhution of chromosomes at poles. She 
hehaviour of univalents at anaphase I was quite e r r a t i c . 
In most of the ce l ls lagging univalents were observed 
\d.th varying frequencies ( i l g . 142), 3!he behaviour of 
laggards and the i r fate viere not uniform at anaphase I 
and I I . Some of the lagging univalents vere seen to be 
in the process of division (Pig. 144) or they had 
already divided (Table 92). In some of the ce l l s the 
univalents remained at equatorial region and diffused 
gradually into cytoplasm forming thin threaS like 
chromatin bodies n/hlch gradually disintegrated. Bridges 
and fragments viere not seen at anaphase I . At telophase 
I micronuclel were observed in a considerable number 
of pollen mother ce l l s (Table 92). However, a few cel ls 
were also recorded at telophase I I showing micronuclel 
but the percentage was as low as 2. Data regarding the 
percentage of ce l l s showing chromeoomal aberrations at 
anaphase I , anephase I I , telopihaee I and telophase I I 
are presented in Table 92. I t i s obvious from the Table 
that the percentage of ce l l s showing laggards at 
an^hase I I was found to be less than at anai^ase I . 
121 
9«4-. Melosls In colohlclae Inauoed hexgploldg (02) 
obtained from trlpXold hybrids tetraplold S« nigrum 
X 3» nodlflorum 
'Sh.Q growing t ip s of oome of the "branches of 
tr lplold hyhrlds were treated with colchicine to raise 
hexaplold shoots. Metosls In colchlelite treated shoots 
(01) was not studied as an gflequate numher of flower 
buds was not available. Cytology of plants of 02 gene-
ration was studied In de ta i l and the resul t s are des-
cribed belm^i 
Melosls was studied from dlaklneals to pollsn 
formation aj!i3 in most; of the pol3^n mother cel ls 36 
blvalents were seen sfc both dlaklnesls and metaphase I 
(Pig. 145). At dlaklnesls the blvalents were mostly 
r ings, and, at metaphaae I , both ring and rod blvalente 
were seen. HoweTer, In some ce l l s univalents were obser-
ved. A low percentage of ce l l s showed t r ivalents and 
quad r ivals nts In different frequencies. At netaphase I 
t r tva len ts were found to be very rare but quadrivalents 
vrere t o t a l l y absent (^Igs. 146, H ? ) . Data on chromo-
some pairing and chlaaaata frequency at dlaklnesls and 
metaphase I are gl-wen in tables 90 and 91 respectively. 
She mean number of univalents, bivalents, t r i -
valents and quadrivalents estimated at dlaklnesls was 
122 
2.00, 32.08, 0.84 and 0,84 respectively, 33ie num"ber 
of blvalente at disklnesis ranged from 0 to 6. Ihe 
chlasmata frequency per ce l l was 62.04 vftille per 
"bivalent I t was 1.72. 
The mean pairing at metaphase I vma 1.36 I ••• 
34«48 I I + 0.56 I I I . 3!he number of bivalents ranged 
from 32 to 36 wbejreas the univalents ranged from 
0 to 4 ( ^ g . 148). Ihe chlasmata frequency v^^ ce^l 
was 40.02 while per bivalent i t was 1.11. The d i f fer -
ence between diakinesis and metaphase I in mean number 
of bivalents per ce l l was almost negligible. However, 
the mean number of rod bivalents ac^ univalents per 
ce l l ;Afas more at metaphase I than at dieikinesis. I t i s 
obvious from Tables that the mean number of t r iva lents 
per ce l l decreased at metaphase I than at dialcinesis. 
The chiasmaba frequency per cel l and per bivalent was 
also found to be letter at metaphase I than at 
diakinesis. 
Anaphase I was normal in 56 per cent of the 
pollen mother cells with 3 6 J 3 6 chromosomes at poles 
vjhereaa, in the remainder, a variable number of 
laggards was seen ranging from 0 to 7 (Table 92). This 
resulted in unequal number of diromosemes at poles 
(Pigs. 149» 150). S(Me of the lagging cdiromosomes were 
I;i3 
often fotttia atslntegrating In cytoplasm. Bridges vdth 
or vrfLthout f r a^en ta were neither aeen at anaphase I 
nor at anaphaae I I . At telophase I mlcronuolel Mere 
observed in a low percentage of pollen mother ce l l s 
(Table 92). Ho\«-ver, micronuclsi vieve not encountered 
at telophase I I (Tahle 92). 
9»5. m i o s i s In trlt>lold hybrids (Pi) "bet^ iieen 
3. luteum and S. nodlfloriga 
3Ihe hybrids shoved a wide range of meiotlo 
i r r egu la r i t i e s . A detailed account of meiotio chromo-
soiae behaviour of the liybrids i s presented below* 
Ifelosis was highly Irregular . At dl^kinesia, 
the number of univalents, bivalents, t r ivolonts and 
quadrlvalents per ce l l was 5.96, 10.52, 2.20 and 0.60 
respectively (Table 90). In pollen mother cells the 
number of blvalents ranged from 7 to 14. tfest of the 
bivalenta exhibited loose pairing (Figs. 151^56). The 
chiaamata frequency per ce l l was 24.96 whereas per 
bivalent I t was 1.38 (Table 90). The maxlimm number of 
univalents, t r lva len ts and quaflrlvalents recorded in 
pollen mother ce l l s was 10, 4 and 2 respectively. The 
mean number of t r lva len t s was higher than the mean number 
of quadrlvalents per oel l . 
J 2 4 
Met^hasD I wao typified by oevoral chromo-
somal abnoiamalities (^Igs. 151 to 156). 3?he mean number 
of unlvaXents, bivalent0» t r l r a l e n t e and quaflrlvalents 
leoorded at metaphase I was 8.32, 10.48, 2.08 and 0.12 
recrpeotl-vely (Table 91 )• In pollen mother ce l l s the 
univalents ranged from 5 to 16, blvalents 8 to 14» t r l -
valents 0 to 5 and quaflrtvalents from 0 to 1. Almost a l l 
the univalents were scattered a l l over the spindle or, 
rare ly , they were oboorved at poles. 5!he mean number 
of rod blvalents per ce l l was higher at metaphase I 
than at dlaklnesls. !Dhe chiasmata frequency mr col l 
was 17.16 whereas pBX! bivalent i t was 0.95. I t I s 
obvious from !3?ables 90 and 91 that from dlaklnosle to 
met€ )^haBe I , the mean number of univalents increased 
with a corresponding decrease In mean number of blva-
l en t s , t r lva lents and quadrlvalents per ce l l . !Phe chia-
smata frequency per ce l l or per bivalent was found to 
be lower at metaphase I than at diaklnesie. 
At anaphase X, the blvalents disjoined norma-
l l y but the univalents were distributed at random and 
a f«w of them lagged (%gs. 157, 158, fable 92). (Phe 
laggardlmi led to unequal dis tr ibut ion of chromosomes 
at poles {Hg, 159). However, in 40 per cent of the 
ce l l s , 18J18 distr ibution of chromosomes was seen at 
1 ^ 
.1 ^, 
poles . TbB mxaiber of laggards observBd at anaphase I 
varied from 0 to ^^ Some of the logging chromosomes 
•were ei ther in process of division or already divided 
(Figs. 158, 160). Some of the divided or tmdlvldea 
univalents wre also found to he disintegrating in 
cytoplasm. Rarely, fragments without hridges were 
observed at anaphase I (Pig. 159). At early telophase I , 
laggsirds "mm recorded in several pollen mother ce l l s . 
At late telophase I mlcronuclei were recorded in 64 
per cent of the ce l l s . At smaphase I I , appreciably good 
number of pollen mother cel ls showed laggards of vary-
ing frequencies. At telophase I I only 2 per cent of 
the ce l l s showed mlcronuclei. l^bstly normal te t rads 
were obser-rod but in a -very few cases penteds also 
were recorded. Data regarding the percentage of oel ls 
showing chromosomal aberrations at an^hase I ana I I , 
and telophase 1 and I I are presented in 5?able 92. 
9»6. Ifeiosis in colchicine induced hexaplotdg (02) 
obtained from triploi^d hybrids S. luteian z 
S. nediflerum 
Tb» growing t i p s of some of the branches of 
tr lplold hybrids were treated with colchicine to raise 
hexaploid shoots. Mslosis in colchicine treated shoots 
(01) was not studied as an adequate number of flower 
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buds was not available. Cytology of plants of C2 
gejaeratlou was studied In de ta i l and the resu l t s are 
descriTsed belowJ 
TtiB course of ineiosls was mostly normal. A 
large mm'ber of pollen mother oells at dlaklnesle 
^owed 36 bivalents. However, a few ce l l s sliovred uni -
valents, t r lva lents and guadrlvalents. Ollie resu l t s of 
pairing analysis of cliromoeomes and diiasmata frequency 
j» corded at diakinesis are presented in Table 90. The 
mean number of univalents, bivalents, t r iva lents BX^ 
quadrivalents ob^rved was 1.16, 31.92, 1.16 and 0.88 
j»spectively. Tjae number of bivalents per ce l l ranged 
from 27 to 35. Blng bivalents with chiaemata in both 
the arms of the chromosomes wore most common. The 
chiasmata frequency per ce l l was 62.96 whereas per 
bivalent i t was 1»74-» 
Most of the ce l l s at met^hase I showed 36 
bivalents (-Pig. 161), The mean pairing of chromosomes 
at metaphase I was 1,80 univalents, 33.08 bivalents , 
1.24 t r ivalents and 0,08 quadrivalents (Pigs. 162, 
163 Tabl« 91). The number of bivalents T^er ce l l ranged 
from 29 to 36 while univalents ranged from 0 to 5. I t 
i s seen from fables 90 and 91 that there was no s igni -
ficant reduction In mean nunOber of bivalents from 
] > 7 
dldclnosts to met^hase I whereas the t r iva len ts anfl 
qu^r iyalents hafl decreased with a corresponding 
Increase In mean numher of univalents per oel l . At 
metaphase I the inean ninnher of q,uadrivalents was lower 
than the mean numher of t r lva len t s . !Che nxmiber of 
univalents per cel l ranged from 0 to 5 whereas the 
qtuaarlvalents ranged from 0 to t . The chtasmata f r e -
quency per ce l l ar^ per hivalent was found to he lower 
at metg^hase I than at dlaklnesls . 
Jtormal disjunction of chromosomes at anaphase I 
was seen In 56 per cent of the ce l l s (Table 92). Hov^ver, 
some cel ls showed unequal dis t r ibut ion of chromosomes 
at poles (Hg . 164). JJagglng chromosomes wre recorded 
in 4 per cent of the ce l l s (^ig. 165» lahle 92). Some 
of the lagging chromosomes were found to he in process 
of disintegration in cytoplasm. At anaphase If hridges 
without fragments were recorded in a very low percen-
tage of ce l l s (4 per cent). At telophase I mioronuclel 
were recorded in i2 per cent of the ce l l s . However, 
micronuclel were not observed at telophase I I (Table 92). 
9.7. Meiosis in t r lploid hybrids (F1) between 
S. villosum and S. nodlflorum 
Tbe hybrids aJiowed a wide range of meiotic 
i r regu la r i t i e s . A detsdled account of n^iot ic chromo-
some behaviour of the hybrids i s presented below: 
1^8 
Ih© course of ineiosle was Mglily abnoiaiial. At 
dialcinssls and metaphase I , most of the ce l l s showed 
univalents, hlvalento, t r lva len ts and quaflrtralents of 
varylne frequencies (Slgs. 166, 167). Data recorded on 
chromosome association and diiasmata frequency at d la -
k i i»s l s and laotaphase I are gi^ren in Tables 90 and 91 
respectl-vely. The mean numher of univalents, "blralents, 
t r lva len ts and qusdrivalents per ce l l at dlakinesia v;as 
4.80, 10.44, 2.64 and 0.64 respectively. The frequency 
of occurrence of bivalents per ce l l ranged from 6 to 15. 
Mostly in bivalents the pairing of cshromosomes was 
loose. Most of the hivalents at dlaklnesis were rings 
and appeared to have teaninal associations. 3?h© chias-
mata frequency per ce l l was 26.48 whereas per bivalent 
i t was 1.47. 33tie maximum number of univalents recorded 
in a ce l l was 10, the range being from 0 to 10. The 
frequency of t r lva lents was rather higher than that of 
quadrivalent3 and ranged from 0 to 6 per ce l l . ICh© 
range of frequency of quadrtvalents per ce l l was from 
0 to 2. 
Metaphase I was characterised by varying nxmi-
bers of scattered univalents (J*igs. 166, 167) remotely 
located from equatorial region of the spindle. The mean 
number of univalents, blvalents , t r lva len ts and qua3ri-
val«nts per ce l l at metaphase I was 8.60, 9.56, 2.60 
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ana 0.12 r e ^ e c t t v e l y . The mean nimber of blvalents, 
t r lva lents and c["u^rivalents per ce l l decreased from 
diakinesls to metaphaae I with an increase in mean 
nxmiber of univalents per ce l l . The dhiaaciata frequency 
per ce l l and per bivalent vas lower at raetapihase I 
than at diakinesis and i t was 16.52 and 0,94 respectively, 
Anaphase I was irregular and i t was chara-
cterised hy laggards (Fig, 168) of varying frequencies 
(3?ahle 92). In many of the ce l l s the distr ibution of 
dhromosomes at poles was quite irregular* However# in 
12 per oent of the ce l l s 18«18 chrcmosomes v/ere seen 
at poles. At ans^hase I some of the lagging univalents 
were observed to be either in process of division or 
already divided. Sometimes the divided or undivided 
lagging chromosomes w r e disintegrating in cytoplasm. 
ThB percentage of ce l ls with laggards was more at 
anaphase I than at telophase I (Table 92). Hloronuclei 
v»re not seen at telophase I . At anaphase I I very 
loose grouping of chromosomes had been recorded (Hgs . 
169t 170). At telophase I I micronuolei wer» recorded 
in 36 per cent of the cel ls (^ig. 171). The products 
of meiosis were predominantly te t rads but occasiona-
l l y hezads were also recorded. IChe te t rads were i r r e -
gular in siae and shape. 
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9 .8 . Melosls la colohldnc^ ipatacea hg^caplo^ds (02) 
obtainea from trlDlold hybf^da S. v i l l o s m x 
!5he grovdng t lpe of some of the brandies of 
tr lploid hybrids were treated \^itb colchicine to ralae 
hexaploid shoots. Jfelosls In colchicine treated shoots 
(Cl) was not studied as an adequate number of flower 
buds was not available. Cytology of plants of C2 gene-
ration v;aB studied In de ta i l ajc^  the resu l t s are des-
cribed be low» 
Meiosls was mostly normal. Analysis of chro-
mosome pairing vas made chiefly at dialtiaesis and 
metaphase 1 and the data are presented in Sables 90 
and 9i, At dlakinesls several pollen mother ce l ls 
showed 36 bivalents. However, a few cel ls were also 
seen with univalents ranging from 0 to 3 . Trivalents 
and QUadrivalents were recorded in a low frequency In 
a anall percentage of ce l l s . She frequency of chromo-
some associations pQx oell at diakinesia was found to 
be 0.76 univalents, 31.92 bivalents , 1.00 t r iva len ts 
and 1.10 quadrivalents. 
The number of bivalents per cel l ranged from 
29 to 36 while the univalents, t r iva len t s and quedrl-
valents ranged from 0 to 3» 0 to 4 and 0 to 3 respec-
t ively . At diakinesia the ohiaamata frequency per oell 
was 64.88 whereas per bivalent i t was T.80. 
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Althou^ at metaphase I , 56 Tjivalents mm 
seen Invariably In tseveral pollen mother ce l l s (Pig. 
172), occa0lonal3y univalents, tjflvalents and quadri-
valent s \rere also jsecorflea In a low frequency ( H g . 
173). Ihe mean pairing of cairomosomee per ce l l at 
metaiihaaQ I was found to !» 1.68 univalents, 34.12 
bivalents , 0.48 t r lva len ts and 0.16 quadrivalents. Bie 
nffiiiber of blvalents per c e l l ranged from 30 to 36 
whereas the univalents, trivalenfcs and quadrivalents 
ranged from 0 to 6, 0 to 2 and 0 to 2 respectively. 
At metaphaae I the mean number of blvalents and un i -
valents V7as more than a* dlalcinssls with a correspon-
ding decrease of the mean number of t r lva len t s and 
quadrivalents. (Che chlasmata frequency per ce l l and 
per blvalejTfc was less at metaphaso I than at diaklne-
s le . Iformal anaphase I was recorded in 64 per cent of 
the pollen mother ce l l s with 36:36 chromosomes at each 
pole (%g. 174, 3?able 92) . Occasionally laggards were 
observed in 20 per cent of the cel ls resulting in un-
equal distr ibution of daromosomes at poles (Table 92). 
Barely laggards, both dividing and undtvidlng, vere 
found disintegrating in cytoplasm. Mlcronuclel were 
not aeen at telophase I but they wer© observed at 
telophase I I (3?able 92). 
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^•9» gytology of tetraploia hybrida (3H) 
!8etraploia 8. nigmim ac S. Intetan 
931© CBtotlo tehavtour was uoimal. At aiafcl-
aealQ, 24 lalvalente wej» obaervea In several pollen 
mother eel le "Vdiereas, In a few cel ls # tmlvalente anfl 
quaflrivalonts yQse rocwrd^d In a VBJjy low fjeequenoy. 
ftm resu l t s of qytologlcal analysis of hybrids are 
gtyen In Tables 90 end 9 1 . fhe mean number of univa-
l e n t s , blvalents and quadrlvalents recorded per oeH 
at dleiklnesls was 0.0e» 23.16 and 0,40 respeotlTrely. 
Host of the univalents at dlsfclnesls t^ere rings with 
cflilasmsfca in both tbe ams of tbe chromosomes. Out of 
50 oel ls studied, only 2 ce l l s showed univalents 
(2 univalents per ce l l ) whereas 22 oells showed quadrl-
valents. However, a t difi&inesls e i ther 1 or 2 quadrlva-
lentB were recorded in pollen mother cells« 15ie mean 
chlaamata frequsney per ce l l at dieklnesls was 40,80 
Koreas per bivalent I t was 1.70, 
At metaiSiase I» 80 per cent of the ce l l s showed 
24 blvulents ( t i g , 175) whereas the r e s t of "Qie cell* 
showed qus^rlvalents or univalents ( f ig . 176). IhB 
raioliimm ntaaber of univalents aisd quadrlvalents recorded 
per ce l l was 2 and 1 respectively. Ihe blvalents were 
mostly of rod type with (Miasmata In bo12i -ttie arms of 
the diromoBomes. 
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Table 91 gl-ree data on chromoscme pairing 
and chiaaaata frequency a* metaphase I . The mean 
numtjer of iinlvalents, bivalents ana quaflri-walents 
eetimated per ce l l was 0.24. 23.72 anci 0,08 respect l -
ve37. I t I s obvious from Tables 90 and 91 that the mean 
number of imivalents and bivalents per ce l l Increased 
from dldcliBsls to metaphaae I with a corresponding 
decrease in mean number of quadrivalents, The chias-
mata frequenqsr per c e l l and per bivalent at metaphase I 
was 26,52 and 1.09 respectively. 2Ihe chiasmata f r e -
c[uency per ce l l was l o w r at metaphase I than at 
diakinesis. 
An^hase I was normal in 96 per cent of the 
pollen mother ce l l s with 24*24 chromoeoaiies at poles 
(Table 92). Howevor, in a very few ce l l s the d i s t r i -
bution was unequal (JPlg. 177). laggards or bridges 
with or vjithout fragments were not ssen at anaphase I 
(Table 92). Micronuclei were not observed at teloph-
ase I and telophase I I (Table 92). Tetrads were normal. 
Tetff^plcjd s, nigrum x s. viliogum 
In most of the pollen mother ce l l s studied 
the meiosis was nomal with 24 bivalents at disOcinesis 
and metaphase 1 (Pig. 178). However, in a few ce l l s , 
\4i 
in afldltton to blvalents, univalents, t r iva len ts ana 
quaSiXivalentB mse also xecojedea tu t in a "very low 
frequency (Pig. 179). Quite a large ntcober of Mvalents 
at both dialcinesis and oetapliase I ^o-wafl chiaaaata in 
both the arras of the chromosomes. Data on cliromoscane 
pairing and chiasmata frequency at diakinesis and meta-
phase I are presented in Tables 90 and 91 respectively. 
!Che frequency of chromosome association per 
ce l l at diakinesis was 0.48 univalents, 22.08 biva-
lent s , 0.32 t r iva len ts and 0,56 quadrivalents. Ths 
maximum number of tinivalents, t r iva len t s and quadriva-
lents recorded in the pollen mother oolls was 2 where-
as the bivalente ranged from 17 to 24. ITie n^an chiasmata 
frequency per ce l l and per bivalent at diafcinesis was 
43.24 and 1.80 respectively. 
The mean frequency of chromosome association 
estimated at met^hase I was 0.56 univalents, 23.08 
bivalents, 0»16 t r iva len ts and 0.20 quaSrivalents. aJhe 
univalents in pollen mother ce l l s ranged from 0 to 3 
whereas the number of e i ther t r iva len ts or qu^ r iva -
lenta did not exceed more than one. At metaphase I , the 
frequency of imivalents and bivalents per ce l l was 
more than at diafcinesis and t h i s increase was followed 
by a corresponding decrease of t r iva len ts and quaflri-
valents from diefeinesis to met£5)hase I , !I?he chiasmata 
per ce l l and per bivalent was 27.56 and 1.17 respect-
ively. 
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Anaphase I was mostly normal (labl© 92). In 
76 per cent of the ce l l s disjunction of bivalents was 
normal leading to 24^24- chromosomes at poles (Pig. 180) 
BxA In the remainder the segregation of chromosomes at 
poles was unequal (Pig. 181). laggards were observed 
In only 20 per cent of the ce l l s (Table 92). Sie maxi-
mum number of laggards recorded at anaphase I was 2. 
Mlcronuclel were seen neither at telo|^ase I nor at 
telophase I I (tCable 92). Hov/ever* at telophase I I , mlc-
ronuclel ranging from 1 to 5 were recoriled In 16 per 
cent of the ce l l s (Table 92). The te t rads w r e mostly 
normal. 
S. luteum X S, vlllosum 
A large number of pollen mother ce l l s showd 
24 bivalents a* dlaklnesls and netaphase 1 (Pigs. 182, 
183). Most of the bivalents -^/ere rings with chlaenata 
at both the arms of chromosomes. 2he data on chromo-
some aaaoclatlojQ and chlasmata frequency at both d la -
klnesls and netaphase I are presented In Tableego and 
91 Jwspectlvely. The mean chromosome pairing per oell 
at dleklneels was typified by 23.12 bivalents and 0.44 
quadrlvalents. Unlvalants were never observed. At d la-
klnesls , bivalents and quadrlvalents were recorded In 
76 per oent and 24 per cent of the ce l l s respectively. 
1.16 
In pollen motlier ce l ls the quaflrivalents ranged from 
1 to 3. 2!he m9an chlaaaata frequency per ce l l was 
42.56 whereas per hivaleirt i t v/as 1.77. 
84 per cent of the pollen mother ce l l s at 
metaph^.se I showed 24 htvalents wtereas In the remain-
der univalents and quadrivalents were observed along 
with hivalents (Hg . 184). Ihe mean nisaber of imiralente, 
"bivalents and quad r ivals n ts recorded at metaphase I 
was 0.08, 23.64 and 0,16 respecti-roly. Univalents 
(maximum 2) ware recorded in 8 per cent of the ce l l s 
while the quadrivalents vmm ohsDrved in 16 per oent 
of the ce l l s although each ce l l contained only one 
quadrivalent. The presence of univalents and the occu-
rrence of high frequency of hivalents at raetaphase I 
were due to decrease of frequency of quadrivalents from 
diakinesie to metaphase I . At metaphase I , the numher 
of ohiaamata per hi vale nt (1.08) was lower than at 
diakinesis (1.77). 
Anaphase I was mostly normal ^idth 24*24 chro-
mosomes at poles (Fig. 1851 Sable 92). Cells with 
lagging diroraosomes and unequal disbrihution of chro-
mosomes at poles ware not encountered, aihe suhsequent 
stages of meiosis were found to he normal (Tahle 92). 
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IfidIan hexaplold 3, nigrum x S. nodiflorum 
oaie hybria slao^ rea irregulea? melosls. Biva-
lent s and univalents were moat frequent at dtafcinesis 
and metaphase I . Hovjevsr» t r lva len ts and quadrivalents 
were recorded In a very low frequency (Pigo. 186, 187). 
iChe loean pairing of (xhromosomes at dlailclnesis 
was 6,64 tmivalents, 17.00 bivalents , 1.60 t r iva len ts 
and 0.64 quaflrivalents (aJa"ble 90), The bivalents 
ranged from 13 to 22 whereas the univalents, t r iva len t s 
and quadrtvalents ranged from 3 to 12, 0 to 5 and 
0 to 2 respecti'vely. lEhe mean chlssmata frequent^ ps^ 
bivalent was 1,50. 
Table 91 gives data on chromosom© pairing and 
chiasraata frequency at metaphase I . The frequency of 
chromosome association per coll at metaphase I was 
9.08 univalents, 16.20 blvalents , 1,52 t r iva len t s , and 
0.48 quadrlvalents. At metaphase I most of the blva-
lents were of rod tyiie and there was an increase in 
mean number of univalents and blvalents than at d l a -
kinesis with a corresponding decrease of mean number 
of t r iva len t s and quadrtvalents. At metaphase I , the 
blvalents ranged from 13 to 18 whs re as the univalents, 
t r iva len ts and quadrtvalents ranged from 1 to 20, 
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0 to 4 ana 0 to 2 respectively. At metaphaae I the 
chiasmata frequency per "bivalent was less than at 
dlakinests (Table 91). 
Anapihase I was irregular in 80 per cent of 
the pollen mother ce l ls and was characterised hy lagg-
ing dhromosomes (Pig. 188), varying from 0 to 2 (5?ai»le 
92). !l?his lea to unequal number of chromosomes at 
poles (Hg . 189). Occasionally the aivided or unaiviflefl 
lagging chromosomes were found to he in process of d i s -
integration in cytoplasm. Very rarely bridges with or 
without fragments were recorded at anaphase I (Hg. 190). 
In 20 per cent of the cel ls the distr ibution of chromo-
somes at anaphase I was normal with 24 chromosomes at 
each pole (Pig. 191). At telophase I ana telophase I I 
laggards were recorded in only 4 per cent of the ce l l s 
(lable 92), However, micronuclei were not observed at 
telojOiase I but were recoji^ea at telophase I I in 12 per 
cent of the ce l l s (Ulable 92). Occasionally pentads were 
recorded (3?able 92). Abnormal te t rads were commonly found, 
Prench hexaploid S. nigrma x 3 . nodiflorum 
Meiotio i r regu la r i t i es viere foimd in a consi-
derable frequency. In several pollen mother ce l l s , 
besides bivalents , univalents, t r iva len t s and quadriva-
lents were recorded at diakinesis and metaphase I 
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(Pigs. 192-194)* AnalyBls of chromosome "behaviour a* 
ataklnesls and metaphase I I s given In Tables 90 and 
91 respectively* 
The mean niMher of Tmlvalente, "bivalente, 
t r lva lents and quaiarlvalents recorded at dlaklnesls 
vas 5.88, 18.60, 1.24 and 0,80 respectively. Several 
htvalents vjere of ring type with chtaemata In "both the 
arms of the chromoeomes. In pollen mother ce l l s the 
bivalents ranged from 15 to 22 whereas the univalents 
ranged from 0 to 6. 3!he maximum number of t r lva lents 
and quadrivalent a ire corded in pollen mother ce l l s was 
2. At diaiklnesis the chloasmata frequejQcy i^er ce l l was 
39.00 while per bivalent I t was 1.62. 
lEhe pairing frequency of univalents, blva-
l en t s , t r lva len ts aa3 quadrivalents per ce l l at meta-
phase I was 9.20, 17.80, 0.96 and 0.08 respectively. 
Most of the bivalents were of rod type and their 
number ranged from 14 to 22. At metaphase I , the un i -
valents, t r lva len t s and quadrivalents in pollen mother 
ce l l s ranged from 4 to 20, 0 to 3 and 0 to 1 respect-
ively. Jhe mean number of blvalents and univalents 
per ce l l was more at metaphaae I than at dlakinesls 
with a corresponding decrease of t r lva lents ai^ quad-
r ivalents . The mean chiaamata frequency per ce l l and 
per bivalejit wae lower at metaphaoe I than at d iak l -
nesift. 
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Attaphaee I vas irregular (Pigs. 195, 196) In 
68 per cent of tlie ce l l s (Sable 92). (Dhis resultefl In 
unequal number of dh.romoaomee at poles. Ho-wever, In 52 
per cent of the ce l l s the dis t r ibut ion of chromosomes 
at poles was normal and each pole had 24 chromosomes 
(OJable 92). At an^hase I lagging chromoscwnes were 
recorded In 40 per cent of the ce l l s and occasionally 
chromatin "bridges without fragments were also recorded 
(Pig. 197). l^aggards were also recorded at telophase I 
and telophase I I (Table 92). Micronuclei tiere not recor-
ded at telophase I j however, at telophase I I they were 
recorfled (Table 92) in a very Im-; percentage of ce l l s 
(8 per cent) . 
9.10. Meiosis in Ifentaploid hybrids (llrench hexaploid 
3. nigrum x S. villosum) 
The pentaploid hybrids (?l) were (iharacteri-
sed by raeiotic i r regular i ty . In several pollen mother 
ce l l s , both at diakinesis and metaphase I , in addition 
to bivalents ana univalents, t r iva len t s and q u ^ r i v a -
lents were also apparent bat rather in a low frequency 
(Fige. 198-201), Qyfcological analysis of chromosome 
pairing In diakineels i s given in Table 90. The mean 
number of univalents, b ivalents , t r ivalents and qiiadri-
valents reooufled per ce l l at diaklnesis was 3.84, 26.04, 
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CSS ana 0.36 respectively. At dtaklnests the •bivalents 
ranged from 22 to 29 whereas the univalents ranged from 
0 to 12 j t r iva len ts from 0 to 5 aaS quad r lvalents from 
0 to 1. Most of the bivalente were rings with chiasmata 
at "both the arms of dhromosomes. Ihe chiaemata freqxiency 
:p0r ce l l v/ae 52.48 vAiexeaB per hivalent i t was 1.74« 
At metaphase I , t r iva len t s ana quaflrivalents 
were recorded in addition to "blvalents and univalents 
( H g s . 199-201). On an average each ce l l at metaphase I 
contained 8*92 univalents, 24.16 blvalents, 0.60 t r i -
valents and 0,24 quadrivalents (Sable 9 l ) . 3?he blvalents 
rangsd from 21 to 27, univalents from 3 to 12, t r i v a -
leiite from 0 to 3 and quadrivalents from 0 to 1. ThB 
frequency of blvalents, t r iva len t s and quadrivalents 
recorded at metaphase I was lower than at dleklnesls 
with a corresponding increase of univalents at meta-
phase I (Sable 91). 
At anaphase I , in 80 per cent of the pollen 
mother c e l l s , the dis tr ibut ion of chromosomes at poles 
was unequal and in 52 per cent of the cel ls lagging 
chromosomes of variable number wei© observed (Table 
92). Some of the divided or tindivided lagging chromo-
somes were found in process of disintegration in cyto-
plaan (Pig. 202). In 20 per cent of the ce l ls anapha-
se I was found to be normal with 30830 chromosomes at 
1 <2 
poles (IPabl© 92). At anaiihaae I I laggards were recorded 
tn 12 per cent of the ce l l s but mlcronuclel were recor-
ded in only 8 per cent of the ce l l s . Some of the te t rads 
were foim3 to contain 5 or more than 5 ce l l s . 
9»11» P2 Progeny of Ibntaplold hybrids (frendh 
hexgploid 3. fllgnna x S. vlllosum 
Six plants vrfLth 2n = 50, 51» 52, 54, 56 and 
66 chromoscanes vrere Isolated from 1^ progeny of penta-
ploia hybrids. Ifelotio hehaviotir of chromosomes of 
these plants Is described belows 
Plant with 2n » 50 chromosomes 
ThB cotiree of meiosls was Irregular. Ihe 
meiotic behaviour of diromosomes I s summarised tn 
lable 91. At metaphase I , t t e pollen mother ce l l s , be-
sides bivalents, showed univalents and t r i r a l e n t s 
(Pigs. 203, 204). The univalents varied from 0 to 5 and 
t r i va l t n t from 0 to 2. Quadrivalents were oomplete3y 
absent. Ihe mean frequency of chromosome associations 
per ce l l at metaphase I was 1.48 univalents, 23.04 b l -
valents and 0.80 t r iva len t s . Most of the bivalents 
wers rods and the mean chtasoata frequency per ce l l was 
27.08 while p«x bivalent i t was 1.08. 
In most of the pollen mother cel ls anaphase I 
was irregular and in 80 per cent ©f the ©ells the 
1^3 
dtetri l jution of chromosoniefl at poles was unequal 
(Table 92). Howe-ror, In 20 per cent of the cells the 
dis tr ibut ion was normal with 25 chromosomes at each 
pole. In a few pollen mother ce l ls lagging chromosomes 
were recorded. Mlcronuclel were neither recorfled at 
telophase I nor at teloi^iase I I (Tahle 92). Most of the 
te t rads were normal. 
Plant wltl^ 2n s 51 chromosomes 
Melosis was mostly irregular and i t was chara-
cterised hy a predominant hivalent pairing with a low 
frequency of univalents and t r ivalents (Hg. 205). The 
data on cairomosome pairing at metaphase 1 are given In 
Table 91. Sie mean number of univalents, hivalents and 
t r ivalents per ce l l at metapha^ I was 2.80, 22.90 ana 
0.80 respectively. At metaphase I the hivalents ranged 
from 22 to 24, univalents from 2 to 4 and t r iva len ts 
from 0 to 1. Most of the hivalents were rods. The mean 
chiasmata frequency pss ce l l was 26.50 \^ereas per hiva-
3fint i t was I .05. 
. AnajJhase I showed unequal distr ihution of 
chromos<a!ies at poles (Fig. 206, Table 92). Frequently, 
in a large auniber of pollen mother ce l le , lagging ohro-
mosoaes were recorded and soae of them were fotuad e i ther 
1 . 4 
in process of division or a l r e ^ y divided (lable 92). 
Iiaggarde -were also olsservBa at anaphase I I . At t e l o -
phase I and I I micronuolel were recorded in a low per-
centage of cel ls (Sable 92). 
Plant with 2n a 52 chromosomes 
I'feiosls was irregular^ Several pollen mother 
ce l l s were examined and analysed at metaphase 1 and 
found that the frequency of univalents, hivalents and 
t r ivalonts per ce l l was 3.72, 25.88 and 0.16 respect!-
-wsly (Hg . 207). Most of the hivalonts ^ r e rods and 
the i r nirtfber in pollen mother ce l l s ranged from 22 to 25 
Willie the univalents ranged from 2 to 8. fr ivalents were 
recorded in a low percentage of ce l l s and they ranged 
from 0 to 1. ThB chiasmata frequency per ce l l was 
25.92 whereas per bivalent i t was 0.99. 
Anaphase I tvas irregulac and i t was charac-
terised hy laggards and unequal chromoson^s at poles 
( f ig . 208, (Cable 92). However, in a -very low percen-
tage of cel ls (16 per cent) i t was normal with 24*24 
chromosomes at poles. At early telophase I and I I , 
laggards -mm recorded in a very low peroenta^ of 
pollen mother ce l l s (Sable 92). Micronuclai were 
encountered at telophase I I (fable 92). 
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Plant vrlth 2n g 54 ohromosomea 
3?he plant showd irregular melosls. The ana-
lysis of pollen mother ce l l s at metapJiase I showea un i -
valents , Tatvalents and t r iva len ts of varying frequencies 
(Pigs. 209, 210) and their number ranged from 2 to 8, 
21 to 26 and 0 to 2 respectively. The frequency of cliro-
mosome associations per ce l l was foxmd to "be 4.92 tmi-
valents , 24.00 bivalents and 0.56 t r iva l en t s . Most of 
the hivalents were rod type. The chlasmata per hlvalent 
was 1.10, 
Most of the pollen mother ce l l s at anaphase I 
were characterised hy laggards and unequal dis t r ibut ion 
of chromosomes (Hg. 211) at poles (fable 92). Hov»ver, 
in 32 per cent of the ce l l s the dis t r ibut ion of chromo-
somes at poles was normal and clearly 27 chromosomes 
were seen at each pole. Micronuclei were not encoun-
tered at telojhaee I I (fable f)2). 
Plant with 2n * 56 chromosomes 
The course of meiosis was irregular . Data on 
chromosome pairing at metaphase I are given in fable 91 
( f igs . 212-216). IChe average number of ciiromosome con-
figurations recorded was 5.76 univalents, 24.28 biva-
lents and 0,56 t r iva len t s . Bivalents of rod type were 
U8 
freqtasjfttly seen. !Ih.e meodLratoB nunlbei? of trlvalente 
recorded waa 2, tOie range telng 0 to 2. Bie tjlvalente 
Jfanged from 22 to 26 wJille tJie unlvalente ranged from 
5 to 10» A feature worthy of mention here Is -VhB occu-
rrence of fragments even at met^aee 1 (Figs» 214» 215) 
In a oonsldera333te percentage (48 per cent) of pollen 
moiiier cel ls . She mean ctolaamata frecpiency per "bivalent 
was O.gff, 
During anoiihase 1, lagging chromosomes were 
seen In 52 per cent of the pollen mother cells (Big. 217, 
doable 92) and eome of the lagging chromosomes were either 
In process of division or already divided. Ocoaslonallyt 
fragments vmiee also seen (Jahle 92). In 68 per cent of 
the cells the dlstrlhutlon of chromosomes at poles 
was unequal hut In 32 per cent of the cells egtial numher 
of chromosomes, -aiat I s , 28i28 was seen at the poles 
(Fig, 218, Tahl© 92). Mlcronuclel were observed at 
telophase I . laggards were seen at anaphase I I hut 
mlcronuclel were not encountered at telojtiaoe I I . 
Hant with 2n « 66 ohromogomeg 
Kelosls was Irregular. At raetajfihase I , -tti© 
majority of chromosaaes were usually associated m 
1i7 
btvalents T)Ut occasionally univalents, t r iva len ts ana 
quaflrivalents were also obser^ved (Pigs, 219» 220). Ihe 
mean dhromosome pairing per ce l l at laetaphase 1 was 
5.06 univalents, 28.75 Mvalents, 1,06 t r iva lents and 
0.06 quai3rivalents. In pollen mother ce l l s the univa-
lents ranged from 0 to 8, blvalents from 26 to 33, t r i -
valents from 0 to 3 ana quaSrlvalents from 0 to 1. Most 
of the "blvalents -were rod type. 33ie mean chlasmata f r e -
quency per ce l l at^ per "bivalent -was 34.87 anci t .05 
respectively. 
Anaphase I was characterisea by laggards and 
unequal number of chromosomes at pales (Pigs. 221, 222, 
Table 92). Mosfc of the lagging chromosomes were seen 
dividing. At an^hase I , frequently fragments of free 
type weie observed (Table 92). Hbrmal anaphase I was 
recoreed In a low percentage of cells (lable 92) with 
33«33 chromosomes at poles. Hlcronuclel were seen at 
telophase I . At anaphase 11 several pollen mother cel ls 
were observed with laggards but at telophase I I , micro-
nuclei were uecorded In a very low percentage of cel ls 
(Table 92). 
9.12. M»logl8 In PI hv'hrlda between Sieench hexaplold 
S. iiiggim and Indian hexgplold S. nigrum 
Jhe melotlc behaviour of diromosomes of the 
hybrids Is quite interest ing. At both diakinesis and 
1 iS 
metapBiase I , in almost a l l the pollen mother ce l l s , 
55 hlvalents ana 2 univalents wre clearly seen (Hg . 
223). Oooastonally t r lvalents and quaflrlvalents -mm 
also recorded ( H g . 224). 3?he mean pairing of chromo-
somes per ce l l at diaklnesis was 0.64 univalents, 35.00 
blvalents, 0.08 t r lvalents and 0.28 qu^r lva len t s . The 
univalents ranged from 0 to 2, hlvalents from 29 to 36, 
t r lvalents from 0 to 8 and quadrlvalents from 0 to 3 . 
Most of the blvalents at dlalcinesis were rings and the 
mean chiasmata frequency per bivalent vas 1*79. 
3?he mean association of <aaromosomes per ce l l 
at met^hase I was 1.08 1 + 35.08 I I -f 0.20 I I I + 
0,04 IV. The mean number of univalents, blvalents and 
t r lvalents was more at metaphase I than at dlalcinesis 
with a corresponding decrease of mean number of quadri-
valents per c e l l . Most of the blvalents were rods and 
the mean chiasmata frequency per bivalent was 1.06. iPhe 
mean chiasmata frequency per ce l l and per bivalent was 
found to be less at metaiJhase I than at diaktnesis 
(Tables 90 and 91). 
An^hase I was normal in 72 per cent of the 
cel ls v t th 36:36 chrcaaosomes at poles (Pig. 225, 
Table 92). Hovwver, laggards and unequal number of 
chromosomes at poles were recorded in a very low percen-
tage of cel ls ( J ig . 226, Table 92) . Lagging chromosomes 
l49 
VQm recordea at la te anaiJhase I I but mlcronuclel Mere 
not recorded at telophase I and H (3?a"ble 92). Ktost of 
the tetrads nfere f oiojd to IOQ noaaal* 
9»13. yg progeny of hy'brlds Tjet»sefi grench hexaplold 
3« nigrum and Indian heagolold 3 . nlRxm 
In f2 progeny* ti«o plants \iere recorded wliai 
different diromosome ntmi"bers. One plant sihowed 2n • 74 
diromoeaaiee whereas tJje other ahoti^d 2n » 71 diromoBO-
mee. Ihe cotirse of melosls of these t\JO plants I s 
descrlhed be low J 
Plant with 2x1 « 71 ehroffioaomeg (Monoaomio plant) 
3Che microsporooytes of the monosomis plant 
invariably showed at m e t ^ a s e I , a large mamber of 
bivalente alone with a small niaunber or univalents 
( i l g . 227). Occasionally t r ivalents and quadriralents 
were al^o objser-ved (JPig. 228) but they occurred in a 
w r y low fregtency* The laean nujabor of univalents, 
bivalents, t r iva lents and quadrtvalents estimated at 
metaifliase I was 1.04» 53.24, I.04 and 0.06 respectively* 
fhe number of univalents per ce l l ranged from 0 to 5i 
bivalent* tx&m 31 to 551 t r iva len ts from 0 to 3 and 
quadrivalents from 0 to 1, The ?«*ean chiasmata frequenoy 
per bivalent was 1.10. The tmlvalents usually lagged 
at aniiphase I and disintegrated in cytoplasm ei ther 
before or after undergoing division* 
15' ) 
At a n ^ a s e 1» 8 per cent of the pollen mother 
cel ls showed la^ajcfls and In a majority of pollen mother 
oells the diotrlhutlon of chroiaoBomee afe polee wao un-
equal (J%g, 229, Table 73). Howror^ In a few oellfi 
(4 per cent) 35*35 ohroiaosoaee were observed at pole« 
(fahle 92) • Mtoronuolel were not ohserved at hoth t e l o -
I^ase I and telophase 33 (lahle 92)• Nuclei of equal 
BlB6 were recorded at t e lo^aee 11 • 
Jfelotic hehaviour of chromosomes was normal and 
In most of the pollen mother ce l ls at metophaee I e i ther 
36 n -!• 2 1 or 37 I I were observed (Figs. 230, 231 )• 
Most of the bivalents vrero rings with dhlasmata in both 
the aans of chromosomes. 
Mostly anaphase I was normal \d.th 37*37 chro-
moscraes at poles. At telojSiaiBe I I therQ were 4 nuclei 
of equal s lae . 
fabl» 
Ohromosoioe association artd i 
M a t e r i a l Bb. of 
stuaiea 
Unlvali 
Pare a te 
^ jajgrma (2x) (2fia24) 
^ nod If lorum (2ii?s24) 
J . fllgmm (4«) (2iis48) 
^ . lutema (2I3P48) 
S., villosTita (2n=48) 
laaian hexegjloia S. i^lgrma (2tte72) 
Prendh hexaploid 3, nlRxvc^ (2BP72) 
PI Hybyj.ai? 
3. at££ja (2x) X 1. noatflorum (2JB«24) 
S. fllgrum (4x) x ^. nodlfloniBi (2n«36) 
§• luteiam x S. noaiflorum (2n»56) 
S* vlllosma X ^. nodlflormii (2J»S36) 
S. nlgnmt (4x) x S. luteim (2n=»48) 
S. nigrum (4x) x S. villosum (2tts48) 
§• luteum X S, vlllogum (2tta48) 
Inaian hexaploia g* njgrma x 
S* nodiflorum (ZmAQ) 
French liexaplold S, nigrum x 
S« nodiflorum (2n«48) 
Prendh hexaploid S, nigrum x 
i.' villoaum (2tte60) 
French hexaploid S, nigrum x 
Inaian hexaploid S. nigrum (2i»«72) 
Oelchlelne induQed hexaTJlolds (02) of 
§.• fllf^ggm (4x) X §. nodiflorum (2n?*72) 
§• M f i m x I . IH> ,^i^ 34>i;^  (2n^72) 

















































Solamm nJRXirm cmptex 
J ig . 129. M I in § . aodlflontm with t2 j j ^ 
Pig. 130, M I in tetraploid g, nigrum with 24j2 





Solanum ntp.rxm comnplex 
. 152. M 1 in S. vllXoaxim vdth 24jj^ 
Hg . 153. M I In Indian hex^loia S^ . nlggum 
with 56jj^ 




go?raffm PifiMPm oonip3«r 
Hg. 134- M I In French hexaploia ^ . al/^mra 
with 36jj^ 
134 
Solanian nlggum complax 
H g s . 155 & 136. Meloats in f l hybrids oWained from 
a cross l)et\fl>©en diploid S, filfinca 
ana S, ^odlfXorum. 
H g . 135. Dlaklnesis with 12jj^ 
^M^ 156. HI with njj^ 
H g s . 137 - 139. Meiosis in t r l p lo ld hyhrids (P i ) 
ohtalned from a cross hetvreen 
t e t r ap lo td S. nigrum and 
§.• nod i f loriaa. 
Pig. 137. MI with 7 i i + l l j + I j j i + 2 jy . 
F ig . 138. MI with 7 i i + 10j + ^ i i i , 




SolaQTOi nigrum complex 
n g s . 140 - 443. Metosis in t r t p lo ld hybrids ( f l ) 
obtained from a CXQBS be twen 
t e t r ^ l o i d S. jQlggum and f. nodiflonan^ 
Fig. 140. M I with 12j j -¥ 6j + 2 j j j ^ 
Pig. 141. M I with 9 j j "f 9 j + 3 j j j 
Pig. 142. A I with lagging chromosomes and 
18 J 15 d i s t r ibu t ion of chromosomes 
at po l e s . 
H g . 143. A I with 20 t 16 d i s t r i bu t i on of 
chromosomes at po le s . 
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Solanxip nJRrvm complex 
Melosts In tr iploid hybrids (P1) obtained 
from a cross between tetraplold S, nlg r^um 
an^ §.' nodlflorum* 
H g . 144- XI with sewra l lagging chromosomes. 
I l g s . 145 "-147. Meloals tn oolohlolne Induced 
hex^loids obtained from a cross 
between tetraplold S_. nigrum and 
Pig. 145. MI with 5 % ^ 
Hg. 146. MI with 52jj + 2j + 2jjj^  
Fig, 147. MI with 29jj '•' % *•" hll. 
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Solanmn nigrum complex 
H g s . 148 - 150. Melosls In colchlctne Induced hexa-
plolds (G2) oTstalned from a croaa 
trnt-ween tetraplotd S^ . nigrum and 
£• nodlflorum. 
Pig. 148. Mj with 55JJ + 2J 
Pig. 149. i j with 36:34 distribution of 
chromosomes at poles. Hote the non-
disjunction of chromosomes of a 
Mvalent (indicated by an arrow). 
H e . 150. Aj with 2 laggards and 56s34 d i s -
tr ibution of chroaosomes at poles. 
•« ..-
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Solanim nlgrua complex 
Pigs. 151 & 152. Melosis in trlplold hybrids (Pi) 
obtained from a cross between 
^ ' lutetan and §, nod If lo rum. 
Pig. 151. Mj wltb 10^^ + lOj 4 2jj j^ 
Pig. 152. Mj with 11jj + 14^ 
151 





Solanum nigrum complex 
H g . 153 - t56 . MeloBts ta t r l p lo ld hy t r ids (Si) 
obtained from a cross IjetvieGn 
S, luteum ana S. nod iflorum* 
y ig . 153. Mj with 8 j j + 5 j + 5 j i j ^ 
Slg . 154. Mj with 7 j j + 19J •»• I j j j ^ 
H g . 155. Mj with 7 j j 4- I6j «!• 2 j j j ^ 









Solanum jolgrum complex 
H g s . 157 - 160. Melosls In t r lp loia hybrids (Fl) 
obtained from a cross between 
£. luteurn and S, nodIflorum. 
J ig . 157. i j with dividing laggaijds. 
Hg« 158. i j with laggards, 
^ g . 159. Aj with 1 fragpient (indicated by 
by an arrow) and 16*20 distribution 
of chromosomes at poles. 
Pig. 160, Aj with a divided univalent 
(Indicated by an arrow) and 19J16 
distribution of diromosomes at poles* 
AV 
• • • 1^ • • 
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SolajQmn nt^jnim coi^plex 
Pigs . 161 - 163. Meiosta In colchicine Induced hexa-
p lo lds (CS) obtained from a cross 
Taetween S^ . luteuct and S. nod i f lorum. 
Pig. 161. Mj with 36 j j 
Pl^;. 162 Mj with 31^^. + 4j + ^xix. 





Solanmn ivl/trum complex 
F igs . 164 & 165. Molosis in coldi lc lne Induced hexa-
p lo i a s (02) oTjtained from a orosa 
"between £ . luteum and S. nodlfloriun. 
ng. 164. Aj with 55J37 distrfbation of ohro-
mosomes at po les . 
H g , 165. Aj with a leggard and 35 0 6 d l s t r i hu t i on 
of chromoBomee at po les . 
Melonis In t r l p lo ld hybrids (Pi) 
obtained from a cross between 
§,• •vllloBtnn and S. i^odlflorum. 
Pig . 166. Mj with lOjj + lOj 4 2 j j j ^ 
• • • • 
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Solanxim nigrum complex 
Figs. 168 - 171. Melosts In tr lplold hybrids (P1) 
obtained from a cross "betvjeen 
§• vtlloBxm and £. i^odlflorma* 
Fig. 168. Ac^ wltli several lagging cihrcMaosomes. 
Slg. 169. Ajj witli loose groups o£ chromosomes. 
Hg . 170. Aj-j with 5 loose groups of chromosomes. 
Hg . 171. ^ j j '^^ ith micronuolel. 
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Solanma jQlgjmi oomplox 
Figs. 172 * 173. Melosts in colcJiicine Icauoed 
hexaploi«3s (02) obtained from a 
cross "between S^ . yl>llostmi and 
Pig. 172. Mj with 56jj^ 





3olantua nlgnan camples 
Meiosls in colchicine induced hexa-
ploids (02) oWalned from •fcrlploid 
hybrids of a cross hetv/een B, •villooiga 
and £. nodlflormn, 
Pig. 174. Aj ^d.th 56 chromosomes at each pole. 
•V 
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Solaaura jalsrgsi complex 
F igs . 175 - 177. Meiosis in -feetraploid liyliriaa (Pi) 
of a cross 'bQt'men t e t r ap lo ld 
S» i^tftrum and B. luteum* 
FlS. 175. Mj t,^tli 24ji^ 
Pig. 176. Mj with 23jTf + 2j^ 
Pig. 177. 4 j with 25s23 diBtrl^birfcion of 
chroiaosomes at po les . 
1^  Vi^ ^ 
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Solantmi nigrum complex 
Melosis In l i hjrbrids of a orosa 
"between tetraploid S. nlignam and 
£. vlllosrm. 
Fig. 178. Mj wi-ai 24ij . 
'I 
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SolajQum iilf»riipi complex 
Meiosis in t e t r ap lo ta hy t r lds (Fl) 
obtained from a crose betv^en tetra-
ploi?? S. nJF.rua m& S^ . vllloeum. 
H g . t79. Hj with 22^j + I j "*• ' ' H I . 
79 
Solanuffl ul^sm. complex 
Meiosls in tetraplold hybrids (Fl) 
obtained from a oross between t e t r a r 
plotd S_. nifcrtca and S. villoama* 
:Pig. 180, Aj with 24 chromosomes at each pole. 
#^ 
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Solamam nlgrtca complex 
Meloals in tetraploid hybrids (Fl) 
obtained from a cross Taetwoen t e t r a -
ploid S^ . nif^ rmn aod S^ . villosma. 
Hg . 181. Aj v/itli 25123 distr ibution of chromo-
©ocies at poles 
• » W / 
• • / * . • 
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Solantgtt al^nna complex 
H g s . 182 - 185. Meioals in t e t rap lo ld hybrids (Pi) 
obtained from a cross "bet^ veen 
S* lu t e urn and S, vllloBum, 
Pig . 182. Diek. i-fith 24j j^ 
y ig . 183. Hj ^ii.'t'h 24jj^ 
H g . 184. I ^ with 2 3 ^ + 2^ ^^  
f t g . 185. AT with 24 ohromoaomes at each pole, 
41 
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Solanum nJRinm compler 
Meioats In tetraplold hybrids ( f t ) 
obtaiJLie<3 from a cross between Indian 
hex^loia S, nlgrtea and S. nodlflornm. 
Pig. 186. Mj with 21j2 + 5J + l i i i ^ 
\ 
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Soianmn nigrum complex 
F igs . 187 - 190, Melosis in tetregjlold hybrids (Pi) 
obtained from a croas between Indian 
hexaplold S^ . nl/^rum and S. nodlflorum* 
Pig. 187. Mj with I 6 j j + 7 j + 3 j j j 
Pig. 138, i j with a lagging ohwjmosDme. 
Pig. 139. Aj. with 26J22 d i s t r i bu t i on of chro-
mosomes at poles . 
H g . 190. Aj with 3 fragments ( indicated by-
arrows) . 
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SpXanim nlgrura complex 
Melosls In tetraplold hybrids (?1) 
obtained from a cross l)etween Indian 
hex^lold S^ . nl^ >ruia and S, nodlfloriBB. 
S'tg, 1^1. Aj with 24 cshromosomes at eacuhi pole. 
Melosls In tetxaplold hybrid ( f l ) 
obtained from a oross betveen French 
hex^lold S_. nigrum and S. nodlflorum. 





Solajgim nlarvm complex 
Figs. 195 & 194. Melooia In tetraplotd hybrid0 (Fl) 
obtained from a cross betvoen 
Ireiich hexaploid £. nigrum and 
S. nodiflorum. 
Hg. 193. Hj with 19jj + iQj 
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SolaniM nlgrma complex 
H g s . f95 & 196. Meiosis In tetraploid hy^riB ( l i ) 
oMained frcan a csross between 
?a?endi hexagplold S. nlgnam and 
§.• not3j.flormn. 
KLg, 195. late Aj ^dth several lagging 
chromosomes. 
Hg . 196. I j with a dividing tmivalent 







Solaraua nlgrTim complea: 
Metosis in t e t r ^ l o l d hybirids (Ft) 
obtained from a cross betv^een Frencfc 
hexaplold S. alp.nua anci §, nodiflorma. 
3W.g. 197. i j with 2 chromatin br iagee . 
f i g s . 198 - 200. Meloais in p e n t ^ l o i d hybr ids ( J t ) 
obtained from a cross between Erench 
hexaplold S. nigrtgn and £ . •villoeum* 
H g . 198. Dlak. with 22jj + 5 j + I j j j + I jy , 
H g . 199. Mj with 252J + lOj , 
H g . 200 Mj with 25i j + 1% + % i i . 
A f" "^  
o 
f « * • • , 
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0olanmn nigrum complex 
Plga. 201 & 202. Hetosis In pentaplold hsrbJJlds (Pi) 
oTjtained from a cross iDetween 
'Fxendh hexaploid £. jalgriaa and 
S. vlllogmn* 
Pig. 201. Mj vdth 24jj + 12^^ 
H g . 202. Aj aho\^ dng a cUvidecI lagging 
chromosome vjhlcih la in process 
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SolajQ-um nigrum oonrplex 
Figs . 205 - 206, Meloals In F2 progeJiy of p e n t ^ l o l d 
hybrids obtained from a cross "betM-
een French h e x ^ l o l d £ . nlgmm anfl 
§.* vlllositm. 
Pig. 203. Mj with 24 j j + 2j 
P ig . 204. Mj with 253^ 3. * "^ I * ' ' i l l . 
Pig. 205. M^  with 23^^ + % + ' ' i l l . 
J' 
/ 
Pig. 206. Aj with 26:25 d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
chromoBomes st po l e s . 
203 204 
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Solantim nigrum complex 
? l g s . 207 - 210, Meiosls tn I^ progeny of pentaplold 
hybrids obtained from a cross 'betv-
need Frencih hexaplold B» nlggum and 
^ . v^llXosiaa. 
Pig . 207. Mj with 24jj 4- ^^ 
H g . 208. Aj with 2 laggards and 26:24 d i s t r i -
bution ot ohromosoEE s at po les . 
Slg. 209. Mj with 2 5 j j 4 Aj^ 
f i g . 210. Kj. with 25 j j + 5 j + I j i j , 
•^ • > 
• * 
% • * 
^ ^ ^ . ^ 
*^ > 
/ ; i • • • • 
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Solanttg iil.^ncn coinplex 
FlgB. 211 - 214. Ifeioeis In F2 progeny of penta-
plota hybrids oTDtainefl from a oroas 
T>etvreen JPrench hexaploid S. nip ram 
^^ 1' ^Xloguffi. 
Fig. 211. Aj with 28826 d i s t r l lmt ion of chro-
mosomes afc poles . 
y ig . 212. Mj \d.1;h 25 j j + 6^^ 
Pig. 213. Mj with 22 J J •«- 6 j + ^XIl, 
Pig. 214-. B% with 23 J J + 10j + 1 fragment 
( indicated hy an arrow). 
• • • 
• • %• 
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Solanian nigrum complex 
fflg. 215 - 218. MetoslB In P2 progeny 0f penta-
plold hybrids obtained from a cross 
between French bexaploid S,. nlnrma 
and S^ . •yjllogum* 
Pig. 215. MI with 24ji -f 8 j + 1 fragment 
(Indicated by an arrow), 
Pig. 216. Mj with 24 j j + 5 j + ' ' i l l . 
KLg. 217. AT with a lagging dhromosome. 





Bolonvm fllggua complex 
Pigs . 219 - 220, I^elosis In ?2 progeny of penta-
ploid hybrids oTstalned from a cross 
between Krenoh liexe^lold 3, nigrum 
and £ . vlllosum. 
Pig . 219. Mj with 30 j j + 3 j + "^m, 




Solanum nigrum complex 
ytge. 221 & 222, Meioslo in P2 progeny of penta-
ploia hybildg obtained from a croee 
Tsetween French hexaplold S. nlgrmn 
and £. vlllosma* 
Pig. 221. Aj X'jith. a lagging chromoBome 
(divided) and 54831 distribution ot 
ohromoeomes at poles. 
Fig. 222. A* irf.th 3 lagging cshromoscraBS, one 
fragment (Indicated by an arrow) 
and 50:33 distribution of ohromo-
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Sola mam nigrum complex 
H g s . 223 & 224. Melosls In hexaploid hybrids (Fl ) 
obtained from a cross TDelrween 
Irendh hexaploid S^ . nl/tnun and 
Indian hexaploid S_, nlgnin* 
H g . 225. I^ with 3 5 j j + 2 j 
Pig. 224. Mj with 34 j j "•• "<i • " t m . 
Ik 
;>-3.. 
1 ^ - % % , 
V> 224 
Solantim nl^mm complex 
Figs. 225 & 226. Meiosls in Fl hybrids of a cross 
"belrween French hesraploid £. alggum 
and Indian hexaploid £. nigrum. 
Fig. 225. Aj vl th 36 chrcauosoiaes at eacsh pole. 
Fig. 226. Aj with a dividing laggard and 58t53 
dis t r ibut ion of chromoBomes at poles. 
• • 
» • I . 
« • 







Solaniim nlnrum conipl45X 
Pigs . 227 - 229. Melosis In 2*2 progeny of hexaplold 
lajTbrlds obtained from a cross betvreen 
frendi hoxaploid 3, ni/?.rum and Indian 
hexaplold S. nlf*rum. 
H g . 227. Mj vflth 35i i + 1j^ 
Pig. 228. Mj with 33 j j + 2j 4 I m , 
Pig. 229. I j with 33:38 d i s t r i bu t i on of 
chromosomes at po los . 
y 
: i 
; • ' 
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Solamm nl^rupi complex 
Pigs , 230 & 231. Melosts In P2 progeny of hexaplold 
hybrids obtained from a cross laetw-
een Vrendh hexaploid S. iilgrxna and 
Indian hexaplold S. nlgrtam. 
Fig, 230. Mj vd-th 36 j j + 2j^ 
Pig, 231. Mj with 37j j^ 
•/ ./O » 
f ^ 







10.1. laterrelgfetonshlpB among the s-peoles of 
S, nlgyim complex 
The object of the present investigations 
Is to find out the degree of genetic relationship 
of the species of the S^ . nigrum complex. The methods 
employed are hybridization, induction of polyploidy 
and cytologtoal Investigations par t icular ly with 
TOferenoe to the pairing of chromosomes in the hybri-
ds and laie mechanism of evolution of higher chromo-
somal' forms m th is complex. Similar Investigations 
have been conducted by numerous ea r l i e r workers and 
the l i tera ture on cytology of interspecific hybrids 
is voluminous (Sax, 1955? Good speed and Bradley, 
1942; Stebblns, 1950). The cytologioal analysis of 
species or i n t e r ^ n e r i c hybrids h ^ been of immense 
value in determining the probable relationships and 
origin of many species of plants (Goodspeed, 1934; 
Sax, 1955; de Wet and Harlan, 1972). This i s Insplte 
of the instances where synapsis and asynapsis are 
J .J 2 
controllefl by genetic (Riley and Chapman, 1958; 
Kimbes and Eiley, 1965? Riley, 1966; Taylor, 196?) 
and environmental factors (Sax, 1935). 
10.2. Interrelatlonshlt? t>6t\«en S. nodlflorum and 
aiDlold S. nigrum 
She Indian diploid S_. nigrum resembles 
§.• aodiflorum in Qytologioal and morphological ciha-
rac te rs . Sheir simllaplty in several characters was 
further confirmed through the s t a t i s t i c a l analysts 
of morphological characters. Indeed, the two taxa 
crossed readily and produced fe r t i l e hybrids with 
normal meiosis. OJhe mean chiasmata frequency of the 
hybrids was comparable to the parents, Ihus the 
karyomorphological and blometrioal studies of diploid 
£. nigrum and S^ , nodiflorum and their ready crossabi-
11 ty with each other producing f e r t i l e hybrids with 
normal meiosis have Indicated that the two taxa are 
very closely related to each other. 
10.3. Interrelationstiip among the species S. villosum, 
S. luteum and tetyaplold S. nigrum 
letraploid ^ . nigrum. S^ . villosum and 
§,, luteum resemble each other in almost a l l the mor-
phological and 03rtological characters, IChelr close 
s imilar i ty was further corroborated by s t a t i s t i c a l 
ki3 
analysis of morphological characters. Iheir close 
gejoetic relationship i s exemplified by the fact that 
they can he crossed r e ^ i l y among themselves produci-
ng f e r t i l e hybrids with normal meiosis and high per-
centage of pollen f e r t i l i t y . The mean chiasmata f r e -
quency of the hybrids waa comparable to the parents. 
!Ihus, the karyomorphological and biometrioal studies 
of these three taxa and their ready croasabili ty 
among themselves producing fe r t i l e P1 hybrids with 
normal meiosis have indicated that they are closely 
related and belong to a single genetic stock. 33ie 
original stock has undoubtedly spli t ted up into these 
taxa and eadh taxon has been given a separate name. 
25ie morphological diversification of Indian 
t e t r ^ l o i d S^ . nigrum, par t icular ly with refei^nce to 
i t s f ru i t colour, from §_« villosum and S_. luteum i s 
very weak. The f ru i t s of Indian tetraploid £. nigrum 
are orange red tdiereae the f ru i t s of £. villosum and 
S.» luteum are yellow in colour. This variation in 
f ru i t colour may be due to some genie changes since 
the cytological dianges could not be detected in the 
hybrids between tetraploid £. nigrum and S, luteum. 
and between t e t r ^ l o i d £, nigrum and £. villosum. 
1;)4 
10«4« Katxiie of ploldy of natural he^caDlold S. j l gnm 
33ie cjharacterlstio features of polyploid 
forms of S_. nigrum, as they exis t In nature, have 
alreedy Tjeen disouseed by several investigators 
(Bhaifluri, 1955, 1945» 1951; Nakamura, 1957? Swami-
nathan, 1949J SCandon and Rao, 1966s^ Qhennaveeraiaih 
and P a t i l , 1968). Several woifeers (Stebbins, 1947» 
1950? Ic^vB, 1964) have aigjltfied the classification 
of polyploid types part icular ly on the basis of chro-
mosome pairing. ®ius, the polyploids exhibiting normal 
modo of meiotic pairing of chromosomes into bivalents 
are usually regarded as allopolyploids. In natural 
hexs^loid £. nigrum normal meiosis with 56 bivalents 
was reported by several workers (J<>rgensen, 1928; 
Bhafluri, 1955; Ellison, 1956; Swaminathan, 1949; 
Tandon and Rao, t966a;Krishna Rao, 1971). J^rgensen 
(1928) considered i t to be allopolyploid whereas 
Nakemura (1957) believod i t to be an auto-hexaploid 
since he observed a high frequency of hexavalents. 
Stebblns and Pafldook (1949), and Westergaard (1948) 
proposed I t s amphidiploid origin following hybridi-
zation between £. villoaum (n » 24) and S. nod if lor urn 
(n * 12). Recently Tandon and Rao (1966a)observed 
normal meiosis in hexaplold S, nigrum and considered 
JO 
I t to "be an allopolyploid. 
In recent years i t has "become increasingly 
evident that the formation of multivalents or blva-
lents cannot provide conclusive evidence regarding 
the nature of ploidy in p lants . Sv^aminathan cind 
Sulbha (1959) have demonstrated a gradual shift from 
multivalent to bivalent association in colchicine 
induced autopolyploids of Brassioa cam-pQstria var. 
to r i a . % far the most str iking instance of gene 
controlled pairing in \*ieat has been demonstrated by 
Riley and Oiapman (1958), and Kimber and Hiley (1965). 
3Sits work has gained groimd in recent years. HSierefore, 
in the l ight of these studies i t BQQWB that the chro-
mosome palri2ig alone Is not a rel iable cri terion for 
subdividing the polyploids into autopolyploids and 
allopolyploids. Stebbins (1950) suggested » Before 
even any hypothesis can be erecrted concerning the 
nature of polyploidy in a given species, i t must be 
thoroughly studied from the csrtogenefeic as well as the 
morphological point of view, and a l l of i t s immediate 
re la t ives must be equally well understood. Before any 
f ina l decisions can be made, the form in question 
should be hybridized with i t s putative diploid ances-
tor or ancestors, or , bet ter yet , i t should be resyn-
thesiaed". !Sierefore, with th i s ob;Ject in view, in the 
].)6 
pxeoexxt Itoveatlgatlon the na tuml hexaplold jS. j^^ /pnaa 
Jias been syntheslsaed from I t e put at I've parents (Bhadurt, 
1951). t h r o u ^ araphiatplotdy of hybrids between S, Itttena 
^^ £• npglflorum. S. ^lloairoi ana S, ^pdlflorop and 
tetraplotd S, nJgrtm and S^ . nod if Xoram with a view to 
tmderstandlng the nature of I t s plotdy and probable mode 
of orletn and evolution. 
1<^ *3* InterrelatlontahlT? bet^jeen S. nodlflorum and the 
sueclee S, luteum. 5. -^llosuni and tetraplold 
Sf ff^gjyuR 
§• nodlflorum shov/cd significant fcaryomorpho-
logleal differences from tetraplold £• nigrum. £. luteun 
^^^ §,• •glllogqm> !I?ho most important characters by \ihidh 
5» nodlflorum can be differentiated from tetraplold 
§• oifirum* B* luteum ^ d S. vjllosum are the colour of 
beriy and chrcanosome number. In £. flodiflonan the f ru i t s 
are shiny bluish blade whereas in tetraplold £. j^jgrtca 
they are orange red. In § . luteum and S^ . v l^3x>sum they 
are l i ^ t yellov. The gametic chromosome number In 
S* Aodiflorum to 12 vCiereas in tetraplold §• J^Lgrum. 
5» .l^ j^ i^H «ad S. vlllosuffl i t i e 24. 2he dissimllarltioB 
b«t^«en ». ji^odif3orum and tetraplold S. nigrum. 
S," ^gteum and S. vllloeun have farther been confirmed 
l^ a s t a t i s t i o a l comparison of the i r morpihologlcal 
ohasaotevs. 
U,7 
In tlie present Investigations sufficient 
cytologlcal data are available to demonstrate that 
£• flo^lflorum i s not genetically related to S^ . lutema. 
§.• vlllog«m and tetraplold S_. nigrum* 5Ihe tr lplold 
hybrids, S^ . lute urn x S_. nodlflorum and £. vlllosina x 
§.• flodlfloram. trere highly s t e r i l e vdth Irregular 
melosls, Cjrt©logically, the hybrids shoved variable 
loose associations of chromosomes Into blvalents, 
t r lva lents and quadrlvalonts. Moreover, In the hybri-
ds there was a considerable reduction of chls^mata 
frequency per ce l l as compared to the i r parents. 
In hybrids the low chlasmata frequencgr may 
be due to the action of different genetic factors or 
s t ructura l differences betvAsen the chrcmosomes of the 
parental genomes (Sax, 1955* Darlington, 1957; Kimber 
and Blley, 1963J Riley, 1966). However, the s t ruc tu-
r a l differences between the chromosomes of the paren-
t a l genomes of the hybrids could not be detected 
cytologlcally. This may be due to the existence of 
s t ructural differences too small to be detected cjrto-
loglcally (see Stebblns, 1947). 
The hybrid s t e r i l i t y i s characterised by 
breakdown of melosln. Breakdown of n^iosls may be 
due to e i ther genlc or chromosomal s t e r i l i t y 
U)S 
(Dobzhanslcy, 1941J Stebtlns, 1950) • Hov^ever, the 
chromosomal s t e r i l i t y and genlc s t e r i l i t y are not 
mutually exclusive - hoth oan occnar in th© same 
hybrid (see Stebhlns, 1947? Davis and Heywoa, 1967? 
Cra^ev/ski, 1954). 33ie pract ical crltorion for d i s t i n -
guishiJig hetv«9en genie and chromosomal s t e r i l i t y i s 
provided by the effects of doubling the chromosome 
number of hybrids (Stebbins, 1950). If allopolyploids 
thus obtained are f e r t i l e and exhibit normal chromo-
acrae behaviour, then the inference i s that the s t e r i -
l i t y in hybrids i s chromosomal. If the s t e r i l i t y i s 
genie, the resulting allopolyploid may show either 
a high degree of asjmapsis result ing in pollen s t e r i -
l i t y or good chromosome pairing and hi (^ percentage 
of pollen f e r t i l i t y without seed set (Stebbins, 1950). 
If hybrid s t e r i l i t y i s haplontic in nature, the 
effects of chromosome doubling provide a re la t ive ly 
poor cri terion of vjhether the s t e r i l i t y i s genlc or 
chrcanosomal. However, in such hybrids the genlc s t e r i -
l i t y can part ly be eliminated by doubling the chromo-
some number and thereby producing amphidiploids. ©ils 
iB due to the fact that the genes affecting s y n ^ s l s 
have a re la t ively large Influence on par t ly homolo-
gous chromosomes of the hybrids but re la t ively l i t t l e 
1;.9 
influence on pairing of the congiletely homologoue 
chromosomes founa In I t s amphiaiplolds. 
Prom the foregoing discussion i t I s concluaed 
tha t the high percentage of pollen s t e r i l i t y , the 
loose association of chromosomGS anfl the low frequency 
of multivalents in t r lplotd hybrids m^ cr indicate major 
s t ructural chromosome differences hetx^en £. nodiflorum 
Q'l^  §.• luteum. £. Tlllosum and tetraplold S. ninrum. I t 
appears that the genlo factors or s t ructural differences 
•between the chromosomes of parents, or hoth, might have 
played an Important role in the "breakdown of melosis 
and creating the s t e r i l i t y barr ier between S^ . nod i f lorum 
"^^ ^ §.• lute urn« £. villosum and tetraplold S, aigrugn. 
Hov/ever, the relevant information In connection with 
the genetic system of s t e r i l i t y barr iers i s obtained 
from the cytological data of colchicine Induced hexa-
plolds of triplold hybrids. 
10»6» Genetic system in colchicine induced heyaploide 
The chromosome number of s te r i le t r ip lo ld 
hybrids S^ . luteun x S. nodiflorum. S. villosum z 
S. nod if lorum and tetraplold S. nigrum x S^ . nodiflorum 
was doubled and the resulting hexaplolds of 01 genera-
t ion were highly f e r t i l e with n - 36 chromosomes. IThls 
clearly shows that the s t e r i l i t y of triplold hybrids 
160 
was chromosomal tn nature. Hie hexaploids thus pro-
duced purplish black f ru i t s tdth appreciably good 
numljer of viable seeds. However, melosls was not 
studied In de ta i l In pollen mother ce l ls of these 
plants since an adequate number of flower buds was 
not available. 
233© 02 progeny of these plants consists of 
hexaplolds. However, in regard to the f e r t i l i t y of 
these plants the resul t s were quite interest ing. 
Most of the plants of 02 progeny vere f e r t i l e 
and produced purplish blade f ru i t s with a good number 
of viable seeds. Ihey showed mostly noianal melosls 
with 36 bivalents In the majority of the pollen mother 
ce l l s . However, besides a high frequency of blvalents , 
tiiey showed a low frequency of univalents and mult i -
valents indicating their "raw" allopolyploid nature. 
Thorn "raw" allopolyploids are the most inconsistent 
forms and l ikely to be s t i l l in a very active s ta te 
of evolution (Stebbins, 1950). OSiey may become pro-
gressively "diploidlaed" (Stebbins, 1947) v l th Increase 
in f e r t i l i t y due to mutations and chromosome rearrange-
ments (Kostoff, 1938). 
!I!he best evidence in favour of the existence 
of genie s t e r i l i t y along \dth the chromosomal s t e r i -
l i t y in triploid hybrids comes from the sti83y of a few 
1 6 1 
B-texile plants laolat«a from 02 popwlafclon. allies© 
plants > even t hou^ were quite healthy and haS a long 
"ViBgetatlte period, cfia aot set f m l t . fhey produoed 
tmhealthy flower twde with stianted growth. They r«mal-
jaed at premelotlc stage for a conslderahly long period 
and f inal ly ttianed yellow, withered and f e l l off. OShls 
type of ahnormal f lo ra l hehavlotu? Is due to genlo 
s t e r i l i t y , that l e , tmfavourable or dlsharmonlotis 
comhlnstlons of genlc factors. Genlc s t e r i l i t y c o ^ r s 
those cases in tiftiloh the sex organs f a l l to develop t o 
the point at \^t&x melosls can occur or In whldi genl-
cally ccaatroiaed abnormalities appear In course of 
melosls (Stehhlns, 1958). Several exanrples are known 
of the abortion of anther, gynooclum or of a l l the 
f lo ra l parts before melosls Is ccB^pleted. 
yrom the foregoing discussion I t I s dbviow 
that the breafcdown of raslosls and s t e r i l i t y of t r l -
plold hybrids, ^, luteua x S. nod^flonin,S. y^lloeuBi 
X S. W ^ i f l ^ y ^ and tetraplold S. ^%^px^ x S, MMI^ 
jaai, i© due to differences between the parents In 
«3hromosoae structure (chromosomal s t e r i l i t y ) afl well 
as in gene content (genlo s t e r i l i t y ) , 
She ayntheslaed he^xaplolde (02) were p re -
dewlnantly chaxaoterlsed by blvalents oti both 
U2 
di#:ijaQ8i0 m^ wot$f^mB I* Mo0t;l3r this i s duo t» 
aoteeytta©©!© thmgi mm moimt of v^y^wy&imiQ ifl 
also mig^otea* Sax (1935) deaKSttstrtitre^  thccfc la a©wty 
^«tIi©fiioefi allopolyploidsf emn \mtmen widely Qitt^s*' 
ent pax&atB, a omall ^em&toes of hatero^netle asso* 
olsllOD (alldG^de&ls) may ootmi? liegitltrly and ^'^n a 
esoall E^ttoutit oi^  ifhis pairing usiially responsible for 
tfele low ferti l ity i« ooispartsofi with tlJ© aattti?al a»5 
-well estsasHsJisa aOopolypldids* 1P faot, in tlse pjc©** 
eent luvf»etlgatlo]3, the sroltlvjilents mcosfied la C2 
plsnts aoy t)6 tctoeu to Indicate alloeyadeei© or aooe 
dogi^ eo of Qtrucftxural feosx^logy liotwoeD tlio dlupociOBoaBsje 
of ttm passojfetal eenoooj?, Howi^ ar, auring tlie coujffl© of 
•'aiploiaisc^ioa" of iih&m coltMclne ln3uoBfl bexsplot^ 
tb&m %rlll l>o a oOBa;»%a%« ^I f t towoxCte asitoays^osls 
Kbicii gz^uolly tncmomQ the J^SftiUty scd osmos 
•liwii to tixvidd tmo to th&isf typft* 
fbe eloao a^netio jselatiomAlp l»t^efl ool^hi* 
citt« Isiliioea tiexc^loies (OS) of %, li^^g^ x £• Ii2^y£y2r 
mniism^ Isiy I0i^tr i^a^y et<098«ft»ility viiih QQHSH &^tmx 
mB isim 'pmAiAe^im «f fei*til« iMtf«|ufifig id.1^ la^miaX 
»»lo«l«* fli«y a(ii9»8 l^«i tilt pavftiit* la hAMt «id 
U3 
general aorjiholoeioal cJiaracters, Tiiej produced purp-
11 dh t)lacfc f r td t s viith a j^pre dab ly good u-umber of 
vld&l© seeds. aJho genetic relationship of oolchlcice 
Induced h5X£«>loide (02) of S. vjllomam x §. nodj-florun^ 
could not 1)0 estei)liahed vitli the others as tbey aid 
not produce an adequate nuniber of flowers for pol21-
n s(»lon« 
^0*d« Builgfcl-ppshlp pt Golqifdtfl^Q l-P^ M?fi^  ftey^ploji^dQ 
(,02) yrf.th ^^t^fi?. Ipd; i^ hgx^^o^ds 
fhe close relafelonahip of coldilcln© Induced 
hexaploids (C2) of £. luteum x ^* nod if lorum and t e t r a -
plold g« ii^grtm X S, flodlflorum with nafeural Indian 
hexegploldB has "been confirmed \j t he i r rea^y eroae-
ah l l i ty with each other and the production of f e r t i l e 
offsprings with nojRnal meloaie* The offsprings were 
similar to the natural Indian hexaploid S, filfirtpt In 
general morphological and cytologloal characters and 
they produced purplish hlacfe frxdts with appreciably 
good number of id able seeds* 
Th» identi ty of 02 hexc^jloids of S^ . •q^llosua 
* i* i^odiflorma with the natural Indian hexaplolds 
could not Tae eatsblished ae they did not produce an 
aflecLuate nuniber of flowers for pollination. 
It i4 
10.10. IntegrelgtlonsM-p "betyjeen S. noaiflorum and 
IflgJaQ heraplotcl S. nigrum, ana French hexer-
ploia S. nigrum 
ThB morphological diss imilar i ty and i n t e r -
s t e r i l i t y between £. nodiflorum and Indian hexaploid 
S, nlArmn. and S. nodiflortan and French hexaploid 
§.' nlgriia indicate the dis tant relationship of the 
taxa* 2heir distant relationship Is further corrobo-
rated by a s t a t i s t i c a l coiirparlson of the morpihologieal 
characters. 
3!he h i ^ l y i r regular meiosis and low chias-
mat a frequency of the hybrids, Indian hexaploid 
§.' nlRXVim X £. nodiflorura. and French hexaploid 
£• Ri^3!vm X §. nodiflorum. are the causes of hybrid 
s t e r i l i t y . 
In tetre^loid hybrids, at metaphase I , there 
Kirere as many as 16 or 18 blvalents vSiereas the res t of 
the chromosomes mostly remained as univalents, Atrto-
syndesis does not seem to occur since quadrivalents 
were not observed in the parents. She pairing behaviour 
of chromosomes in the hybrids may indicate that the 12 
chromosomes of £. nodiflorum are homologous with the 12 
chromosome of both the Indian and Pren<2i hexaploid 
^ ' nigrum. In other words i t rasy be said that the 
chromosomes of fi. nodlflorum (2n « 24) are identical 
1 , *' 00 
vltti the chifoniosomes of tT«ro genomes of both the 
Inaian and French hexaplold S. ftlgrma. This InSlcates 
that S^ . nodlflonm. the diploid epeciea of £, nlgmam 
complex, i a closely related to the diploid parent of 
hoth the natural hexe^lold taxa. 
10,11. Interrelafclonshl-p het^reen French hexappLold 
3. nigrum and S. yillogxmi 
3!he morjhological dissimilar i ty and high 
i n t e r s t e r l l i t y hetiveen French hexaploid £. nigrum 
a^^ §.• vlllosum Indicate the i r distant relat ionship. 
This has heen further corroborated by s t a t i s t i c a l 
comparison of morphological characters of these taxa. 
Pytologlc^ly the occurrence of as many as 
24- btvalents in pentaplold hybrid between Prendh 
hexaploid £, nigrum and S_. villosum and the res t of 
the diromosomes as univalents indicate the close 
similari ty of 24 chromosomes of §. villoeioii with 
the 24 chromosomes of pentaplold hybrid, Autosyndesls 
does not seem to occur since quadrlvalents are not 
observed in the tctraplold and hexaploid parents. !Ehe 
occurrence of as many as 24 bivalents may mean that 
out of the five genomes of pentaplold hybrid, the 
chromosomes of four genomes, that i s , 48 chromosomes 
aff© identical with the four genomes or 48 chromosomes 
I u 6 
<*' £• ;v;l?-lo8iga* Ths 12 ttnpalrefl chromosomes constitute 
the 5th g©jnome of pentaploid hjrbrid. Thus I t may t» 
suggested that B, vUlotrma^ the tetraplotd species 
*>f S, fllgnim ccinplex, i s closely relate^ to the t o t r a -
ploia pareflt of Erendh hexaplold S, nigrum. Ihe other 12 
tinpalre^ airomosomee may prohably helong to I t s other 
putative parent i^ flilch Is prohahly a aiplold species 
^^ §.• fllggum ooiBplesr* 
10,12. genetic system of pentaplold hybrl^e 
OThe high s t e r i l i t y recorded In pentaplolfl 
hybrids, French hexaplold £• fllf^um x £• vtllogum. 
I s due to breakdown of melosls. The breakdown of 
meiosls may be due to e i ther the genie or s t ructural 
differences betireen the chromosomes of parents or 
due to the combined effects of both (Gajewslci, 1954)• 
Chromosomal s t e r i l i t y covers those cases in which 
s t e r i l i t y resul ts from lacfe of homology between the 
parental genomes, (Davis and Heyvood, 1967). Since in 
the present investigation the parents differed s ign i -
f icant ly in morphological characters as well as chro-
mcsome number, the h i ^ s t e r i l i t y as recorded in Pi 
hybrids can be attributed to s t ructural differences 
"between the chromoscfflies of both the parents. 
lo7 
3!he evidence In favour of the existence of 
genlc s t e r i l i t y along with chromoeomal s t e r i l i t y In 
pentaplold hybrids comes from the study of thei r P2 
and P3 progenies. The pen t^ lo ld hybrids were not com-
ple te ly s ter i le despite the i r unhalaneed chromosome 
ntmher. !I!he P2 progeny obtained from thorn Showed consl* 
derable segregation par t icular ly with reference to 
f ru i t colour, chromosome number aid pollen f e r t i l i t y . 
3?ho p l m t s of F2 progeny showed aneuplold tihromosQme 
numbers lilce 2n « 50, 511 52, 541 56 and B&» 5he range 
of pollen f e r t i l i t y recorded In t h i s progeny was 
12,17-51 .SI . Bie range of pollen f e r t i l i t y recorded in 
y5 progeny was 25.6CU89.70. 5!hus the increase in f e r t i -
l i t y recorded in subsequent generations of s t e r i l e ^1 
Itybrida anfl the occurrence of e few s t e r i l e plants in 
12 progeny •»*itch did not set flowers or f ru i t s and a 
h t ^ l y pollen f e r t i l e plant (79-50 per cent) with poor 
frui t -e«t substantiate the existence of genlc s t e r i l i t y 
in addition to chromosomal s t e r i l i t y of pentaplold 
hybrids. In plants of f2 progeny* ewn thou^ oosb of 
t9ie chroffiosoaes paired, the f e r t i l i t y of the hybrids 
wa^ very low. HJhis also further goes in sigjport of 
genie s t e r i l i t y of pent^ lo id hybrids, 
from the foregoing discussion i t la obvious 
that the breakdown of oeiosls in pentc^loid hjTjrids 
loS 
Is duo to the differences tjetvjeen the parents In 
chrcaaosome ntBaTjeu, structure and gene content. 
52herefore, the s t e r i l i t y in hyhrtds Is hoth genlc 
as "Well as chrcMnosomal. 
10»15« Interrelatlonshl-p hetv^een Indian he3caT)lold 
S. algrua and trench he:saplold S. nlggua 
"Even though the two populations were similar 
in general pattern of oytologloal and morphological 
characters including the colour of herry, they diff-
ered significantly in growth, habit and siz© of seve-
r a l f lora l organs. The Indian hexaploid ^, nigrum 
was t a l l and erect *3iereas the French hexaplold 
§.• iilgrum was short with spreading "branches. 3!hey 
maintained th i s t r a i t even though they were grown 
under as nearly uniform experimental conditions as 
possible. iChls clearly shows that the difference in 
growth hahlt between these two taxa i s genetic and 
not environmental. 
A close genetic relationship between these 
two ta3ca i s exemplified by the fact thirtr they can be 
oroosed easi ly producing f e r t i l e hybrids. Ihe hybrids 
showed in majority of the pollen mother cel ls 35 
blvalents and 2 univalents. The occurrence of uni-
valents at both dlaklnesis and metaphase I indicates 
U9 
the genetic var iab i l i ty of the two populations vflilch 
Is relsfced to thei r herltab3a morphological d i f fer -
ecoe. The morphological variation recorded hetvieen 
these tvfo in te r fe r t l l e hexaploid populations msy he 
due to gene mutations at^ chromoEXjmal rearrangement 
(Stebhins, 1950; Love, 1964). 
3!hus, these in te r fe r t i l e populations of the 
heac^loid £. niffrum which possess heritable morpho-
logical differences and live In different habi ta ts 
may be called ecotypes of the species, Ihis term was 
original ly defined by Sfuresson (1922) as **The pro-
duct arising as a resul t of the genotyplcal response 
of a species to i t s part icular habi ta t" . Gregor, 
Davey and lang (1936) defined eootype as "A popula-
tion distinguished by morphological and physiological 
characters, most frequently of a quantitative nature? 
in te r fe r t i l e with other ecotypes of the ©cospecies, 
but prevented from freely exchanging genes by ecolo-
gical barriers (see also langlet , 1971). 
Ihe ecotypes of the present in-rostlgation 
seem to have sdaptlw t r a i t s to their environment. 
!Phe adaptiw t r a i t that distinguishes thsse ecotypes 
might haw originated by modification of genotype of 
the ancestral population. lEhls probably might haw 
oecurred by i t s response to different selection 
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presauxes vMch resulted from ecological dlfferen-
t i a t ton tn various parts of tlie originally more 
uniform envlrojnment of iSie ancestral population. 
IChelr separate a is t r lbut lons may Tse an incidental 
secondary resul t of ecotypic differentiat ion. 
ThQ morphologically dlstingulshabJe ecoisypeB 
of S^» nigrum may l)e considered s^ suTs-specles (Davis 
and Heyv/ood, 1967). 
I0 , t4 , gaxpnomlc significance of cvtogenetlcal v;oi3c 
on 3 . nigrum complex 
The taroneanio treatment of opecioe of 
§.* J^ Jgrugt complex in general and Intraspeclfic va r i -
ation in £. ^igrusi in part icular i s often considered 
to be inadequate. In polyploid complexes, In general, 
vhQse a series of diploid p i l l a r s siij^ort a super-
structure of polyploids, tho taxonomlo problems are 
more acute and v i r tua l ly Insoluble (Babcock and 
Stebbins, 1958). Hovjevsr, a polyploid complex i s a 
delight to the evolutionary biologist since I t provi-
des a system in which the process of speoiation can 
be studied. In taxonomic problems of polyploid com-
plexes the d i f f icu l t ies arise because of the presence 
of similar ox Identical genomes in some of the species 
at different le-vels and from the hybridissation vhlch 
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occurs at the various polyploid IOVBIS and even 
Tsetvjeen tb© same levels to some earfceftt. lEhe oonee-
quences are that inoriaiologlcally similar units occur 
at dlfforoiit levels in the complex because of the i r 
possession of common genomes and the hybridization 
has the effect of f l l l t n c In the morFhologlcal gaps 
betifl^ eon the units especially at the ploldy level . 
S|» elation has been studied comprehensively 
and repeatedly during the past five decades by out-
standing investigators in the field of evolution. IChe 
contributions of Dobzhan^y, Clausen, Grant, Mayr, 
Simpson and Stebblns are familiar to a l l systematists. 
iteproduotive Isolation I s the c r i t i c a l stop In evolu-
tion and la generally regarded the primary cri ter ion 
of speelation. The evolutionary biologists define 
species as a genetically d i s t i nc t , reproductive3y 
Isolated and potential ly Interbreeding natural popu-
lat ion composed of Individuals possessing a conmon 
gene pool (Mayr, 1942J Emerson, 1945» Stebblns, 1950? 
love, 1964; love and love, 1967). Mayr (1948) proposed 
that well defined species i^ould be characterised by 
morphological, physiological and ecological differen-
ces and reproductive Isolation. Dobzhansky (1950) 
believes that the attalmnent of reproductive Isolation 
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Ijetween gefletlcally diverging populations t s the 
essence of MologlcaZ epedat ton. love has consis-
tent ly taJcen the iinc<Mpromlslng position to define 
species "In terms of gene pools and reproducti-ve 
harr iers" . According to love (1964) "Ihe processes 
leading to reproductive isolation ace the processes 
of epeciafcion in the s t r i c t sense". 
The reproductive isolat ion Is hrought into 
helng ei ther by dhanges in arrangement of the genes 
with the chromoscsaes or simply by changes In chromo-
some ntmiber, The former process has f i t t i ng ly heen 
named gradual spe elation by Huxley (1963) and Valen-
tine (1949) whereas the l a t t e r has been termed abrupt 
speclatlon. Gradual spoclatlon i s a step-by-step 
process through the accumulabion of differences 
caused by gene mutation, genetic recombination, chro-
mosomal rearrangement (Stebblns, 1971)» selection and 
isolat ion. Abrupt speclatlon Is due to sudden change 
in chrcanosoine number producing instantly an almost 
irreversible barr ier between populations and thus 
effectively Isolating them. 
©lere i s a school of csrtotaxonomists which 
ins i s t s that polyploidy represents a primary genetic 
Isolating ffiechantffla and different ploidy levels deserve 
specific rank (Kannfeldt, 1958; love, 1964). love (1951) 
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gave a gooa accoimt of how taxonomists havr© recog-
nized the so-called "latraBpeclfic chromosome races" 
as d i s t tnc t species. love (I960h)sald "The only log i -
cal rule for the classif icat ion of taxa differing in 
chromosome niimber Is to name them as dis t inct species. 
!Hiis does not, hoviievcr, imply that a l l species repor-
ted "by different authors to have two or more chromo-
some ntunhers shouia be uncr i t ical ly sp l i t " . 
In practice most taxonoraists do not give 
species status or other formal taxonomic recognition 
to populations differing in chromosome number unless 
they are able to identify them on the basis of ex t -
ernal morphology. Because of evolutionary s ign i f i -
cance of reproductive isolat ion a good deal of time 
has been spent looking di l igent ly for morphological 
s imi lar i t ies and dissimilar i t ies , within £. nigrum 
species and among the species of £. nigrum complex 
by which chromosome races can be consistently iden-
t if ied . 
lEhere is now sufficient oytomoriihological 
evidence to show that the inclusion of diploids, 
tetraploids and hexaploids iinder the same specific 
name as polyploids i s misleading. In the l ight of the 
foregoing discussion i t i s f e l t that taxonomic rev i -
sion of the species of S, nigrum complex i s essent ia l 
I7i 
md, tJQ the hope of facllltsbing euob jPevlsloii# the 
foXlovfing seoammaiBtQltioiiB are msiSe to itidloate the 
kind of change whltjh w)uU t» consistent vlth the 
new knowledge s 
1, 5Jhe cytooojfjhologlcal anfi biometirtcal 
sttiaies of S# yioaiflo3?am and diploid ^, nlgjnaa pro^ * 
vt4e ao featujses of c^aoelfioatory value. SHieJfefoxe, 
diploid fojsas of ^. fljLgyiqn should he merged with 
§* nodiflortaa and hereafter the diploid S, nigruia 
i^ould he recogniaed as S, nodtfloytm, 
2. fhe epeciee S,. luteuyi. §. •yj.Xlogma and 
tetraploid £. nignc^ are interforfelle without any 
suhetantial cytogenetlcal or iiioj?|hologioal differ-
ences. Bierefore, these three taxa should colleotl-
vely he given a specific rank and i t ehould he 
£. luteum. 
£• IttteuB and 5. vl^Iogtai cannot he separa^ -
ted norphologioally and cyfeogenetioally from each 
other and noreowr» these species are interfertile 
•nd eepahle of gene exchange. It is ohid:ous from 
literature (Jackson, 1946) that the same anther 
has desorihed the some species and named i t as 
S. u^teum and S, vjlloaim. Since the aeaning of 
the wor5^  luteun (luteous«deep orange yellow) i s more 
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faeanlngful than vlllosum, i t I s xecommended that tlB 
name £. Xutettm ahotiM he retained v«ierea0 the none 
£• 1^ 3.10 gam Should he ahandoned. 
Since tetraplold £• niggmn ehowa herltahle 
difference in f ru i t colour (orange red) from the 
other taxa (yellow colour) i t should he recogntssed 
as ecotype (Gregor, Dsvey and lang> 1936) or ouh-
epeoleo of S, Xutema (Bhaduri, 1945»51{ fandon and 
Bao, 1966af Han and ICandon, I969h). 
5. fhe constant^ and dist inctness of natural 
Indian hexaploid §_. nigmm suggest that i t has a good 
claim to specific status and, therefore, the hinomial 
£• fligrum GhouM he retained for th i s taxon. The 
SSfench hexaploid S, nj^as^a. «3iidi i s a morphologically 
diartlngui^ahle ecotype ^oulfl he recognized aS suh-
species of 3, QiSSM' 
I^ £• aj^ gytaa cos^lex i s classified s t r i c t l y 
on the has is of hiosyste2J**ic information, there v i l l 
he no so-called dhromoeomal races met within i t in 
India and the taxonomlc position of £. nigrum ooiaplex 
wi l l he as followsi 
Diploid 3. nigrum « £. a^d^loryp^ 
£• luteum 
fetrsipl4id 
<-i p r/6 
Indian hex^lold 
S* fiiSSm 
10,15. Genetic e^ yetem aafl eTolutlonaagy trends la 
Biploia and tetraplold speoles of S. ^i/amm 
coBiplex played an iiaportant role In origin and evoXH'* 
tion of natural heraplold forma. In the present InTOS-
tlgafcion th i s has "been conflroed hy escperiaental hybri-
dization hetwcn £. yjllosum (n « 24) or £ . lute^yi 
(n « 24) and S, nodlflcram (n » 12) followed hy douh-
ling of the chromosomes of the s te r i l e t r lp lo ld hyhrlds 
(n c 56) using oolchtolne. 3!he f e r t i l e allohexaplolde 
thus ohtalned were laorjihologlcally and oytologically 
similar to natural hexaplolds. 
Breafcdovai of meiosis and h l ^ s t e r i l i t y of 
F! hybrids are found to he significant factors in 
erecting a strong reproductive harr ier among the spe-
cies of 3;. niftrum complex. !2he hreaikdotm of meiosis 
and hifiji s t e r i l i t y of hybrids (Ft) are found to tie due 
to gfnic as well 30 chro»oaomal differences among the 
parental species of t h i s complex. 
In S. i^jgrna complex the variation at eco-
typic or «ih~speoific level seems to he dwi to the 
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frooess of gejne mutation, recomMnatlon anfl natural 
selection l)ut tsrlthout parfctcipatlon of the spectatlon 
processes of reproductlv© Isolation. SuT3-speclflc 
variations are very d is t inc t due to geographical i so -
la t ion. 2!he isolated populations wil l gradually tend 
to diverge both genetically and morphologically by 
gene mutation, recombinafcion and ncdiural select ion, 
and inevitably in the long run resul t in speelation. 
®ius the evolution of discrete ocotypco i s a basic 
step in gradual spe elation. 
Sy the formation of geographical ra<»s or 
sub-species, £. nigrum complesr has become a veiy com-
plicated genetic sjrstem capable of becoming adapted 
to various environmental conditions and thus possess-
ing enormous evolutionary p las t i c i ty . 
There appears a marked correlation between 
habit and habitat of Indian hexaplold £. nlfirum and 
French hexaploid £. SlBSM," ^* ^^ known (Stebblns, 
1950) that many plant species possess genotypes which 
normally promote erect growth under good edaphic con-
dit ions but produce prostrate and sprej^lng habit 
when the plants sose adapted to poorer conditions of 
growth or extreme conditions of wind and sa l t spray 
prevailing at the sea coast. The erect plants of 
Indian hexaploid S, nigrum have a much greater 
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reproauctlve capacity and, therefore, a pronounced 
selective aflvafltaee when gro-wlng tmder good conditions. 
On the other hand the prostrate plants of Frendh hexa-
ploid S_, niRram are at a relat ive advantage irnder poorer 
conditions hecause the i r seed sett ing i s the least 
affected hy imfavourable conditions. 
From the foregoing discussion I t i s obvious 
that gene mutation, s tructural changes In chromosomes, 
hybridization and polyploidy have been Involved In the 
origin and evolution of species of S, nlfnnm comp3er. 
10«16. Genome analysis In S. nlftrum complest 
The Indian diploid S, nigrum and ^. nodiflorum 
are similar In cytologlcal characters and they are 
rec^ily cross able with each other, producing f e r t i l e 
hybrids with normal melosls, 2?his indicates that these 
two taxa are genetically closely related. 
£• luteum« S^ , vlllogimi and tetraplold 
£• nigrum behaved cytologically as a l lotetraploids . 
©ley were in t e r fe r t i l e and produced hybrid progeny with 
n • 24 chromosomes. !i3ie f»9qt»ncy of multivalents was 
low and most of the diromosomes formed bivalents at 
diakinesis and netaiihas© I , indicating the homology 
of genomes of the three t a ra . 1!his shows that £. luteum, 
S.. villogum and tetraploid §. fiigrum are genetically 
closely related. 
\n 
35ie lack of genomic relationship tjetv/een 
diploid (S .^ jpoaiflortcn) and tetraploid species 
(^« luteum. S, viXlosimi and -tetraploids £. nigrum) lo 
exemplified "by the production of s t e r i l e tr iploid 
hybrids. In triploid hybrids only limited pairing 
occurred viHh a large number of univalents* 0?he chro-
mosomal associations were loose. Since no quadrivalents 
\jeTQ observed in melosls in the te t raploids , autosyn-
desio Is unlilcely. Thus i t i s clear that the degree of 
homology hetixjcn the diploid and tetraploid genomes 
v/as low. 
lEhe cytological observations Indicate that 
the chromosomes of S. nod if 3^rum are not homologous 
with those of S, villosum. §. luteum and tetraploid 
£• Jajgrum. Ihelr genomic constitution may be termed 
AA and BB 00 respectively. 2he triploid may be repre-
sented as ABC. 
The chromosome numbGr of t r iploid hybrids was 
doubled by colchicine treatment. Ihe colchicine Imduced 
hexaploids resembled the natural hexaploide in general 
morphological and cytologlcal characters. They crossed 
readily with the natural Indian hexaploids producing 
f e r t i l e hoxaplold offspring. Kiese studies indicate 
that the chromosomes of the colchicine Induced hexa-
ploids are closely homologous with those ot the natural 
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Indian hexs^loida. Therefore, the genetic constitu-
tion of natural Indian hexaploiSs may l)© designated 
as AABBCO, as is alao that of the sjmthesized hexa~ 
ploide. 
The French hexaploid S, nigyum crossed 
readily tfifith the natural Indian hexaploid S^ . nigrum 
and produced fe r t i l e hexaploid offepring. riost of the 
chromosomee formed bivalonte at diolcinesis and meta-
phase I , indicating the homology of the genomes of 
the two taxa. Ihis indicateo that the French hexaploid 
§.' nigrum and Indian he3t:aploid S, nXnrvaa axe geneti-
cally closely related. Eoxiever, the heritable t r a i t 
of French hoxaploid £. nigrum might have originated as 
an adaptive feature "by the modification of genotype of 
i t a ancestral population through gene mutation and 
chromosomal rearrangement. The two in te r fe r t i l e taxa 
possessing heritable morphological difference but 
living in different habitats arc regais3ed as ecotypes. 
The morpliologic al ly distinguichablo ecotypeo may be 
considered as sub-species. 
Itentaploid hybrids were obtained by crossing 
the French hexaploid S. nigrum \rf.th S_. villosimi. 53iey 
showed in meiosis as many as 24 bivalents v/hereas the 
other chromosomes were present as univalents. !I3iis 
shows that out of the five genomes of the pentaplolds, 
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tlie eihromoscsmes of four genome have paljeefl and 
those of tlae fifth ai» In th© foao of imlvalents. 
Atrtosynflesia does not eeem to occoa; elnoe quaflrl-
valents i«ere not otjssrrofl In both the parents of 
pentaploid hybrids. i!^ e pairing behaviour of ohro-
mosomes in pent^loid hybrids may mean that the four 
genomes of I^ndh hexaplold S« i^ jgrum are laentloal 
genetically with the genomes of the tetraplold spe-
cies £. JSfjilaSM* 
3!he tetraplold hybrids irfhldh were obtained 
by crossing the Indian hexaploids and French hexa-
ploids with £. nodlflorum itoo\«ed as many as 18 blva^ 
lenta In meioais whereas the other diromosciaes t^re 
present as univalents. Autosyndesis does not seem to 
occur since quaarivalents trere not observed in both 
the hexQ^Xoid parents. It appears that at least in 
the fomation of 12 bivalents in tetraplold hybrids, 
12 (Siromosoiass of £• fiodiflorum and 12 chromosciaes of 
l^ncih hexeploid §. nigrum or Indian hexaplold 
S* nfpru^ mi^t hsm^ taken part. 53ils may mean that 
£• i^ odlfXomffl i s closely relsfeed to the diploid 
parent of the 7renoh hexaplold g. jjiigrum and Indian 
heX8Eploid g. fiiS£M* 
Ipom the foregoing discussion the genomic 
constitution of species of J . nigrum complex may be 








The pattern of qtiantita*iv© varlatioa In 
species of £. ^if^naa contplex Is ssthex oompltcated. 
In general there Is some aoriShologloal diversity within 
the population of the same plolfiy an3 among the eipeoles 
of the coopier. Howe-ver, greater homogeneity of morpho-
logical characters was ohserved with Increase In degree 
of ploldy* Homogeneity of populations has been assured 
with the Increase of ploldy In th is complex. 3?hls can 
he due to the buffering a* the polysomlc level against 
the natiiral aelectlon as compared to the release of 
greater variability In the diploid population where 
duplication of genetic mate ad al Is not present* I t Is 
also llfcely that the variability In polyploids could 
be cryptic tJhldh could be released and utilised under 
altered conditions of environment. 
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Mo2?pihologleal, Moiaetjylcal eni cytogenettcal 
studies hav9 "been carried out on some species of 
B, nlRsma. conqplex with a view to vmS&XBtmSim *heir 
iaterrelat ionship and evolutionary his tory of the i r 
genetic eystein. 92he species studied are l is ted he low. 
fflie species of this complex, in general, can he 
distinguished caaong themsel'ves mainly on the hasis of 
chromosome numher and f r u i t colour. !Bh© natural popa-
amtion of £• |i^ <;>rum i s noteworthy hecauee i t can he 
classified into t^ree cjrtotypes. 
Chromosome 
ST>eoieB Fruit colour affinl^.^.Iiy 
Diploids (qytotype I ) Shiny hluiali 12 
hlaok 
iCetraploids (Gfjrtotype I I ) Orange red 24 
Indian hexaploide 
(Cyfcotype I I I ) Purplish hlactk 36 
(riainte erect) 
Prench hexeroloid Purplish hlacfe 56 
2.* mJSXm (Plants 
prostrate) 
h nodiflonm Shiny hluish 12 
hlac^ 
i» M s m Ifellew 24 
h yilloatML Yellow 24-
iSi 
1 1 . 1 . IntorrolatlonsMpB omonn the species of 
S. ninrvan. complex 
Striking rGOoin"blQnces vjoro recorded Tjoth 
cytologtcally and morpholooi cally tetvjeen S^ . podl-
florum and diploid S^ . nlf^rutn and anions £. lutemnt 
S. vllloaum and tetraplold S^ . niapm., Purtlier» tholr 
close rolatlonsMpo have "been confirmed by cross-
ab i l i ty studies and a s t a t i s t i c a l comparison of the 
morpholoclcal c±iaractGrG. A close genetic re la t ion-
ship betvracn Indian hexaplold S_, nlf;mm and Prencsh 
hoxaplold S_, nlfUJun I s revealed by tlie fact that they 
can bo crosoed reaSily prodiiclng f e r t i l e hybrids, 
11.2. Origin and nature of ploldy of natural Indian 
hexaplold S. nl/rrum 
Triple Id hybrids \rare produced by crossing 
S. lute urn v;ith S^ . nodlflorum. £. vlllos^^m with 
§.' nod if lorum and tetraplold S_. nigrum with S_. nodl-
florum. The occurrence of a variety of meiotic abnor-
malities In t r ip lolds shoi'jed that the throe ccnomos 
In the t r iplolds are dlBslmllar with respect to a 
majority of the i r chromosomes. The t r ip lolds \irare 
raised to the hoxaplold level by colchicine treatment. 
The syntheslaed hexaplolds were similar in morpholo-
Clcal and csrtoloGlcal characters among themselves and 
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rescmblGd the n a t u r a l Indian hexaploido. Both vjere 
h ich ly f e r t i l e and r ead i ly croaraable. Their i d e n t i t y 
uas fu r ther confirmed hy a s t a t i s t i c a l comparison of 
t t e i r morpholocical charac ters . Ihose otudioa c l ea r ly 
indicated the allopolyploid nature of the n a t u r a l 
Indian hcxaploitls. 
TtiQ ro le ployed "by diploid and te t raplo id 
epocioD of £ . nif{r\m complex in the origin of the 
n a t u r a l hexaploido haa been confirmed "by a cytological 
Btudy of hoth the te t raploid hybrids (Indian hexa-
ploid S^ . ninrum x £. nod if lorum and French hexaploid 
§.• iiinruB X §. nod if lorum) and pontaploid hybrids 
(Prenda hexaploid S. nifrrum x S. v i l losum). 
11«5. Genetic oyotem and evolut ionary trende in 
3 . nif;rum complex 
Bredcdown of meiosic and high s t e r i l i t y of 
P1 hybrids are found to bo s ign i f i can t fac tors in 
e rec t ing a strong reproductive b a r r i e r among the 
species of S, nigrum complex. Prom a cytologica l 
study of t r i p lo id hybrids S_. luteun x £ . nod i f lorum, 
§.• villoston X £. nod i f lorum and t e t rap lo id S^ . nigrum 
X §.• nod i f lorum. and hexaploid s t ha t viere raised from 
them by colchicine t reatment , i t i s concluded tha t 
mostly the s t r u c t u r a l differences bett^^en the chromo-
somes of the parents have played an important role in 
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bredkaovm of meiosio and caasinc hic)a. o to r i l i t y in 
t r i p l e id hybrid D. HovjevGr, tlio evidence in favour 
of the existence of ^enic differences betv;ecn the 
chromocoraes of parents has come from a otudy of a 
fmi a tor i lc plants isolated from 02 population of 
colchicine induced hexaploido and from a study of P2 
and ^3 progenies of pentaploid hyhridts v/hicb i.-ero 
obtained by croooin/^ the Prench he2:aploid S_, nif!run 
with S. villoouD. trom a l l theoe studioo i t io 
deduced that both the chromesonal s t e r i l i t y and genie 
a t e r i l i t y played an important role in ioolating the 
diploid cpecios from tetraploid specieG of thio com-
plex. In addition, gene mutation, s t ructural changes 
of chromosomoD, hybrid issation and ix)lyploidy have 
been involved in the origin and evolution of opecioo 
°^ 2.' nif;run complex. 
11 •4« gaxonomic sif;nificance of cvto/reneticg of 
S« ninrum com-plsx 
3!he present inveatigations have yielded 
adequate cytogenetical, morphological and bioraetri-
cal data to enable us to make the folloifjing recomm-
endations for the taxonomic revision of species of 
^ . nigrum complex: 
1, Diploid form of S^ . nigrum should be merged vjith. 
£• npdiflorum and hereafter the diploid £. ni/rrum 
should be recognized as S. nod if lorum* 
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2 . Tho tliree I n t e r f e r t l l s t oxa , S. lu teun, S. v l l l o -
suia and t e t r ap lo ia £. nlnrma shoulfl collocrbivoly 
•bo given ono spec i f i c rank and sliouia IOQ dea l c -
nated as £ . luteum. Since tctraploifl S^ . nigrum 
O1IOV;D l ierltaljlo difference in f r u i t colour (orange 
rod) fron tlie other tvm t axa ( f ru i t yollou in colour) 
I t cliould "bo rocognicQtl QP on ocotype or oub-opocieD 
of £ . luteum. 
5 . Kio constancy ond dlatinctnosD of na tu ra l Indian 
hexaploid S. nlp.rum sugccat t h a t i t lia^ a (po^ 
claim to opeclf io Btatua and, tliereforo» the h ino-
mlal S. nigrum should be retained for t h i s . Sie 
French hexaplold £. nlf;rum i^;hich ohovred he r i t ab l e 
morphological difference from Indian hexaplold 
§.• nlfrrum but crossed r ead i ly v;ith I t producln;; 
f e r t i l e hybr ids , should be recogniaed a^ an ocotype 
or GUb-opecies of S_. nlnrum. 
^^ §,• niftran complex I s claoGifled s t r i c t l y 
on the basic of bioaystematic information, there u i l l 
be no so-called chromosomal racea or cytotypes met 
\vlthln i t in India . 
11.5. Genomic cons t i tu t ion of species of S. nigrum 
Gomplex 
The foregoing cytogenet ical s tudios of 
§,• fligJ^^m complex lead us to believe t h a t If the 
genomic cons t i tu t ion of the diploid species (S, nod l -
florum) i s denoted as AA then t h a t of the t e t rap lo ld 
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spocioe (S_, luteuir. t £. vlllogrura cud tctraploid 
§,• nigrum) ia BBCC. The t r iploiao ^d l l hav^ a 
constitution of ABO, ThQ genotype of colcliiclno 
Inducod hexaploido \"/ill ho AABBCC. The clooe morpho-
logical onO cjrtologtcal s imilar i t ies of Indian hexa-
ploia §, nl^tiia end French hexaplold £. nlftyum to 
tlio oolchicinG inducecl hexaplolds indicated that 
the Genomic constitution of a l l those throe taxa lo 
haoically one and the oarao and therefore, the Genomic 
constitution of a l l of then lo denoted as AABBCO. 
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